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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

When word reached the United States on September 1, 1939 that war had broken
out in Europe, Stephen Grace, the president of Bethlehem Steel company, was playing golf
at the Saucon Valley Country Club near his company’s namesake town in eastern
Pennsylvania. A young caddie was tasked to inform Grace and his playing partners of the
news, and once he understood the situation Grace quickly stated his opinion: “Gentlemen,”
he intoned, “we are going to make a lot of money.”1
Although notable for its candor, Stephen Grace’s reaction to the start of World War
II was surprisingly typical of American business leaders. Even as few American industries
were actively exporting war material to European belligerents at the time, many quickly
pivoted towards producing these goods. Even if they weren’t going to venture directly into
overseas markets, American businesses also anticipated an imminent military buildup in
the United States that would make producing conflict relevant items incredibly lucrative.
The American automobile industry, for instance, relatively willingly converted their
factories over to produce tanks and other military goods. The American aircraft and ship
building industries had already begun receiving large orders from European militaries in
late 1938, prior to the war beginning. These orders were particularly important for the
aircraft industry, which as historian Mark Wilson notes “transformed” the industry and
proved “electrifying” for individual firms.2 None of these businesses displayed serious
political opposition to either the onset of the war itself or eventual American entry
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Quoted in Kenneth Warren, Bethlehem Steel: Builder and Arsenal of America. Pittsburgh, PA: University
of Pittsburgh Press, 2008, p. 143.
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Mark R. Wilson, Destructive Creation: American Business and the Winning of World War II. Philadelphia,
PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016: 55; there is an extensive literature on the American automobile
industry’s mobilization, see Arthur Herman, Freedom’s Forge: How American Business Produced Victory
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following the attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941, even as some leaders may have
harbored private doubts.3
Certainly some American businesses, however, were more outwardly concerned
about how war in Europe might affect them. According to historian Lizzie Collingham,
“the outbreak of war in Europe was…viewed with gloom by American agriculturalists [i.e.
the agricultural industry].”4 More generally, political scientist Peter Trubowitz writes
regarding President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s proactive planning for industrial mobilization
in the late 1930s, that “When it came to military preparedness, Congress was not the
problem. The main problem the White House faced was getting business on board.”5
Still, businesses that publicly opposed the war remained in the distinct minority.
Far more businesses hedged their opposition, or stayed silent about the war. The influential
Business Roundtable, convened by the editors of Fortune Magazine in late 1939, for
example, warned that “if the war in Europe results in a German victory or widespread social
revolution, it will severely injure the welfare of the American people” without taking a
stand on what American politicians should do to respond to the conflict.6
Why might businesses hold divergent opinions about the same conflict? More
generally, why do businesses oppose war? Existing explanations for business opposition
to war mainly try and explain business preferences about conflict through the lens of
international trade. Since war ruptures trade, the argument goes, businesses that support
free trade will oppose war while those who oppose free trade will support war.7
Unfortunately, this explanation rings hollow in light of the evidence cited above.
For instance, both the American steel and automobile industries engaged in substantial
international trade in the pre-World War II era. It is precisely these internationalist, exportoriented, and free-trade supporting businesses that international relations scholars predict
should be the most likely businesses to oppose interstate wars like World War II.
Moreover, we see similarly puzzling cases where existing research on business
opposition to war mispredicts business opposition across a variety of countries and
contexts. The American aircraft industry during the Korean war, for example, was excited
by the prospect of increased governmental demand to compensate them for a post-World
War II drop in orders.8 In World War II, the automobile industry in European countries
3

Amongst American automobile leaders Henry Ford was firmly against American involvement in the conflict
and held well known pacifist views dating back to the previous World War. Alfred P. Sloan of General
Motors was similarly cautious. See Charles Hyde, Arsenal of Democracy: The American Automobile Industry
in World War II. Detroit, MI: Wayne State University Press, 2013.
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Lizzie Collingham, The Taste of War: World War II and the Battle for Food. New York, NY: Penguin
Books, 2013: 76.
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like the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany mirrored their American counterparts in swiftly
transitioning over to producing military goods as opposed to commercial vehicles.9 The
Japanese rice industry during World War I cheered wartime demand as compensation for
a stretch of poor crop yields, while the American wheat industry profited enormously from
selling grain to foreign governments and armies.10
These puzzles can be easily resolved through a simple—yet powerful—addition to
existing theories of business opposition to war. In this dissertation I argue that a business’s
opposition to war is jointly determined by two factors, their trade orientation and conflict
relevance, rather than simply reflecting their trade policy preferences. This additive theory
of business opposition to war predicts that businesses like the World War II-era automobile
industry, that rely on international trade but can make up for lost trade by selling military
goods, will be less likely to oppose wars than businesses like the World War II-era
agricultural industry, which are also dependent on trade but have far less conflict relevance.
Along similar lines, it predicts that industries with the same conflict relevance, but
differing trade orientation, will also have divergent levels of opposition to war. Businesses
with high conflict relevance that are less competitive internationally should be less likely
to oppose wars than conflict relevant businesses that are competitive internationally, since
the former benefit both from increased demand due to the conflict and from disruption to
competing foreign-made imports. Ultimately, then, neither a business’s trade orientation
nor its conflict relevance alone gives a full picture of its likely opposition to war. We can
only accurately predict a business’s opposition to war by looking at the additive effects of
these two factors.
This dissertation therefore offers a novel theoretical account of which businesses,
and why, are likely to oppose interstate conflicts. It then tests that account using a
structured mixed-method approach based on two comparative case studies of the American
wheat and cotton production industries during World War I and rare, historical survey data
of American business leaders during World War I and the Vietnam War.
For the remainder of this introductory chapter I first situate my argument in the
burgeoning literature on the political economy of security. I note that with the exception of
a peripheral role in the capitalist peace literature linking economic interdependence to
interstate peace, and a small literature on businesses mediating intrastate conflict, political
economy of security scholars have up until now generally devoted little emphasis towards
understanding the role of businesses in international conflict. My research, however,
challenges this state-centric bias amidst a broader call for a better understanding of the role
of businesses in foreign security policy.
Second, I present my argument about the determinants of business opposition to war in
brief and motivate its importance for providing a better understanding of the conditions
under which businesses may ultimately affect a state’s decision to go to war. Inspired by
the open economy politics tradition in the study of international political economy, I
conceptualize this causal chain linking business opposition to war—or business war
9

Stefan J. Link, Forging Global Fordism: Nazi Germany, Soviet Russia, and the Contest over the Industrial
Order (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2020). For more on the Nazi German economy in the
buildup to the war see Adam Tooze, The Wages of Destruction: The Making and Breaking of the Nazi
Economy. New York: Penguin Books, 2006.
10
Ushisaburo Kobayashi, The Basic Industries and Social History of Japan, 1914-1918 (New Haven, CT:
Yale University Press, 1930); for an in-depth discussion of the American wheat industry see Chapter 3 of
this dissertation.
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preferences more generally—to interstate conflict as an exemplar of what might be called
the open economy politics of international security. Finally, I conclude by summarizing
the subsequent chapters in this dissertation and highlighting the contributions and
importance of this dissertation.
1.1 The Study of Political Economy of Security
Over the past few years international relations scholars have become increasingly
interested in the relationship between international economic exchange and interstate
conflict, what is often termed the political economy of security. As Rosella Cappella
Zielinski, Kaija Schilde and Norrin Ripsman note in a recent agenda-setting article,
scholars have long studied these sorts of issues, often as a result of large structural changes
in the international economy.11 During the 1970s scholars like Susan Strange, Klaus Knorr,
Frank Trager, Robert Keohane, Joseph Nye, and David Baldwin, writing amidst the end of
the Bretton Woods system for managing international currency politics, investigated how
global market access was a key conduit for, and limit on, state power.12 Two decades later,
as scholars worked to understand how international relations might change following the
end of the Cold War, a new spate of research analyzed the various ways in which increased
globalization, driven by the United States, might mitigate or exacerbate international
conflict.13
What sets the newest wave of political economy of security scholarship apart from
its predecessors, according to Cappella Zielinski, Schilde and Ripsman, is a desire to break
away from a pervasive state-centric bias in previous research. “The post–Cold War call for
a political economy of security approach remains incomplete,” they write, “as evidenced
by a continuation of separate spheres of research and publication.” Of greater concern,
though, Cappella Zielinski, Schilde and Ripsman believe that a “state-centric political
economy of national security approach is too ontologically narrow for addressing
contemporary as well as historical security phenomena.”14
The potential of a more inclusive political economy of security approach that
accounts for the role of economic and domestic actors, however, has yet to be fully realized.
The most developed literature in the latest wave of political economy of security research
deals with states’ ability to finance interstate conflict. Here, the state is seen as the primary
actor, with a limited role—if any—reserved for domestic or transnational private financial

11

Rosella Cappella Zielinski, Kaija Schilde, and Norrin Ripsman. “A Political Economy of Global Security
Approach.” Journal of Global Security Studies 6, no. 1 (2021). Cappella Zielinski, Schilde and Ripsman call
their approach the “political economy of global security,” which to me seems like a distinction without much
of a difference from the more common language of the political economy of security.
12
Susan Strange, “International Economics and International Relations; A Case of Mutual Neglect.”
International Affairs 46, no. 2 (1970): 304–15; Klaus Knorr, The Power of Nations: The Political Economy
of International Relations. New York: Basic Books, 1975; Klaus Knorr and Frank N. Trager, eds. Economic
Issues and National Security. Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 1977; Robert O. Keohane and
Joseph S. Nye, Power and Interdependence. New York: Addison Wesley Longman, 1977; David A. Baldwin,
Economic Statecraft. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1985.
13
Joanne Gowa, Allies, Adversaries, and International Trade. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1994; Jonathan Kirshner, “Political Economy in Security Studies after the Cold War.” Review of
International Political Economy 5, no. 1 (January 1, 1998): 64–91; Michael Mastanduno, “Economics and
Security in Statecraft and Scholarship.” International Organization 52, no. 4 (Autumn 1998): 825–54.
14
Cappella Zielinski, Schilde, and Ripsman. “A Political Economy of Global Security Approach.”
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actors.15 More recent interest in the concept of weaponized interdependence, whereby
globalized financial, informational, and trading networks allow states to acquire coercive
leverage over other states, similarly deprecates the role of private economic actors.16
Finally, scholars attempting to lay out a prospective political economy of security research
agenda have often relied on state-centric frameworks, such as the guns-butter tradeoff
whereby states decide whether to produce conflict relevant goods or goods for private
consumption, without highlighting the importance of sub-state actors.17
There are, however, two major exceptions to this state-centric bias in political
economy of security research. First, scholars studying the capitalist peace have argued that
political pressure by domestic economic actors negatively affected by ruptured war time
trade is a key mechanism linking economic interdependence to interstate peace.18 Second,
a growing inter-disciplinary research agenda on “businesses and peace” investigates the
roles that businesses can play in mediating or exacerbating intrastate conflicts.19 These
approaches raise the important possibility of integrating domestic and transnational
economic actors into theories of foreign security policy in structured way.
1.1.1 Capitalist Peace Theories
Capitalist peace scholars have postulated three key mechanisms whereby economic
interdependence, whether through trade or financial exchange, leads to interstate peace: 1)
the opportunity costs state face by rupturing exchange; 2) pressure from domestic and
transnational interest groups who are hurt by the economic costs associated with war; and
3) states’ ability to credibly signal their resolve based on the costs associated with rupturing
exchange. The first two of these mechanisms have long-standing roots in arguments
popularized by, among others, the early Twentieth century economist Norman Angell.20
15

Key examples of this literature include Paul Poast, “Central Banks at War.” International Organization
69, no. 1 (Winter 2015): 63–95; Rosella Cappella Zielinski, How States Pay for Wars. Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press, 2016; Sarah Kreps, Taxing Wars: The American Way of War Finance and the Decline of
Democracy. New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2018. For exceptions to the state-centric bias in the
war finance literature see Jonathan Kirshner, Appeasing Bankers: Financial Caution on the Road to War.
Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2007; Paul Poast, “Money Talks: Finance, War, and Great Power
Politics in the Nineteenth Century.” Social Science History 44, no. 2 (June 4, 2020): 223–49.
16
Henry Farrell and Abraham L. Newman. “Weaponized Interdependence: How Global Economic Networks
Shape State Coercion.” International Security 44, no. 1 (2019): 42–79; Daniel Drezner, Henry Farrell, and
Abraham Newman, eds. The Uses and Abuses of Weaponized Interdependence. Washington, D.C.: Brookings
Institution Press, 2021.
17
Paul Poast, “Beyond the ‘Sinew of War’: The Political Economy of Security as a Subfield.” Annual Review
of Political Science 22, no. 1 (2019): 223–39.
18
Erik Gartzke, “The Capitalist Peace.” American Journal of Political Science 51, no. 1 (January 2007): 166–
91.
19
For reviews of the “businesses and peace” research agenda see Jennifer Oetzel, Michelle WestermannBehaylo, Charles Koerber, Timothy L. Fort, and Jorge Rivera. “Business and Peace: Sketching the Terrain.”
Journal of Business Ethics 89, no. 4 (March 1, 2009): 351–73; John J. Forrer and John E. Katsos. “Business
and Peace in the Buffer Condition.” Academy of Management Perspectives 29, no. 4 (November 1, 2015):
438–50; and Jolyon Ford, “Perspectives on the Evolving ‘Business and Peace’ Debate.” Academy of
Management Perspectives 29, no. 4 (November 1, 2015): 451–60. This agenda has also been the subject of
multiple journal special issues in recent years, e.g. Timothy L. Fort, “The Business of Peace.” Business
Horizons 59, no. 5 (2016): 451–53; Jason Miklian and Peer Schouten, “Broadening ‘Business’, Widening
‘Peace’: A New Research Agenda on Business and Peace-Building.” Conflict, Security & Development 19,
no. 1 (January 2, 2019): 1–13.
20
Norman Angell, The Great Illusion (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1910).
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As Erik Gartzke puts it in a widely cited article, “First, changes in the nature of production
make it difficult to cheaply subdue and to profitably manage modern economies through
force” and second, “The integration of world markets not only facilitates commerce, but
also creates new interests inimical to war.”21
In an earlier article Gartzke, Quan Li, and Charles Boehmer identify a third
potential mechanism: states might be able to more credibly signal their resolve, and thus
avoid conflict, if they are economically interdependent. Specifically, “states can use trade
to signal, informing others by demonstrating a willingness to pursue costly acts (harming
trade).”22 Although theoretically plausible, however, there is little evidence to support this
third mechanism.23 The importance of capitalist peace theories for this dissertation,
therefore, is simply to provide a plausible account of how businesses and other economic
interest groups may affect foreign security policy to motivate a deeper investigation of why
businesses might want to try and affect these policies in the first place.
1.1.2 Businesses and Intra-state Conflict
There is also a growing inter-disciplinary research agenda on the role of businesses
in civil wars and intra-state conflict that avoids the state-centric bias common in more
widely known political economy of security scholarship. This research agenda
encompasses three primary strands: normative arguments about why businesses should
become involved in mediating intra-state conflicts,24 detailed empirical case studies of how
businesses have become involved in intra-state conflict,25 and theoretically motivated work
that seeks to explain businesses’ effects on the initiation, continuation, and termination of
these conflicts. It is this latter, theoretical work that is closest to this dissertation.
Unfortunately, though, political scientists and strategic management scholars have
developed theories about the role of businesses in intra-state conflicts in a somewhat
piecemeal fashion. Amongst strategic management scholars, for example, Angelika
21

Gartzke, “The Capitalist Peace,” 170. In an earlier article, Gartzke, Quan Li, and Erik Boehmer describe
the first mechanism in terms of “additional opportunity costs associated with military force.” See Erik
Gartzke, Quan Li, and Charles Boehmer. “Investing in the Peace: Economic Interdependence and
International Conflict.” International Organization 55, no. 2 (2001): 394.
22
Gartzke, Boehmer, and Li, “Investing in the Peace,” 395.
23
Allan Dafoe and Nina Kelsey. “Observing the Capitalist Peace: Examining Market-Mediated Signaling
and Other Mechanisms.” Journal of Peace Research 51, no. 5 (2014): 619–33.
24
This research has evolved alongside a growing emphasis on corporate social responsibility and businesses’
interest in environmental, social, and governance (often abbreviated as ESG) topics. E.g. Timothy L. Fort
and Cindy A. Schipani. The Role of Business in Fostering Peaceful Societies. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2004; Andreas Georg Scherer and Guido Palazzo, “The New Political Role of Business in
a Globalized World: A Review of a New Perspective on CSR and Its Implications for the Firm, Governance,
and Democracy.” Journal of Management Studies 48, no. 4 (2011): 899–931; and Michelle K. WestermannBehaylo, Kathleen Rehbein, and Timothy Fort. “Enhancing the Concept of Corporate Diplomacy:
Encompassing Political Corporate Social Responsibility, International Relations, and Peace Through
Commerce.” Academy of Management Perspectives 29, no. 4 (November 1, 2015): 387–404.
25
E.g. Timothy L. Fort, The Diplomat in the Corner Office: Corporate Foreign Policy. Palo Alto, CA:
Stanford University Press, 2015; the articles described in Fort, “The Business of Peace.”; Jason Miklian, Rina
M. Alluri, and John Elias Katsos. Business, Peacebuilding and Sustainable Development. Routledge, 2019;
John E. Katsos and Yass AlKafaji. “Business in War Zones: How Companies Promote Peace in Iraq.” Journal
of Business Ethics 155, no. 1 (March 1, 2019): 41–56; and Jason Miklian and Juan Pablo Medina Bickel.
“Theorizing Business and Local Peacebuilding Through the ‘Footprints of Peace’ Coffee Project in Rural
Colombia.” Business & Society 59, no. 4 (April 1, 2020): 676–715.
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Rettberg theorizes that businesses become involved in peace building efforts as a function
of three factors: to enhance their operations, due to the normative beliefs of business
leaders, and in a bid to increase their profits.26 In contrast, Jennifer Oetzel and Jason
Miklian highlight that the importance of reducing investment risk and achieving a variety
of competitive advantages drives businesses’ interest in peace. 27 In a separate article Oetzel
and Kathleen Getz highlight stakeholder pressure as a distinct driver of businesses’
response to intra-state conflict.28 Unfortunately, all of these scholars develop their theories
in isolation from each other, and without referencing them.
These theoretical approaches in strategic management research are further
disconnected from alternate theories of business involvement in intra-state conflict
developed by political scientists. Molly Melin, the most prolific political scientist
researching the role of businesses in peace-building, offers a distinct explanation for
business involvement in peace-building based on structural characteristics of the conflict—
such as a lack of existing state capacity, politically unstable states, and ongoing conflict
management efforts by states—as well as firm-specific factors, such as their exposure to
international norms, threats to their investments, and potential reputational costs.29 Aisha
Ahmad differs from both Melin and strategic management scholars in arguing that
businesses’ security costs will lead them to either ally with or oppose insurgent groups,
which will in turn influence their role in the peace-building process.30 These theoretical
approaches are all internally consistent and valid on their own terms, but their piecemeal
development, and limited engagement with each other, unfortunately limits scholars’—and
specifically political scientists’—ability to accumulate knowledge on businesses role in
foreign security policy.31
Although this dissertation builds in many respects on the businesses and peace
research agenda, namely through its conceptualization of businesses as a key actor in
foreign security policy, it differs in two key respects. First, this dissertation focuses
exclusively on inter-state rather than intra-state conflicts. This distinct empirical focus
limits the applicability of theories derived from the businesses and peace approach that
explain business behavior in intra-state conflicts.
Second, this dissertation draws primary inspiration from theories of international
security and international political economy rather than strategic management. Although
this potentially limits the ability of this dissertation to speak to core strategic management
26

Angelika Rettberg, “Need, Creed, and Greed: Understanding Why Business Leaders Focus on Issues of
Peace.” Business Horizons 59, no. 5 (September 1, 2016): 481–92.
27
Jennifer Oetzel and Jason Miklian. “Multinational Enterprises, Risk Management, and the Business and
Economics of Peace.” Multinational Business Review 25, no. 4 (January 1, 2017): 270–86.
28
Jennifer Oetzel and Kathleen Getz. “Why and How Might Firms Respond Strategically to Violent
Conflict?” Journal of International Business Studies 43, no. 2 (February 1, 2012): 166–86.
29
Molly M. Melin, “The Business of Peace: Understanding Corporate Contributions to Conflict
Management.” International Interactions 47, no. 1 (2021): 107–34. See also Molly M. Melin, “Business,
Peace, and World Politics: The Role of Third Parties in Conflict Resolution.” Business Horizons 59, no. 5
(September 1, 2016): 493–501; Molly M. Melin, The Building and Breaking of Peace: Corporate Activities
in Civil War Prevention and Resolution. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2021.
30
Aisha Ahmad, “The Security Bazaar: Business Interests and Islamist Power in Civil War.” International
Security 39, no. 3 (2015): 89–117.
31
On the importance of accumulation in political science see Scott Ashworth, Christopher R. Berry, and
Ethan Bueno de Mesquita. Theory and Credibility: Integrating Theoretical and Empirical Social Science.
Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2021: 17.
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questions, I believe that drawing on international security and international political
economy theories helps mitigate the theoretical accumulation issues in the businesses and
peace research agenda. My approach also points the way towards a systematic framework
for thinking about the conditions under which businesses may, or may not, affect a state’s
foreign security policy based on insights from the open economy politics tradition in the
study of foreign economic policy.
1.1.3 Towards an Open Economy Politics of International Security
Given existing political economy of security research, my argument in this
dissertation can be seen in two lights. First, it can be viewed as a narrow elaboration of a
key mechanism underpinning arguments about the capitalist peace. Theorizing which
businesses, and why, oppose interstate wars provides strong microfoundations for interest
group mechanisms of the capitalist peace. Alternatively, however, my argument represents
microfoundations for a broader understanding of the conditions under which businesses
may, or may not, affect a state’s foreign security policy, what I call the open economy
politics of international security.
Although not without its critics, I believe that the open economy politics (OEP)
approach for understanding foreign economic policy is a promising starting point for
understanding the political-economic consequences of international shocks such as
interstate war. The OEP approach argues that scholars can understand the conditions under
which businesses may, or may not, affect foreign economic policy by thinking about three
distinct phases of policymaking: the formation of foreign economy policy preferences,
political behavior based on those preferences, and actual policies that are partially
determined by this political behavior.32
To see how the OEP approach can be easily adapted to foreign security policy, it is
worth considering each of these phases in turn. First, OEP argues that businesses form
distinct foreign economic policy preferences based on the distributive effects of both these
policies and the broader structural economic context in which they occur, such as
globalization. For example, businesses will form preferences for or against trade
liberalization based on whether or not they are predominantly export oriented, as well as a
number of other firm-specific conditions.33 Many foreign security policy actions, such as
the decision to levy sanctions or declare war, also will have distributional consequences.
So why wouldn’t businesses form preferences about these policies in the same way that
they do about foreign economic policy?
Similarly, OEP argues that businesses will act politically based on these
preferences, for instance through lobbying or campaign donations, if they assess that the
potential benefits of this behavior will outweigh its costs. For example, firms decide
32

For critical summaries of OEP see: David A. Lake, “Open Economy Politics: A Critical Review.” Review
of International Organizations 4, no. 3 (2009): 219–44; Thomas Oatley, “The Reductionist Gamble: Open
Economy Politics in the Global Economy.” International Organization 65, no. 2 (April 2011): 311–41; W.
Kindred. Winecoff, “How Did American International Political Economy Become Reductionist? A
Historiography of a Discipline.” In Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Politics, edited by William R.
Thompson. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017.
33
Iain Osgood, “Differentiated Products, Divided Industries: Firm Preferences over Trade Liberalization.”
Economics & Politics 28, no. 2 (2016): 161–80; In Song Kim, “Political Cleavages within Industry: FirmLevel Lobbying for Trade Liberalization.” American Political Science Review 111, no. 1 (February 2017):
1–20.
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whether or not to lobby the government for trade liberalization based on their preferences
and their industry structure, amongst other factors.34 Again, why wouldn’t businesses
similarly decide whether or not to act politically to oppose—or perhaps support—military
spending, sanctions, interstate conflict, or other aspects of foreign security policy if they
think they benefits of doing so will outweigh the costs?
Finally, OEP scholars have investigated the conditions under which businesses and
other domestic economic and political actors may, or may not, affect foreign economic
policy. Just because businesses attempt to lobby the government on behalf of a favored
policy doesn’t mean that such attempts will always be successful. To affect trade policy,
for instance, businesses and other economic actors need to solve collective action problems
that inhibit them from acting politically in a concentrated way to actually affect politicians’
calculus.35
It is this insight—that domestic economic actors need to act together in order to affect
government policy—that has generated the most research on the role of businesses in
foreign security policy. Research by Kevin Narizny, Jack Snyder, and Etel Solingen, for
instance, analyze the formation of domestic political coalitions around distinct foreign
security policy positions. This positions may then be enacted if these coalitions are able to
gain political power, even if they are detrimental to the state as a whole.36 Given that many
scholars dispute the idea that domestic economic and political actors can meaningfully
affect a state’s foreign security policy, an OEP of international security approach can help
illustrate the conditions under which this influence may, or may not, occur.37 An OEP of
international security approach illustrates the importance of theorizing the determinants of
businesses’ foreign security policy preferences, which this dissertation does, and the
conditions under which those preferences will lead businesses to engage in political
behavior with the aim of affecting foreign security policy, an opportunity for future
research that I discuss in this dissertation’s conclusion.
1.2 Argument in Brief
As noted above, in this dissertation I make a novel theoretical argument about
which businesses, and why, are likely to oppose interstate conflicts. Specifically, I argue
that businesses’ opposition to war will be jointly determined by two factors—their conflict
34

Mary Anne Madeira, “New Trade, New Politics: Intra-Industry Trade and Domestic Political Coalitions.”
Review of International Political Economy 23, no. 4 (2016): 677–711; In Song Kim and Iain Osgood. “Firms
in Trade and Trade Politics.” Annual Review of Political Science 22, no. 1 (2019): 399–417.
35
Kim and Osgood, “Firms in Trade and Trade Politics.”
36
Kevin Narizny, The Political Economy of Grand Strategy. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2007.
Jack Snyder, Myths of Empire: Domestic Politics and International Ambition. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press, 1991; Etel Solingen, Regional Orders at Century’s Dawn: Global and Domestic Influences on Grand
Strategy. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998; Solingen, “Domestic Coalitions,
Internationalization, and War.” Bruce Bueno de Mesquita, Alistair Smith, Randolph Siverson and James
Morrow’s notion of a “winning coalition,” although focused on a leader’s political survival, offers another
approach to thinking about the conditions under which a domestic political coalition may affect a state’s
foreign security policy. Bruce Bueno de Mesquita, Alastair Smith, Randolph M. Siverson, and James D.
Morrow. The Logic of Political Survival. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2003.
37
“Realist” international relations scholars, for example, have long been skeptical of the influence of
domestic economic and political actors on foreign security policy. E.g. Stephen D. Krasner, Defending the
National Interest: Raw Material Investments and U.S. Foreign Policy. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 1978.
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relevance and trade orientation—as opposed to solely their trade policy preferences as is
often assumed. In making this argument I conceptualize business opposition to war as a
policy preference, specifically the opinion that a business holds over whether a government
should go to war or not.
The first step in theorizing business opposition to war is to conceptualize
businesses, specifically what they are and what they want. Following economist Howard
Bowen, I conceptualize a business as “an independent private organization that 1)
mobilizes economic resources (land, labor, and capital), 2) produces goods or services for
sale in a market, and 3) relies primarily on the proceeds from the sale of its product to meet
its costs.”38 This conceptualization is intentionally broad, to account for a range of business
sizes from large multinational enterprises down to smaller, family owned and operated
firms.
I make four subsequent assumptions about businesses, that they are: 1) unitary
actors, 2) boundedly rational, 3) motivated primarily by profit, and 4) independent
economic and political actors operating in a market economy. These assumptions clarify
not only how businesses differ from other types of social or political actors, but also how
they will react to political events like interstate wars, and form preferences about them.
The second step in my theory is to conceptualize interstate wars, and the economic
consequences of these wars. Since I assume that businesses are primarily motivated by
profit, it follows that they will form opinions about interstate wars based on how wars affect
them economically. I conceptualize interstate wars as a series of sequential geopolitical
shocks that have three primary economic effects: raising the cost of international trade,
increasing governmental demand for conflict relevant material, and decreasing consumer
demand. I also assert that businesses know these effects will occur prior to a war breaking
out with a reasonable level of certainty, enabling them to form preferences about wars
before they begin.
The final step in my theory is then to deduce which types of businesses will oppose
interstate wars because they are negatively affected economically by them, and which will
not oppose wars because they either are not affected economically by them or, indeed, may
be positively affected. Based on the economic consequences of interstate conflicts that I
posit, two key variables appear likely to be relevant determinants of business opposition to
war: their trade orientation and conflict relevance. Given that these variables align to
distinct economic consequences of war—trade orientation with disrupted war time trade
and conflict relevance with increased demand for goods that increase military
effectiveness—I argue that these variables have separate effects, rather than an interactive
effect, on business war preferences.
1.3 Structure of the Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation proceeds as follows. In the next chapter I lay out my
additive theory of business opposition to war. I more fully conceptualize what I mean by
“business opposition to war” and summarize existing theories of this opposition. I
demonstrate how existing theories do a poor job of both explaining and predicting business
opinions about interstate conflict in key historical cases. As a result, I develop a new theory
of business opposition to war by providing a precise conceptualization of businesses as
38
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political actors, making defensible assertions about the economic effects of interstate
conflicts, and from there deducing testable hypotheses about which businesses will oppose
war in a given conflict.
I also justify and describe a mixed-methods research design for testing my theory
of business war preferences in this chapter. There are inherent inferential tradeoffs in any
single research methodology, so I use a combination of quantitative and qualitative
research techniques rather than relying exclusively on any single methodology. In
particular, I use both rich qualitative case studies based on archival primary source research
and quantitative survey analysis to test my theory against alternate explanations.
Chapters three and four contain my case study analysis of two American industries
during the World War I era, specifically the wheat (chapter three) and cotton production
industries (chapter four). As I explain in chapter two, I selected these two industries
primarily because they vary along the key new dimension that I argue matters for
explaining business opposition to war: a business’s conflict relevance. Since these cases
are “extreme” cases of trade orientation, that is both the American wheat and cotton
production industries during World War I are extremely internationalist, this case selection
strategy should bias my empirical findings in favor of existing theories of business
opposition to war and against my new additive theory.
The wheat industry, for instance, possessed an extreme internationalist trade
orientation during the World War I era and had relatively high conflict relevance. As
numerous observers at the time noted, an unfed army wasn’t much of an army to speak of.
As my theory would predict, the wheat industry, particularly wheat farmers, displayed little
opposition to war. The price of wheat shot up immediately after war broke out, bringing
unabashed glee to the Midwest, and there is little evidence that business leaders in this
industry opposed the war.
Conversely, I demonstrate in chapter four that the cotton production industry
reacted very differently to the outbreak of World War I. Like the wheat industry, the cotton
production industry was heavily involved in international trade. Indeed, at the time raw
cotton was far and away the United States’ largest export by value. Unlike the wheat
industry, however, raw cotton had little immediate war utility. A slight uptick in the sale
of raw cotton for ammunition production couldn’t compensate for a plummet in consumer
demand after the outbreak of the war. The price of cotton dropped precipitously as soon as
war was declared, driving cotton farmers and retailers to despair and, for many, the point
of bankruptcy. As a result, the cotton production industry opposed the war.
I turn to quantitative analysis in chapters five and six in order to help bolster the
findings from my qualitative case studies. In chapter five I leverage a rare 1916 poll of
American businessmen to assess whether the patterns I found in my case studies hold
across a broader array of World War I era industries in the United States. Using simple
difference of proportions tests, I demonstrate that the findings from my qualitative case
studies do hold across a larger sample of American businesses. In chapter six I test an
alternate argument about business opposition to war. Namely, I investigate whether a
business leader’s political ideology also partially determines their opposition to war
alongside their business’s trade orientation using historical polling data of American
business leaders during the Vietnam War. I demonstrate that businesses consistently
support or oppose war based on the factors that I identify.
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Finally, in the concluding chapter I discuss opportunities for future research on
business opposition to war, as well as the implications of my argument for contemporary
international relations. The factors that I discuss in this dissertation—a business’s trade
orientation and conflict relevance, as well as business leaders’ political ideology—are
certainly not the only potential causes of business opposition to conflict. I therefore propose
a structured, forward-looking research agenda on business war preferences based on
different conceptualizations of businesses, their motivations, and the consequences of
interstate conflicts.
I also comment on what I see as a shallow, pessimistic interpretation of what my
findings imply for future business opposition to war. Namely, the findings in this
dissertation imply that different businesses will oppose war than international relations
scholars have historically argued will oppose wars. They don’t imply that businesses on
average will be less likely to oppose wars than popularly assumed.
1.4 The Dissertation’s Contribution
This dissertation makes a number of contributions to the academic fields of
international security and the political economy of security, as well as to the practical fields
of foreign security policy and strategic management.
First, this dissertation makes two theoretical contributions to a scholarly
understanding of international security and the political economy of security. Namely, it
develops a new theory of business opposition to war from first principles that contrasts
with existing theories while simultaneously incentivizing new research on businesses’
involvement in interstate conflicts and other areas of foreign security policy. This
dissertation certainly does not represent the theoretical last word on business opposition to
war. It proposes one new factor—conflict relevance—that partially determines business
war preferences, but does not discuss numerous other factors that might be relevant. A
better theoretical understanding of business opposition to war also incentivizes scholars to
develop broader research on the open economy politics of international security.
Second, this dissertation makes an empirical contribution to the fields of
international security and political economy of security by using underutilized sources of
data to test my argument about the sources of business opposition to war. International
security and political economy of security scholars have rarely looked at business archives
or publications as a source of data. This dissertation highlights the utility of these sources
for future researchers looking to resolve empirical puzzles regarding businesses’
involvement in foreign security policy. I also recover long forgotten historical survey data
in this dissertation regarding American business leaders’ opinions around World War I and
the Vietnam War. Not only can scholars utilize this data to test other arguments, but it
demonstrates that value in hunting for historical survey data as opposed to just generating
new, contemporary survey data.
Finally, this dissertation is relevant to policy makers and business leaders who are
trying to make sense of the contemporary foreign security and economic policy
environment. Although the dissertation focuses primarily on the past, it contains broad
lessons for the future. Specifically, foreign security policy makers should think critically
about how business opposition may, or may not, constrain their policy decision-making in
the years to come. Moreover, this dissertation challenges business leaders to think
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proactively and consistently about how interstate conflicts may affect them economically,
and how they might act politically to mitigate these effects.
This dissertation was completed over the summer of 2022, as the Russian invasion
of Ukraine was ongoing. This conflict greatly exacerbated underlying macroeconomic
challenges that businesses faced and, as a general rule, caught business leaders across the
world by surprise. Had business leaders better understood how interstate conflicts affect
them, and acted on their underlying preferences regarding the conflict, they may have been
better prepared to deal with the conflict.39
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CHAPTER TWO

A Preference for War?
AN ADDITIVE THEORY OF BUSINESS OPPOSITION TO WAR

Why, then, do businesses oppose wars? As noted in the previous chapter, businesses
in the United States and around the world have historically held divergent opinions over
war and peace. Namely, although some businesses have opposed interstate wars, others
have not. Existing explanations for business opposition to war, however—centered mainly
on a business’s trade policy preferences—do a poor job of predicting which businesses
actually oppose wars in key historical conflicts. In this chapter I therefore lay out a new
additive theory of business opposition to war, the opinions businesses hold over whether a
government should go to war or not.
I begin this chapter by first conceptualizing business opposition to war. Saying that
a business opposes war can mean one of two things, either that the business holds a policy
preference disfavoring interstate conflicts, or that a business acts politically to pressure a
government to not initiate, join or continue a war, but instead remain or revert to peace.
This dissertation focuses on the former interpretation.
Second, I summarize existing explanations for business opposition to war and note
how none of them provide a particularly strong basis for understanding why businesses
disfavor interstate conflict. I center this discussion on the most convincing alternate
explanation for business opposition to war, which I term trade preference theory, but I also
discuss additional proto-theories of business opposition to war rooted in businesses’ natural
affinity for peace or war, military contracts, and need for foreign markets, raw materials,
or other ancillary policy outcomes that wars might help accomplish. Although all of these
explanations have their supporters, they suffer from a series of logical and empirical
shortcomings that ultimately render them unconvincing.
Third, I develop a new additive theory of business opposition to war to mitigate
these shortcomings. As a first step, I provide a clear conceptualization of businesses as
political actors based on a set of reasonable assumptions about what businesses are and
what motivates them. Second, I assert that there are a number of economic consequences
of war besides just disrupted international trade, in particular increased governmental
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demand for conflict relevant material and decreased consumer demand. Having laid this
theoretical groundwork, I can then deduce a series of hypotheses regarding why businesses
would want to oppose war based on which businesses are most and least affected by these
economic consequences. Finally, I note how these assumptions and assertions lead to some
important scope conditions on my theory.
To preview the theoretical argument, I believe that a business’s opposition to war
stem from the additive effects of two major causes. First, there is a business’s trade
orientation, whether it is in an internationalist or domestic oriented sector. Second, there is
a business’s conflict relevance, whether it currently sells or can easily convert to selling
goods that increase military effectiveness.
This theory therefore represents a simple—yet powerful—revision to existing
theories of business opposition to war. By highlighting multiple, additive causes of
business opposition to war my theory does a better job of both predicting and explaining
why businesses oppose war in key historical cases than trade preference theory. As such,
it is a firmer theoretical foundation for follow-on theories of business political behavior
and business influence on governmental policy making than trade preference theory. I
conclude the chapter with a discussion of how I go about testing my new additive theory
of business opposition to war against trade preference theory using a structured multimethod approach.
2.1 Conceptualizing Business Opposition to War
What does it mean to say that a business opposes war? Business opposition to war
can conceptually refer to one of two things: that a business holds a policy preference
disfavoring conflict, or that a business acts politically to try and influence a country’s
decision to engage in war. In other words, business opposition to war can be conceptualized
as either the policy outcome that an actor prefers, that is peace or war, or as the political
strategy, that is direct pressure against the government’s decision to start or enter a war,
that an actor employs to achieve its preferred outcome.40
This dual conceptualization of business opposition to war poses some empirical
difficulties that I will discuss more fully later in this chapter. Specifically, it’s hard to
empirically differentiate between an actor’s preferences and their resulting
strategy/behavior because it is impossible to directly measure preferences.41 Nevertheless,
it remains useful for analytic purposes to differentiate between policy preferences and
political behavior since political behavior is always driven by multiple causes, and cannot
be explained solely based on an actor’s policy preferences.42 In this section I simply aim
to conceptualize and define the categories of policy preferences and business opposition to
war, the latter being the primary outcome of interest or dependent variable in this study.
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What, then, is business opposition to war? International political economy scholars
have long studied businesses’ policy preferences in a variety of foreign economic and
domestic policy areas, including trade,43 welfare,44 immigration,45 and climate regulation,46
but there has been far less research on businesses’ security policy preferences. Broadly, an
actor’s preferences refer to their rank ordering and relative affinity over potential outcomes.
A business's policy preferences, then, are their rank ordering and relative affinity over
policies a government might choose to enact. Policies are strategies that governments
pursue to try and achieve their goals. For businesses and other domestic actors, then,
policies are a political outcome, albeit one they can try to affect. Business opposition to
war is therefore simply when business’s rank ordering and relative affinity for peace
supersedes that for war. It is a “preference over outcomes”—that is war or peace—rather
than a “preference over strategies.”47
2.2.1 Specifying the Variation in Business Opposition to War
Businesses likely have distinct preferences about different types of wars, for
instance interstate versus intrastate conflicts.48 For this dissertation, though, I focus
exclusively on businesses’ preferences about interstate conflict. I restrict my analysis to
interstate conflicts given that these events generally have larger effects on the international
economy and business community than intrastate or civil wars. Given that interstate
conflicts, especially between great powers, pose a greater risk to both businesses and
societies than intrastate conflicts, and business behavior in these conflicts is not well
understood, they are worth focusing on. The mechanisms underpinning business opposition
to war in interstate wars also likely differs from that in intrastate conflict.
I investigate just one key type of variation in businesses’ opposition to interstate
war: why different businesses vary in their opposition to a given interstate conflict, that is
inter-business opposition to war while holding the war constant. There are certainly other
interesting types of variation in business opposition to war, such as why businesses might
vary in their opposition to war over the course of a given conflict (temporal variation in
opposition while holding the conflict constant) or why businesses might vary in their
43
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opposition to conflict across different wars (inter-conflict variation while holding the
business constant). I discuss the benefits of analyzing these other types of variation in
business opposition to war in the conclusion of this dissertation.
Moreover, although in theory businesses’ preferences regarding interstate conflict,
as with other policy preferences, range from opposition at one end to support at the other,
I restrict my analysis primarily to business opposition to war. Scholars studying the
“political economy of security” have long highlighted how tremendously disruptive
interstate conflicts are to domestic and international economies.49 Although I believe that
some businesses benefit economically from interstate conflict more (or are hurt
economically from interstate conflict less) than other businesses, I believe that few—if
any—businesses truly prefer interstate war to interstate peace. Even businesses that profit
handsomely from arms races and increases in international tension, such as munitions
manufacturers, likely do not prefer war to a guarded peace.
As a result, in this dissertation I analyze a limited range of business war preferences
(see figure 2.1). Specifically, I focus on business opposition to war, conceptualized as a
spectrum ranging from opposition at one end, where a business prefers interstate peace
relative to interstate war, to non-opposition to war, where a business is relatively indifferent
to interstate war relative to interstate peace. To clarify the precise variation in the dependent
variable that I examine in this study, I am interested in explaining why different businesses
either oppose or do not oppose a given interstate conflict.
Figure 2.1: Visualizing Variation in the Dependent Variable
Business War Preferences
Opposition

Support

(prefer peace to war)

(prefer war to peace)

Do Not Oppose War

Do Oppose War

Range Analyzed in Dissertation

A final important point regarding business opposition to war is the question of
whether or not it is appropriate to theorize where actor preferences come from. Economists,
for instance, have traditionally viewed an actor’s preferences as fixed, that is unchanging,
and exogenous, or given by nature. They are therefore relatively unconcerned with trying
to explain where preferences come from, and indeed criticize efforts to try and do so.50
Political scientists, however, disagree, and oftentimes treat preferences as an outcome of
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interest, or “dependent variable,” worth explaining through a theoretical argument.51 As
noted above, international political economy scholars have long considered business’
policy preferences about a variety of domestic and foreign economic policies as an
appropriate dependent variable. My research on business opposition to war builds on this
earlier work on policy preferences, albeit in the realm of international security as opposed
to international political economy or domestic politics.
2.2 Existing Explanations for Business Opposition to War
How have international relations scholars historically explained business
opposition to war? Traditionally, the most popular explanation for a business’s opposition
to war has been to link businesses’ preferences about interstate conflict to their trade policy
preferences. Scholars have argued that businesses that support and engage in international
trade will oppose war since conflict raises the cost of trade, while businesses that want
trade protectionism and compete with imported goods will be less likely to oppose wars
since conflicts produce a de facto tariff that mitigates the flow of imports.
This view, however, which I term trade preference theory, represents only one
theory of business opposition to war amongst many. After summarizing trade preference
theory I therefore discuss three other alternate explanations for business opposition to war
rooted in businesses’ natural affinity for peace or war, military contracts, and need for
foreign markets, materials, or other ancillary policy outcomes that war might achieve.
Relative to trade preference theory, though, these additional theories of business opposition
to war are fairly unconvincing. In particular, they suffer from a series of conceptual and
logical shortcomings that render them unpersuasive. Although I summarize them here, I
therefore dispense with them in the later, empirical sections of this dissertation.
2.2.1 Trade Preference Theory
The main existing theoretical explanation for business opposition to war is what I
will call trade preference theory. Scholars have recognized that there is a connection
between war and trade ever since the work of early Manchester School political economists
such as Richard Cobden in the nineteenth century. Given that war disrupted trade, Cobden
hoped that educating businessmen and policy makers about the negative economic
consequences of war would lead them to be more peaceful.52 By the early twentieth century
these ideas had not only been expanded upon theoretically, but taken root in popular
discourse. Norman Angell’s early 20th century bestseller, The Great Illusion, for instance,
argued that modern war was irrational because of its economic costs. Not only were any
economic benefits of conquest greatly outnumbered by the costs of war, Angell noted, but
these economic benefits could be gained absent war’s cost through international trade.53
British economist Richard Pigou made similar arguments during and after the First World
War. Interstate wars could be very costly to countries even if they weren’t directly invaded,
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Pigou noted, since “great losses may be inflicted upon many people through the
interference with foreign trade which war involves.”54
This early scholarship forms the historical foundation for trade preference theory,
which argues that a business’s opposition to war stem solely from their trade policy
preferences. Since war disrupts trade, internationally competitive firms that favor and
engage in free trade will likely oppose wars. They have an incentive to advocate for
restrained, peaceful foreign policies.55 As Patrick McDonald explains, “these foreign
policy goals are driven by material interests seeking to avoid the well-known economic
costs of military conflict.”56 Conversely, import-competing interests that prefer trade
protectionism to free trade will be less likely to oppose wars, and indeed may have a
preference for rising military tensions. “The beneficiaries of protection, or firms that are
not competitive in global markets, may support aggressive foreign policies or war for the
economic benefits it provides to them. By slowing imports, military conflict raises the
domestic price of traded goods and enables import-competing firms to expand their
domestic market share.”57
Other scholars have echoed and expanded upon this central premise of trade
preference theory. Etel Solingen, for instance, argues that businesses with distinct trade
policy preferences join together into domestic political coalitions that then lobby for or
against expansionist and bellicose foreign policies. In particular, she notes that “Expanding
international markets and institutions affect domestic incomes, prices, employment, and
politics. Some groups benefit from international exchange”—that is trade—while “others
do not.”58 An “internationalizing” coalition will “attract actual or potential beneficiaries of
economic openness, including internationally competitive sectors and consumers” while
an “inward-looking” coalition will bring together “constituencies adversely affected by
openness, including proponents of state entrepreneurship, nationalism, ‘self-sufficiency,’
and military-industrial complexes.”59
As a result of these economic policy preferences, coalitions are driven to favor
certain foreign security policies over others. For Solingen, an “internationalizing” grand
strategy will “emphasize access to global markets, capital, and technology; regional
cooperation and stability; and domestic macroeconomic stability that reduces uncertainty,
encourages savings, and enhances investment (including foreign investment),” while
inward-looking coalitions “benefit from grand strategies that enhance the viability of
statist, nationalist, protectionist, and military-industrial complexes. External insecurity and
competition offer rationales for extracting societal resources, collecting monopoly rents,
54
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creating cartels, rewarding protectionist constituencies, and undermining internationalizing
competitors.”60 Beyond a broad preference for a certain “grand strategy” over another,
Solingen’s ideal type coalitions also have distinct preferences about war. This differentiates
her argument from other scholars who try to explain businesses’ preferences regarding
“grand strategy.”61 For Solingen, the “pillars” of internationalizing grand strategies
individually “dampen incentives for war; collectively they weaken them further.” In other
words, supporters of internationalizing grand strategies generally oppose wars. Conversely,
for an inward-looking coalition, “Forceful territorial expansion”—specifically through
war—“helps to extend the size of protected markets and squeeze out competitors.”62
Finally, Ben Fordham’s research on the domestic economic determinants of
American foreign policy, although dealing primarily with how business pressure affects
government policy, also argues that a business’ trade policy preferences can minimize their
opposition to aggressive foreign policies that raise the risk of war. Fordham notes that
businesses lobbying for protection from foreign imports in the early 20th century led the
United States to “adopt an aggressive and opportunistic posture towards other major
powers” which raised the possibility of armed crises and wars.63 “Overall,” he concludes,
a U.S. trade policy that sought “special advantages for American exporters while closing
the U.S. market to manufactured imports implied an aggressive posture toward other
states.”64
Fordham uncovers a similar relationship between trade preferences and a
willingness to court war in the United States’ stark increase in military spending in the late
1890s. The construction of a large fleet of battleships during this period supported
protectionist interests since “Plans to exclude other developed states from the US market”
through trade protectionism, “and perhaps from Latin America as well” through economic
and diplomatic coercion, “implied a hostile posture” towards other major powers. “As the
premier power-projection instrument of the time, battleships were a natural complement to
this foreign policy.”65 To be fair, Fordham draws far subtler linkages between trade policy
preferences and opposition to war than scholars like McDonald and Solingen. The
implications of his arguments, however, remain the same: businesses that support free trade
should be more likely to oppose wars than businesses that oppose free trade.
We can therefore deduce one testable hypothesis from trade preference theory.
H1: Internationalist businesses will be more likely to oppose war than domesticoriented businesses.
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Although trade preference theory is straightforward and fairly intuitive, there are at
least three potential reasons for concern. First, as noted in the previous chapter, trade
preference theory lacks predictive accuracy in key historical cases such as American
businesses’ preferences regarding World War I and World War II. Many of the businesses
that trade preference theory would predict should oppose wars, such as the World War Iera wheat industry and World War II-era automobile industry, didn’t really oppose these
conflicts. Second, by focusing exclusively on war’s effect on trade, the theory ignores
war’s effect on domestic demand. In particular, it misses potential avenues for businesses
to offset a decrease in international trade by selling to domestic buyers. Trade preference
theory therefore implicitly argues that trade preferences are a sufficient explanation for
business opposition to war, a rather strong theoretical claim. Finally, trade preference
theory hasn’t been directly tested. Scholars primarily use trade preference theory to justify
using trade policy preferences as a proxy measure of business opposition to war for testing
the effect of business pressure on policy outcomes.66 Despite its popularity, therefore, there
is little direct evidence supporting trade preference theory.
2.2.2 Proto-Theories
There are also a number of additional proto-theories of business opposition to war
that are worth mentioning briefly. They aren’t suited for empirical testing, however, since
they have weaker logic and less clear hypotheses than trade preference theory. The three
main proto-theories are scholars arguing that businesses have a natural affinity for war or
peace, scholars highlighting the role of military contracts in determining business
opposition to war, and scholars linking a need for raw materials or markets in foreign
countries—or other ancillary policy outcomes that war might accomplish—to business
opposition to war.
2.2.2.1 Natural Affinity
Some scholars have argued that businesses have a natural affinity for either peace
or war, implying that businesses have uniform preferences either supporting or opposing
wars. Scholars arguing that all businesses support war highlight how businesses have a
unique opportunity to collude with government officials during wartime, potentially
juicing their profits and locking in beneficial regulations and laws. Sociologist C. Wright
Mills, for instance, argued during the Cold War that all businesses in the United States had
a shared interest in conflict since war boosts profits and gives businesses a rationale for
becoming more directly involved in government. Mills noted that “today the successful
economic man...must influence or control those positions in the state in which decisions of
consequence to his corporate activities are made.” Importantly, “This trend in economic
men is, of course, facilitated by war, which thus creates the need to continue corporate
activities with political as well as economic means. War is of course the health of the
corporate economy; during war the political economy tends to become more unified, and
moreover, political legitimations of the most unquestionable sort--national security itself
are gained for corporate economic activities.”67 Economist Murray Rothbard articulated a
66
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similar view, believing that businesses universally supported war in order to insulate
themselves from market pressures by capturing governmental regulatory and purchasing
power.68 Broadly, these arguments reflect Cold War-era concerns about collusion between
businesses and government in the realm of both domestic and foreign policy.69
Other scholars, however, argue that all businesses oppose war, highlighting a
culture of “business pacifism” rooted in both norms and rational fears about the economic
effects of conflict. Samuel Huntington, for example, described this culture as inherent in
the scholarly work of Cobden, Herbert Spencer, John Fiske and William Graham Sumner,
as well as the example set by “lay prophets” such as Andrew Carnegie. Huntington argued
that three factors: a form of religious moralism, classical economic liberalism and
utilitarianism, and social Darwinism, combined to cause businesses to oppose war.70 James
T. Shotwell, an early 20th century professor of international relations at Columbia
University, believed that American efforts to maintain free trade during wars stemmed in
part from “the general interest of business in peace.”71 The problem with both of these sets
of arguments, however, is that they have little to no empirical support. Across all major
20th century wars that the United States participated in, for instance, we see variation in
business opposition to war, not uniformity.72
2.2.2.2 Military Contract Theory
Might a desire for military contracts and military spending drive some businesses
to support war? Famously, President Dwight D. Eisenhower warned about the growing
power of the “military industrial complex” in his farewell address to the country upon
leaving office, mirroring Cold War era fears that the country was at risk of becoming a
“garrison state” due to the high levels of military spending and restrictions on individual
liberty necessary to compete with the Soviet Union.73 Broader fears that high levels of
military spending are incompatible with the United States’ liberal, republican political
traditions date back even farther, to the country’s founding after the Revolutionary War.74
Unfortunately, despite a large scholarly literature dedicated to analyzing the
military industrial complex, this research doesn’t coalesce into a testable theory regarding
business opposition to war. Early 20th century research on businesses that profited from
war—the so-called “merchants of death”—is primarily polemical, relying on hearsay and
supposition rather than providing systematic evidence about the opinions of military
68
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oriented businesses.75 Later research on the military industrial complex often speaks about
the complex in the abstract, failing to specify the preferences of private businesses as
opposed to political elites or military bureaucracies.76 Even if this literature can be read as
simply arguing that all members of the military industrial complex support war (or in my
formulation won’t oppose war), therefore, it still doesn’t tell us which businesses
specifically comprise the military industrial complex. It also doesn’t make a clear
prediction about businesses that aren’t part of the military industrial complex.
While it intuitively makes sense that businesses that sell munitions or other types
of war supplies to governments likely have unique policy preferences regarding war,
scholars have yet to articulate a general theory linking military contracts, or the potential
for military contracts, to business opposition to war. In particular, scholars studying the
“military industrial complex” leave a crucial question unanswered: what is the likelihood
of businesses that aren’t currently part of the “military industrial complex,” but which
might convert to selling military equipment during war time, opposing wars? There are a
number of examples, such as the World War II-era automobile industry in the United
States, of companies that had little to no peacetime military contracts but pivoted in the
lead-up to war towards building and selling military equipment.77 Existing scholarship on
the “military industrial complex” has little to say about these companies or their opposition
to war. My additive theory of business opposition to war mitigates this shortcoming by
introducing the broader concept of a business’ “conflict relevance” that encompasses both
their current and future ability to help a country’s war effort.
2.2.2.3 Foreign Market/Materials Theory
A final theory of business opposition to war, albeit one that has fallen out of favor
in recent decades, is what I will call foreign market/materials theory. Drawing on longstanding Marxist and liberal theories of imperialism, this theory argues that businesses
which desire foreign market access and raw materials will support foreign wars and an
expansionist foreign policy, while those that don’t need foreign markets or raw materials
will oppose war.
Foreign market/materials theory can be traced back to the early 20th century, most
notably to John Hobson’s economic analysis of imperialism. Hobson believed that the
acquisition of foreign colonies was misguided, given that they offered few economic
benefits to colonizers and squabbles over colonial possessions had the potential to spark
conflict between major powers. Why, then, did European countries acquire colonies?
Hobson’s answer was that some businesses benefited economically from imperialism even
75
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though most businesses did not. Imperialism occurred, therefore, when “the business
interests of the nation as a whole are subordinated to those of certain sectional interests that
usurp control of the national resources and use them for their private gain.”78
Particularly, export-oriented business with surplus manufactured products
benefited from imperialism because imperial conquest opened up foreign markets where
these products could be profitably sold. Manufacturers “gain a living by supplying the real
or artificial wants of the new countries we annex or open up.”79 Although Hobson’s
economic interpretation of imperialism is perhaps best known by contemporary scholars,
he is just one of many early 20th century scholars who analyzed wars and imperialism as
the result of businesses’ desire for foreign markets. Italian economist Achille Loria
similarly believed that imperialism was the result of business pressure: “Why, indeed,” he
asked, “are wars undertaken if not to conquer colonies which permit the employment of
fresh capital, to acquire commercial monopolies, or to obtain the exclusive use of certain
highways of commerce?”80
Marxist theorists such as Rosa Luxemburg and Vladimir Lenin also argued that
businesses supported wars and imperialism due to a desire for raw materials and foreign
markets. For Luxemburg, capitalism contained an inherent drive towards accumulation and
violence. “From the very beginning, the forms and laws of capitalist production aim to
comprise the entire globe as a store of productive forces. Capital, impelled to appropriate
productive forces for purposes of exploitation, ransacks the whole world, it procures its
means of production from all corners of the earth, seizing them, if necessary by force, from
all levels of civilisation and from all forms of society.”81 Imperialism, then, is “the political
expression of the accumulation of capital in its competitive struggle for what remains still
open of the non-capitalist environment.”82
Lenin also argued that capitalist businesses supported imperialism, albeit for
slightly more specific reasons. Businesses wanted access to foreign markets due to a
diminishing rate of return on capital investments in the “home markets” of European
countries, and a need for raw materials. “The capitalists divide the world” into imperial
blocs, Lenin believed, “not out of any particular malice, but because the degree of
concentration which has been reached forces them to adopt this method in order to get
profits.”83 Peace was unlikely even after dividing the world into empires, and subsequent
expansion of capitalist enterprises, however, due to an insatiable desire for raw materials.
Lenin argued that “the more the need for raw materials is felt, the more bitter competition
becomes, and the more feverishly the hunt for raw materials proceeds throughout the whole
world.”84 Even as their specific mechanisms might slightly differ, Hobson, Loria,
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Luxemburg, Lenin and others can be grouped together based on their shared emphasis on
businesses’ desire for foreign markets and raw materials.85
There are two key issues, however, with this theory. First, these arguments
primarily try to explain why businesses support or oppose colonization and imperialism,
not war. Imperialism often involves conquest and war, but these are conceptually distinct
phenomena.86 Second, explaining business opposition to war on the basis of ancillary
policy outcomes such as market access or raw materials requires strong assumptions about
alternative government policies besides war that might also achieve these outcomes.87
In particular, since war is costly for a country as a whole, rational businesses will
prefer governmental strategies besides war that can achieve ancillary policy outcomes,
such as a negotiated settlement, unless at least one of several additional conditions hold.
First, there could be a higher probability that war achieves these policy outcomes than an
alternate strategy. Second, alternative policies might be costlier to the business than war.
Third, the business might also be directly affected by a war, either positively or negatively,
regardless of whether ancillary policy outcomes occur or not. A more robust version of raw
markets/materials theory could potentially assert and defend these first two conditions, but
as currently construed the theory doesn’t. The third condition implies that it is simpler to
explain business opposition to war based on war’s direct effects rather than its ancillary
benefits, which both trade preference theory and my additive theory do.
2.3 An Additive Theory of Business Opposition to War
Given the shortcomings identified above with existing theories of business
opposition to war, what might a more convincing theory of business opposition to war look
like? In contrast to trade preference theory, I argue that business opposition to war has
multiple determinants. In particular, businesses will oppose war based on both their trade
orientation and conflict relevance, whether they sell—or can easily convert to selling—
goods that increase military effectiveness. I deduce this theory from two key sets of
microfoundations: a strict conceptualization of businesses as unitary, boundedly rational
actors motivated primarily by profit, and a set of defensible assertions about the economic
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effects of interstate conflicts. I also explain how these microfoundations lead to some
important scope conditions on my theory.88
2.3.1 Conceptualizing Businesses as Political Actors
For my theory I define a business, following economist Howard Bowen, as “an
independent private organization that 1) mobilizes economic resources (land, labor, and
capital), 2) produces goods or services for sale in a market, and 3) relies primarily on the
proceeds from the sale of its product to meet its costs.”89 This conceptualization is
intentionally broad, to account for a range of business sizes from large multinational
enterprises down to smaller, family owned and operated firms. All businesses, regardless
of their size, may hold policy preferences regarding interstate conflict although as I discuss
below, my theory applies primarily to larger businesses that operate at a national, if not
international, scale.
In line with this definition I make four primary assumptions about businesses. First,
I “black box” businesses by assuming that they are unitary actors. I ignore the internal
workings and organizational complexity of businesses in favor of conceptualizing them as
a single, indivisible decision-making unit.90
Although clearly unrealistic, this unitary actor assumption is analytically useful.
Treating businesses as “a reality, intangible as to body, but understandable as a unit”
simplifies the elaboration of a business’ decision-making process and sets a baseline
against which theories with more descriptively accurate depictions of business’ internal
organization can be compared.91 The primary implication for my theory from this assertion
is that levels of opposition to war won’t vary in important ways between different areas of
a business, such as between business leaders and lower-level employees. As with all of my
simplifying assumptions, I discuss this assumption can be productively relaxed to generate
theories of intra-business differences in opposition to war at the same moment of a given
conflict in the conclusion of this dissertation.
Second, I assume that businesses are boundedly rational. Under expected utility
models, or “strict rationality,” scholars assume that actors accurately maximize their
relative benefits while choosing between competing actions based on transitive, continuous
and independent preferences.92 This model often falls short, however, in providing either
accurate description or prediction of human decision-making. Scholars have therefore
88
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articulated theories of both individual and organizational behavior that recognize the
“bounds,” or limits, on rationality.93 Assuming that businesses are boundedly rational is a
more descriptively accurate assumption than assuming that businesses are perfectly
rational. This assumption has two main consequences: it allows business opposition to war
to have a theoretically larger variance than a strictly rational theory, and highlights how
business strategies generally focus on short term rather than long term consequences.94
Third, I assume that businesses are primarily motivated to seek profits. By
“primarily motivated” I mean that the collective impact of non-profit motivations on
business preferences isn’t greater than profit motivations. This assumption seems justified
given existing scholarship on corporate decision-making. As economist George Stigler
notes, profits are “the strongest, the most universal, and the most persistent of the forces
governing entrepreneurial behavior.”95 Empirically, business executives have historically
self-reported that profits are their primary goal.96 Importantly, I am not denying that
businesses can be motivated by a variety of beliefs, norms, and other social factors, which
is a long-established fact.97 Rather, my profit motive assumption sets a baseline against
which social and other theories of business behavior can be compared, and represents a
theoretical bet that the profit motive will better explain variation in business opposition to
war than social theories.
Finally, I assume that businesses are independent economic and political actors
operating in a market economy. It makes little sense to talk about business opposition to
war if businesses are wholly state owned or otherwise shielded from the economic
consequences of war.98
2.3.2 Understanding the Economic Effects of War
What are the economic consequences of war? In other words, how might wars
affect businesses’ profits? Here I simply conceptualize wars as a series of sequential
geopolitical shocks that have three primary economic effects: raising the cost of
international trade, increasing governmental demand for conflict relevant material, and
decreasing consumer demand. I also assert that businesses know these effects will occur
93
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prior to a war breaking out with a reasonable level of certainty, enabling them to oppose
wars ex ante.99
Importantly, different types of businesses will be differentially affected by these
three consequences. Businesses that don’t engage in international trade, for instance, will
be less concerned about an increase in the costs of international trade than businesses that
are engaged in such trade. Indeed, it is precisely by thinking about which businesses are
most and least affected by these consequences that we can deduce hypotheses about the
primary dividing lines along which businesses will oppose and not oppose a given war. In
turn, these assertions about the economic consequences of war are the mechanisms linking
different types of businesses to differing levels of opposition to war.
First, I assert that wars, particularly large ones between powerful states, raise the
costs of international trade. This assertion should be fairly uncontroversial. The notion that
war disrupts trade is a key mechanism underlying arguments about the “capitalist peace,”
whereby economic exchange and interdependence lower the probability of war.100 Even
international relations scholars that note war doesn’t completely rupture trade generally
believe that it diminishes trade flows between belligerents and scrambles flows among
neutrals.101
Second, wars will raise governmental demand for military goods, both material
with purely military uses, such as tanks, and “dual-use” material, such as uniforms and
food, that has both civilian and military uses. Although governments may have historically
produced weapons and other war material themselves, or seized supplies from their
citizens, since the mid 19th century governments have generally purchased the material
they require to fight wars from private businesses.102
Third, and related, wars will decrease the supply and demand for consumer goods.
Wars will diminish the supply of consumer goods as factories and labor that previously
manufactured these goods are transitioned to producing conflict relevant material.103
Consumer demand will also drop as governments implement rationing, raise taxes, limit
wage increases, and appeal to patriotism.104
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Certainly these aren’t the only economic consequences of war. Nevertheless, I
emphasize them for two main reasons. First, they are direct effects of conflict rather than
ancillary effects, such as a particular state’s war aims. As a result, they lead to a general
theory of business opposition to war rather than being limited to idiosyncratic wars or
individual countries.105 Second, these effects’ prominence in the political science and
economics literatures on the economic consequences of conflict implies that they are some
of the most important economic consequences of war. Third, these effects are less
conditional on the outcome of bargaining between businesses and political leaders than the
economic effects of wartime fiscal or regulatory policies.106 I discuss how emphasizing
different economic effects of war might profitably lead to alternate theories of business
opposition to war in the conclusion of this article.
Finally, I assert that businesses know interstate wars will cause these effects prior
to a war breaking out with a relatively high degree of accuracy, therefore enabling them to
hold ex ante opposition to war.107 Strategic management scholars have long argued that
successful businesses proactively analyze threats to their business operations, including
geopolitical risks like the threat of interstate war.108 Empirically, businesses are often aware
of how interstate wars will affect them and frame their interpretation of contemporary
conflicts in light of their experience with past conflicts.109 Saying that businesses hold war
preferences ex ante, however, doesn’t mean that these preferences will always be salient,
that is relevant, for businesses.110 Businesses hold war preferences even during times of
peace, but the relevance of these preferences increases as the threat of conflict grows and
businesses think proactively about how a potential war may affect their profitability.
2.3.3 An Additive Theory of Business Opposition to War
Why, then, do businesses oppose war? I argue that the additive effects of two
primary causes, a business's trade orientation and conflict relevance, will ultimately
determine their opposition to war. I derive these two independent variables from my three
assertions above about the economic effects of conflict. First, similar to trade preference
theory, I argue that business opposition to war will be determined by a business's trade
orientation. Further following trade preference theory, I conceptualize trade orientation as
a dichotomous variable whereby businesses are located in either an internationalist or
105
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domestic oriented sector. A business is located in an internationalist sector if they are in an
export competing industry, and therefore support free trade, or are dependent on imported
material for domestic sale.111 Conversely, a domestic oriented sector consists of importcompeting industries that oppose free trade, or industries that are oriented almost
exclusively towards domestic production and sale. Since internationalist businesses are
reliant on international exchange for profits, I agree with trade preference theory that they
will be more likely to oppose war than domestic oriented businesses since war raises the
costs of international trade. I also assume, like trade preference theory, that trade
orientation primarily varies at the inter-industry rather than intra-industry level.112
Trade orientation alone, however, is insufficient for determining opposition to war.
Instead, its effect must be added to the effect of a second cause: the business’s conflict
relevance. Businesses have high conflict relevance if they sell, or can easily convert to
selling, goods that increase military effectiveness.113 These goods can be directly used or
easily repurposed for military use, and therefore increase the quantity or quality of a state’s
military forces. Governments will need to buy more military goods during wartime than
peacetime, so businesses with high conflict relevance will be less likely to oppose conflicts
than businesses with low conflict relevance since they can profit from this increased
governmental demand. Businesses with high conflict relevance will also be less affected
by decreases in consumer demand than businesses with low conflict relevance. For
simplicity I assume, as with trade orientation, that conflict relevance is a dichotomous
exogenous variable that primarily varies between rather than within industries.114
As a result of these combined effects, I argue that internationalist businesses with
low conflict relevance will be the most likely businesses to oppose wars. They will be
unable to sell goods to belligerent governments and are most affected by wartime trade
disruptions. Both their trade orientation and conflict relevance push them to oppose war.
H2: Internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance will be the most likely
businesses to oppose wars
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Conversely, domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance will be the
least likely to oppose war. They will benefit both from the inadvertent trade protectionism
that war brings and by selling war material to governments. Their trade orientation and
conflict relevance both make them unlikely to oppose war.
H3: Domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance will be the least
likely businesses to oppose wars
It follows then that industries facing cross-cutting war-time economic pressures
will be relatively more/less likely to oppose war than these two “extreme” cases.
Internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance will be less likely to oppose wars
than internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance since the former can make up
trade-related losses by selling military goods and the latter cannot. Similarly, domestic
oriented businesses with low conflict relevance will be more likely to oppose wars than
domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance. These businesses will gain
through the trade protection that war brings but are unable to juice their profits by selling
military goods.
H4: Internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance will be less likely to
oppose wars than internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance
H5: Domestic oriented businesses with low conflict relevance will be more likely
to oppose wars than domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance
What about relative opposition to war between these less extreme cases? Since both
internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance and domestic oriented businesses
with low conflict relevance face cross-cutting war-time economic pressures, it is only
possible to hypothesize their level of opposition to war relative to each other given an
assertion about the relative effect of trade orientation and conflict relevance on business
opposition to war. From first principles it is hard to convincingly argue that the relative
effect size of either trade orientation or conflict relevance will be consistently higher than
the other across various interstate conflicts. This relationship will likely be conflictspecific. As such, my theory makes no prediction about the relative opposition to war
between domestic oriented businesses with low conflict relevance and internationalist
businesses with high conflict relevance.
Finally, it is worth considering whether conflict relevance might be a sufficient
explanation for business opposition to war. Since my conceptualization of conflict
relevance captures both a business's current and potential ability to sell military goods, it
is an improvement on existing military industrial complex research that isn’t clear about
which businesses are in the complex or the opposition to war of businesses outside the
complex. As a final hypothesis, then, we might believe that businesses with high conflict
relevance simply will be less likely to oppose wars than businesses with low conflict
relevance.
H6: Businesses with high conflict relevance will be less likely to oppose wars than
businesses with low conflict relevance
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2.3.4 Scope Conditions
It would be presumptuous to claim that such a simple theory can explain all
business opposition/non-opposition to war across time and space. There are therefore at
least three important scope conditions on my additive theory. First, my theory is limited to
states without a high level of state-owned businesses because of my assumption that
businesses are independent economic and political actors operating in a market economy.
Second, my theory is limited to businesses’ opinions about large interstate wars
where my assertions about the economic effects of conflict are justified. I operationalize
these large wars as conflicts that contain at least one great power and last for at least six
months. Small wars that don’t involve a great power may not significantly raise the costs
of international trade. Similarly, governments may not need to purchase large amounts of
new military material during a short war lasting less than six months. Lengthy, large wars
that involve a great power, however, will raise the cost of international trade, increase
governmental demand for conflict relevant material, and decrease consumer demand.
Third, my theory is limited to larger businesses that operate at a national, if not
international, scale. Although smaller businesses may certainly oppose or not oppose wars,
this preference is unlikely to be related to the factors that I have identified since these
businesses will not have the possibility of engaging in international trade or fulfilling
government contracts. If a business’s trade orientation or conflict relevance cannot be
credibly coded because they operate at the local level then the my additive theory of
business opposition to war will not apply to them.
Although these scope conditions are fairly restrictive, the goal of my theory is to
set a clear baseline expectation for business opposition to war in a constrained set of
circumstances so that deviations from this baseline can be clearly assessed. I lay out the
universe of cases that meet these scope conditions in the following section and, given their
relative arbitrariness, I discuss in the conclusion how these scope conditions might be
productively examined in further research.
2.4 Testing the Theory
How can we assess the relative validity of my additive theory of business opposition
to war versus trade preference theory? One approach would be to look primarily at the
logic underpinning each theory to see whether the predictions they make are logically
consistent given each theory’s underlying assumptions and assertions. In this regard it is
hard to argue that either theory outperforms the other. Both trade preference theory and my
additive theory of business opposition to war certainly contain simplifying assumptions,
and underplay or ignore entirely a number of other potential causes of business opposition
to war. Still, such simplifications are a necessary part of developing social science theory.
All social science theories rely on simplified assumptions and assertions in order to help
scholars make sense of the world. As Seva Gunitsky argues, this “instrumental approach”
to parsimonious theory building “highlights certain features of the world in order to make
sense of it.”115
A better test of trade preference theory and my additive theory, then, is an
“empirical,” or evidence-based test. By looking at observed patterns of business opposition
to war, and seeing which theoretical predictions better aligns with the pattern, we can make
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an informed judgment about the theories’ relative validity. Although the intuition behind
this test is quite simple, however, performing this type of empirical test is harder than it
might seem at first.
Specifically, over the past decade or so the field of political science has undergone
what some term a “credibility revolution” when it comes to empirically testing theories.116
This revolution contains two major elements. The first is cautionary: political scientists are
warned about the inherent difficulty of credibly identifying causal effects between two
variables. The problem here is that when we observe a correlational relationship between
two variables, that is they appear to move together, we can’t prove that this is a causal
relationship absent a credible exclusion restriction. There could be any number of other
factors, including many that we cannot observe, that are tangled up in the supposed causeeffect relationship we are interested in. To credibly estimate a causal effect we therefore
need to isolate the purported cause from these other potential confounding causes. 117 We
have to convince ourselves, and other researchers, that the purported cause we are
interested in isn’t systematically correlated with any other factor that might also potentially
cause the pattern we are observing. Needless to say, this is oftentimes a tough argument to
make.
The second element of the credibility revolution has been methodological. Political
scientists have turned to a number of analytic techniques that can provide a credible
exclusion restriction and help them to argue that they have identified a causal effect. The
common element to these analytic techniques is randomization. If a researcher can
randomly manipulate a purported cause, for instance in an experimental drug trial where
participants are randomly given either a drug or a sugar pill placebo, then any observed
differences in outcomes can be ascribed to the randomized treatment, in this case the drug.
The search for randomization has led to a drastic increase in the use of experimental
techniques in political science, as well as other research designs where a researcher can
argue that a potential cause is “as-if-random,” even if they can’t manipulate it directly.118
Political scientists therefore often look for “natural experiments,” where scholars can
analyze real-world situations where a cause has been randomized through some natural
process—like rainfall—or another entity outside the researcher’s control, like the
government. Alternatively, scholars can utilize discontinuity designs, where individuals or
units are arbitrarily assigned to one category or another based on a clear threshold, such as
when a political candidate wins an election by margin of 50% plus one vote.119
Although I take both the cautionary and methodological elements of the credibility
revolution seriously, both trade preference theory and my additive theory of business
opposition to war are, regrettably, very difficult to test using contemporary causal
identification techniques. The problem is that the key independent variables in trade
preference theory and my additive theory of business opposition to war—a business’ trade
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orientation and conflict relevance—are impossible for me to randomize in a credible
experimental setting. Moreover, given that mergers and splits between businesses are
undertaken only after a lengthy period of analysis and maneuvering, it is hard to argue that
such instances can serve as a natural experiment.
The inability to manipulate the key independent variables in these theories may lead
some hardline empirical social scientists to conclude they are impossible to test. As Kosuke
Imai notes, “It may be difficult to think about causality if the treatment variable of interest
cannot be easily manipulated.”120 I disagree. Even if we cannot precisely causally identify
the effects of trade orientation or conflict relevance on business opposition to war we can
still assess their relative empirical validity. The development in recent years of refined
methods for testing social science theories using qualitative analysis and comparative case
studies is both an overlooked aspect of the credibility revolution and provides a convincing
method for testing trade preference theory and my additive theory of business opposition
to war.
In the remainder of this section, I therefore lay out a plausible approach for testing
the competing hypotheses from trade preference theory and my additive theory of business
opposition to war using intentionally selected comparative case studies. I first describe the
comparative case study method, and discuss the two-stage case selection strategy I used to
select my country-conflict and industry cases. Second, I talk about the sources I use for my
comparative case studies and how I use them to measure business opposition to war.
Finally, I briefly discuss how later chapters in the dissertation supplement the comparative
case studies through limited statistical analysis of historical survey data.
2.4.1 The Comparative Case Approach
Anyone who has read a history book or a biography has read a case study, although
of slightly different types. A biography, at least a biography of a single person, is a case
study of an individual, while a history book, perhaps of a single country, or event, is a case
study of that phenomenon. What counts as a “case” for analytic purpose in case study
analysis depends on the unit of analysis, the type of phenomenon the researcher is
interested in. By looking at a small set of case studies and analyzing them in depth a
researcher hopes to gain generalizable knowledge or findings that will hold for other, unstudied cases.121
In comparative case study research a scholar looks at multiple cases simultaneously
in an attempt to draw generalizable conclusions based on the similarities and differences
in the characteristics of the cases and the outcomes that occur.122 By “controlling” the case
selection process and looking at cases that share similar baseline characteristics, and yet
have different outcomes, a scholar can argue that the differences in outcome are due to the
case’s differing baseline characteristics. Importantly, controlled comparative case
comparisons possess strong internal validity, and can allow for credible causal claims,
when they are intentionally selected to maximize inferential leverage and can rule out
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confounding explanations through a deep interrogation of the historical record. In
particular, demonstrating that hypothesized causal mechanisms aren’t operating as a theory
predicts in “extreme” or “most likely” cases for a given theoretical explanation can provide
strong contradictory evidence vis-à-vis that explanation.123
The problem with controlled comparative case comparisons, though, is that they
often buy internal validity at the expense of external validity. Demonstrating that causal
mechanisms are or aren’t operative in an extreme or most likely case doesn’t provide a
basis for making credible claims about representative cases. As I discuss in the conclusion
of this section, I mitigate these external validity concerns by pairing comparative case
studies with analysis of historical survey data that allows for measurement of business
opposition to war across a wider range of representative business cases.
2.4.2 Case Selection Strategy
Testing trade preference theory and my additive theory of business opposition to
war requires a two stage case selection strategy. First, I need to select countries and
conflicts that are “typical” cases for both theories. I then need to select “most likely”
business cases for trade preference theory inside of that typical country-war case. This
strategy gives me the best leverage for assessing the relative validity of trade preference
theory versus my additive theory of business opposition to war, while also ensuring that
the results of that analysis have the best chance of being valid in other country-war cases.
The potential country-war case universe for my case study analysis consists of all
countries with a small proportion of state owned businesses that are either involved in, or
have the potential to become involved in, an interstate war that is large enough to disrupt
international trade, raise governmental demand for conflict relevant material, and decrease
consumer demand. Identifying business opposition to war during peacetime is difficult
since these preferences won’t be particularly salient.124 Only testing theories of business
opposition to war during wartime, however, may also be problematic, as it conditions case
selection on an outcome—war—that may also be affected by variation in business
opposition to war.125 Identifying “negative cases” of non-conflict, though, is incredibly
difficult.126
Although the full case universe for testing theories of business opposition to war
therefore consists of all industries in countries with a small proportion of state owned
businesses that have a relatively high probability of entering a large interstate war, even if
that conflict never occurs, I focus my empirical analysis on a practical sub-set of that case
universe: countries with a small proportion of state owned businesses involved in an
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interstate war with at least one great power participant that lasts at least six months. The
full list of the 71 cases that fit these criteria can be found in Appendix A.127
A “typical case,” according to Jason Seawright and John Gerring, is “a case that
exemplifies a stable, cross-case relationship.”128 In other words, it doesn’t contain unique
factors that sets it apart from other cases. Selecting a typical country-war case helps bolster
the potential generalizability of my empirical findings. The “transportability” of empirical
findings from one context to another is only justifiable if the cases share common elements
and are sufficiently similar.129 Given that arguments for transportability and external
validity rest on a number of strong assertions about case similarity, I do not claim here that
my typical country-war case selection strategy yields externally valid findings that can be
transported to other countries or conflicts. Rather, this strategy seeks only to raises the
probability of transportability.130
For this dissertation I focus primarily on the country-war case of the United States
during World War I for four primary reasons. First, nearly half of the country-war cases in
my restricted case universe (34/71 cases) occur during the World Wars. Second, selecting
a country case during World War I as opposed to World War II seems prudent given the
potential confounding effect of a business’s experience during World War I on their
preferences regarding World War II. If we think that American businesses’ opposition to
World War II was driven in part by their experience during World War I then it is better to
analyze the World War I case.131 Third, although it is tempting to see the American
experience during World War I as unique due to its extended period of neutrality from
1914-1917, this view is the product of scholarly hindsight and is not how American
business leaders viewed the war as it unfolded.
Debates over whether, and how, the United States should become involved in
World War I started immediately after the war began.132 American business leaders like
J.P. Morgan, Jr. took the time to update President Woodrow Wilson personally on how the
war was affecting their business operations in its opening days, and this flow of information
from business leaders continued throughout the conflict.133 American businesses’
preferences about World War I therefore represent a suitable test of business opposition to
war because these businesses had no way of knowing whether or when the United States
might ultimately enter the conflict. Neutrality does not bias empirical tests of theories of
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business opposition to war as long as those businesses confront a relatively high probability
of the state they are based out of entering the conflict. Indeed, testing theories of business
opposition to war in neutral states may actually be less biased than tests in belligerent states
if censorship laws might preclude businesses voicing opposition to war. Finally, setting
generalizability concerns aside, the case of the United States during World War I is also an
important case for studying business opposition to war given long standing
historiographical disagreement about the role of business pressure in driving the United
States’ involvement.134
In the second step of the case selection strategy I selected “most likely” business
cases for trade preference theory from the broader case universe of American businesses
during World War I. Jack Levy refers to the logic underpinning a most likely case decision
as “the inverse Sinatra inference—if I cannot make it there, I cannot make it anywhere.”135
In other words, if trade preference theory does a poor job of predicting business opposition
to war in cases where it should do a good job of predicting those preferences then the
theory’s credibility greatly diminishes. Moreover, demonstrating that hypothesized causal
mechanisms aren’t operating as a theory predicts in “extreme” or “most likely” cases for a
given theoretical explanation can provide strong contradictory evidence vis-à-vis that
explanation.
Businesses that have an extremely internationalist orientation are most likely cases
for trade preference theory. These businesses should be the most likely businesses to
oppose interstate wars, and we should call the validity of trade preference theory into
question if they don’t actually oppose interstate wars.
I used a “nested analysis” approach to select these most likely cases. A nested
analysis approach uses quantitative information about cases in order to guide the selection
of qualitative cases.136 In this instance I used quantitative measures of American industries’
annual export-import ratio and export value in order to conduct this nested analysis. I select
industry rather than individual business cases since I assume trade orientation and conflict
relevance primarily vary at the industry rather than individual business level.
Figure 2.1 plots the annual export-import ratio and export value of major American
industries in 1913 prior to the start of World War I. The figure plots industries’ exportimport ratio on the x-axis versus the logged value of their exports on the y-axis. Extreme
internationalist businesses are clustered in the top right-hand corner. They have a high
export-import ratio and high export value.
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Figure 2.1: Export-Import Ratios of pre-World War I U.S. Industries
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But what about these industries’ conflict relevance? Conceptually, an industry has conflict
relevance if it sells, or can easily convert to selling, goods that increase military effectiveness. The
types of goods that increase military effectiveness, however, are historically contingent given the
changing nature of warfare over time. As Hans Morgenthau put it, “the absolute and relative
importance which natural resources in the form of raw materials have for the power of a nation
depends necessarily upon the technology of warfare which is practiced in a particular period of
history.”137 An industry’s conflict relevance can therefore be most accurately coded based on the
contemporaneous opinions of business leaders, politicians, and other observers because it is these
actors’ perceptions of conflict relevance that will matter most for determining opposition to war
versus post hoc perceptions.
Table 2.1 reports the results of this coding exercise. I first categorized an industry as having
high conflict relevance based whether World War I-era political leaders considered the goods an
industry dealt in to be either conditional or absolute contraband of war, and therefore subject to
search and seizure during wartime. Although it remained unratified at the start of the war, most
World War I belligerents had agreed on which types of goods should be considered contraband
during pre-war negotiations that led to the first international legal agreement on contraband, the
1909 Declaration of London.138 Matching the goods on these contraband lists to individual
industries is a good first cut at separating industries with high conflict relevance from those with
low conflict relevance. Second, and more generally, I coded an industry as having high conflict
relevance if it largely contributed to the feeding, clothing, or equipping of World War I era armies.
This means that food industries, particularly in durable foods such as canning, industries that made
uniforms, namely the woolen trade, and industries needed for war production, such as the metal,
coal, and manufacturing industries, all have conflict relevance. When confronted with borderline
cases, where it was hard to determine an industry’s conflict relevance deductively, I relied on
historical sources from the World War I era to inductively determine how observers at the time
thought about an industry’s conflict relevance.
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Table 2.1: World War I-Era American Industries’ Conflict Relevance
Internationalist
High
Conflict
Relevance

●
●
●
●
●

Low
Conflict
Relevance

● Raw Cotton
● Sugar/Molasses

Domestic Oriented

Automobile
Breadstuffs
Iron/Steel
Meat/Dairy Products
Oils (Crude & Refines)

● Copper
● Fertilizers
● Leathers and Tanned Skins, and
Manufactures
● Tin
● Wool Manufactures

●
●
●
●
●

Cotton Manufactures
Oils: Vegetable
Paper and Manufactures of
Tobacco: Leaf
Wood (Raw & Manufactured)

I selected two industries from this set, one internationalist business with high conflict
relevance and one internationalist business with low conflict relevance for my comparative case
study analysis. Although for completeness we might also want to investigate domestic oriented
businesses with high conflict relevance and domestic oriented businesses with low conflict
relevance, the predictions from my additive theory of business opposition to war and trade
preference theory don’t differ greatly for these cases. Both theories imply that these businesses
will be relatively unlikely to oppose interstate wars. Testing two comparative case studies of
internationalist businesses with differing conflict relevance therefore represents a sufficient test of
these theories even if it isn’t a complete test.
As an exemplary internationalist industry with high conflict relevance I selected the
breadstuffs, or wheat industry. In 1913 the United States exported $95,098,838 of raw wheat while
only importing $670,931 (all trade values unadjusted for inflation), making it the third largest
American export industry that year, behind the cotton production and iron/steel industries. The
wheat industry also has clear conflict relevance. The 1909 Declaration of London explicitly notes
wheat should be considered conditional contraband because it could be used to feed either civilians
or military personnel. 139 Industry observers agreed with this categorization, and foresaw heavy
military need for wheat during the conflict. “Naturally the man who raises wheat, corn and oats
knows that a general war in Europe means heavy army demands for grain,” a correspondent for
the American Elevator and Grain Trade (AEGT), an industry publication, noted soon after World
War I began.140
Importantly, the breadstuffs industry represents a slightly better case for testing my additive
theory of business opposition to war than the iron and steel industry, another similarly sized
internationalist industry with conflict relevance, because the breadstuffs industry arguably has less
conflict relevance than the iron and steel industry. Both civilians and military personnel require
wheat and other breadstuffs during war, making it a dual-use industry, while the iron and steel
industry, and other heavy manufacturing industries, will generally be requisitioned primarily—if
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not exclusively—for wartime military production. Evidence that the American breadstuffs
industry didn’t oppose World War I, or indeed supported the war, is therefore stronger evidence
for my theory than similar evidence from the iron and steel industry because of a stronger intuition
that the iron and steel industry should not oppose the war.141
I selected the raw cotton production industry as an exemplary internationalist industry with
low conflict relevance because it was far and away the largest American export industry in the
World War I era. In 1913, the year prior to the war, the United States exported $575,495,653 of
raw cotton while only importing $19,479,571. Although raw cotton certainly had some wartime
uses in the early 20th century, for instance in bandages, clothing, and—in small amounts—for
ammunition production, I contend that raw cotton should be considered as having low conflict
relevance for two main reasons. First, the 1909 Declaration of London clearly declared cotton as
a “free” good that had little to no military purpose.142 Second, the raw cotton industry at the time
consistently bemoaned the fact that raw cotton wasn’t needed in large quantities by armies during
the war. Most army uniforms at the time were primarily made of wool, not cotton, and only limited
amounts of cotton were used to produce ammunition.143 As a local Georgia newspaper sadly
reported soon after the war broke out, “Food and everything used in warfare will be in such demand
that prices will naturally rise, but there will be no appreciable demand for anything in Europe
which people can live without. Cotton, lumber, etc. will be affected to an appreciable extent by
this lack of demand.”144
2.4.3 Measuring Business Opposition to War
Given the cases I selected for my comparative case analysis, how can we assess these
industries’ relative levels of opposition to World War I? In other words, how can we measure
business opposition to war? There are unfortunate, yet well known, empirical difficulties with
measuring any form of policy preferences, to include a business’s opposition to war. Specifically,
since an actor’s preferences are innate, and therefore only known to them, we cannot measure them
directly but rather must infer them from an actor’s behavior.145 This is true even in circumstances
where an actor is asked directly about their preferences, such as in survey research. Political
scientists studying public opinion have long argued that individual survey responses are a
behavioral response to a number of factors, including not just an actors’ preferences but also the
salience of these preferences, the survey setting, and question wording amongst others.146
I confront this methodological challenge a number of ways. First, I transparently report the
pieces of behavioral evidence that I am using to measure business opposition to war, and the
sources from which they come. Second, I measure business opposition to war at multiple points in
time, which ensures that the behavior from which I am inferring these preferences is broadly
representative of these preferences and not idiosyncratic. Third, I infer business opposition to war
141
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from behaviors where businesses have little strategic incentive to misrepresent their preferences.
Specifically, I primarily rely on businesses’ public statements regarding their opinions about
World War I, interspersed when possible with the observations of contemporary observers with
privileged access to the opinions of business leaders and representatives, such as journalists.
Some readers might wonder why I turn first to the public statements of business leaders
and representatives to measure business opposition to war rather than their private opinions and
sentiment. Wouldn’t business leaders feel more comfortable revealing their true opinions about
wars in a private setting amongst their peers rather than in public? Although this logic might seem
compelling at first glance, it is misleading in subtle, yet important ways.
Namely, if we believe that businesses are strategic actors, that is they can weigh the costs
and benefits of their actions and act in order to maximize their benefits, then they have very good
reasons to accurately inform other strategic actors, such as politicians, other businesses, and the
general public, of their preferences. All else equal, concealing or misrepresenting their preferences
will lower the probability of their preferences being listened to and acted upon. There certainly
may be special cases where this doesn’t hold, for instance if businesses have no chance of their
preferences being enacted, meaning that there is no benefit to voicing them and potential costs.
Generally speaking, however, businesses should act according to their preferences. This will
particularly be true in a highly strategic environment like domestic politics.
Most importantly, though, I aim—wherever possible—to try and find evidence where
businesses discuss their opposition to war in terms that aren’t synonymous to statements about
how the war will affect their profitability. Given the tight connection that both my additive theory
of business opposition to war and trade preference theory predict between businesses’ war
preferences and their wartime profitability, statements about the latter should correlate quite
strongly with the former. Still, inferring business war preferences solely from statements about
profitability can be problematic for two reasons. First, it risks making the empirical test of these
theories essentially true by definition: businesses are assumed to oppose/not oppose war based on
war’s effects on their profits so if war affects their profits in the hypothesized direction then the
theory is correct. Actual evidence of business war preferences is never presented. Second, if other
factors besides a war’s effect on business profitability can affect their war preferences then
businesses may oppose or not oppose war contrary to the direction predicted by their profitability.
Presenting evidence of businesses’ opposition or non-opposition to war that is not directly linked
to a statement about their wartime profitability avoids both these potential issues.
2.4.4 Sources Consulted
Given this measurement strategy, I rely primarily on historical industry publications and
newspapers to measure business opposition to war. The early 20th century was, in many respects,
a golden age for periodicals and other printed materials that aimed to capture and inform a targeted
readership. Technical advances in a number of areas, including paper-making and printing, as well
as the expansion and standardization of the national mail network, meant that the number of literary
and trade journals exploded in the United States in the second half of the 19th century.147 On the
eve of World War I, therefore, even relatively narrow segments of the American business
community had multiple printed options available for reading trade-related news and gossip. A
midwestern grain merchant or farmer, for instance, could choose from publications like the
American Elevator and Grain Trade, the American Co-Operative Journal, and the Grain Dealers
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Journal, all published in Chicago, or the Grain and Feed Review and Milling and Grain News out
of Minneapolis and Kansas City, respectively. Textile manufacturers had a similarly large array of
publications, including the American Wool and Cotton Reporter, Fibre & Fabric, and the Textile
World Record published in Boston and New York. Daily newspapers in major cities similarly
tracked sentiment and events in these sorts of industries, with correspondents tasked with tracking
the daily movements in commodity prices and other industry news.
These types of publications therefore offer an incredibly detailed and rich view of the
opinions that industries and industry members held about national and world events. Articles often
directly quoted the views of prominent business leaders and, even when summarizing, provide a
credible interpretation of industry sentiment due to correspondents’ deep embedding inside
individual industries. Even as their primary focus admittedly remained domestic economic and
political developments, both newspapers and industry periodicals captured industry reactions to
both pre-war and wartime shocks. As a result, they contain the opinion and sentiment needed to
accurately and convincingly measure business opposition to war.
The early 20th century also saw the growth and consolidation of a number of major industry
associations in the United States that, among other activities, helped develop, teach and enforce
industry standards, while enhancing firm productivity.148 These industry associations also served
as central nodes in the social network of individual industries, tying together otherwise disparate
industry members through regular meetings and other activities.149 The activities of these
organizations are another important set of behaviors for measuring business opposition to war
since, by their very nature, industry organizations reflect the collective, if not necessarily
majoritarian, opinions of industry members. Industry association activities were not only reported
in newspapers and trade periodicals, but also by the associations themselves through meeting
reports and other publications. Given the unfortunately low “survival rate” for archival materials
from individual firms and businesses, the records of industry associations are an additional
important source of material for analyzing business opposition to war.150
Finally, as I discuss further in future chapters, I also use survey data to measure business
opposition to war when possible. Even if surveys aren’t a direct measure of policy preferences,
they remain one of the better behavioral responses from which to infer an actor’s preferences.
Unfortunately, there are incredibly few historical surveys of American business leaders about
wartime events or their opposition to war. Large scale national polling in the United States only
began in earnest with the Gallup organization in the mid-1930s, and although Gallup surveys
around World War II, the Korean, and Vietnam Wars do indicate which survey respondents are
business leaders, they don’t denote which industries respondents are from.151 Even in the
contemporary era, representative cross-industry survey samples of business leaders, particularly
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when assessing policy preferences, are incredibly difficult to assemble.152 Somewhat incredibly,
however, data from two World War I-era surveys of American business leaders does exist. These
surveys were both conducted by the New York-based investment firm of Harris, Winthrop, & Co.
in 1915 and 1916 respectively.153 Unfortunately, the 1915 survey didn’t ask respondents their
opinions about the ongoing conflict, but the 1916 survey did. The data from this survey forms the
core of the analysis in Chapter 5.
2.4.5 Additional Approaches and Evidence
For all of the merits and benefits of utilizing comparative case studies to test my additive
theory of business opposition to war against trade preference theory, as noted above, there are also
shortcomings to this approach. First, there are potential concerns about the external validity of the
findings from my comparative case studies across a broader swath of the American business
community. Second, there are temporal validity concerns regarding these findings since there are
any number of potential shifts in the nature of warfare or the domestic and international economy
that might have affected contemporary patterns of business opposition to war.154 Turning to
alternate research methods and data sources can mitigate, if not wholly eliminate these
shortcomings.
In particular, analyzing survey data of business leaders can allow me to test both trade
preference theory and my additive theory of business opposition to war across a broader set of
cases than possible with comparative case studies alone. As noted above, few such surveys exist,
yet I leverage two for analysis in Chapters 5 and 6. I describe my research design for the analysis
of each survey in their respective chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE

The American Wheat Industry During World
War I

The start of any trading day at the stock market or similar exchanges brings with it a mix
of emotions. Traders whose bets over the previous days have been successful might be excited by
the prospect of further gains, while those with losses in their ledger inevitably harbor growing
doubts. Arthur Cutten, a legendary Chicago-based commodity trader, fell into the latter camp when
he entered the Board of Trade building on LaSalle street on the morning of July 28, 1914.155
Although the wheat market, the commodity at the heart of the Board’s trading activity, had
barely registered the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo the preceding month,
the previous week has seen the market turn jumpy due to large orders from European buyers. “The
heavy export buying of wheat was regarded as giving color to the war talk from abroad,” The
Chicago Tribune noted on July 25th, “and Germany was said to have been a big buyer of our
wheat.”156 The mood amongst investors at the Board became even more serious the following day,
with prices rising further. “Foreign news in respect to possibility of war between Austria and Servia
(sic) gave the wheat market a wild and excited opening,” The Tribune reported, with “short”
sellers—who had placed bets that the price of wheat would fall—scrambling to unload contracts
lest they be caught on the wrong side of a rising market.157 The pace of sales quickened the
following two days, raising the tension in the wheat pit even higher.158
Arthur Cutten knew as he entered the building on the morning of July 28th that he was in
a dangerous spot, having held a “short” position in wheat for most of the summer, based on the bet
that the price of wheat would be depressed by a large harvest in the United States and overseas.159
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Over the previous week, amidst a rising market, he had struggled to cut his losses and dump futures
contracts that were rapidly losing value. To make matters worse, as was his trademark, Cutten’s
early summer bets had been huge, totaling several million bushels. Overleveraged and virtually
out of options, he faced financial ruin if he couldn’t unload the contracts on a market that was
rapidly outpacing him.
Traders might have claimed after the fact that they saw things coming on July 28th. The
market had been growing more volatile over the previous week, and there had been little good
news regarding the simmering tensions in Europe. In retrospect, the warning signs had been clear.
Stock prices were plunging at the New York Stock Exchange, and at exchanges across Europe.160
Foreign exchange trading in New York ground to a halt as European investors liquidated their
American investments and demanded payment in gold, draining bank reserves across the city.161
On the morning of July 28th, however, no one in Chicago could have predicted the dramatic day
that the traders in the wheat pit at the Board of Trade would soon be forced to endure.
In a minor miracle, Cutten had managed to extricate himself from his short position earlier
in the week. He therefore faced a new dilemma. Should he try and wait out the market turmoil? Or
place a new bet? The price of wheat had already risen 7% over the previous week.162 Was there
really room for further increases? Or would the market reverse itself if there was a large harvest,
as he had been predicting all summer? In Europe, the British government had offered to mediate
the crisis between Austria-Hungary and Serbia, potentially averting war. If a war didn’t happen,
the fear-induced trading frenzy might evaporate as quickly as it arrived.
Arthur Cutten was not the sort of trader who was content to sit still and let events leave
him behind. He therefore made another big bet, dumping much of his remaining assets into a
“long” position, wagering that the price of wheat would increase even further. Trading began on
the floor of the Chicago Board of Trade promptly at 9:30am, and Cutten watched nervously as
prices dipped slightly lower as more traders sought to sell futures contracts than buy them.163
Slowly, however, more pessimistic geopolitical news began to trickle into the Board. The
Paris stock exchange advised that it would delay publishing price quotes on some securities until
the beginning of August. A cable from London warned that mediation attempts between AustriaHungary and Serbia had failed. The drop in prices began to slow, and then reversed itself, bringing
the price of wheat back towards where it had opened at the beginning of trading.
Finally, news of Austria-Hungary’s official declaration of war arrived and “the
pyrotechnics started in earnest.”164 Everyone wanted to buy, meaning the few traders willing to
sell soon found their contracts snapped up. A lack of available contracts only increased the tension
in the pit. Buyers signaled higher and higher quotes, trying, in vain, to find a seller who was holding
out. The spot trade soon dried up, with little wheat available for immediate delivery. Futures
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trading also became more difficult, as the supply of traders willing to sell shrank. At some points
it became nearly impossible for any trade to be made, raising the stress in the room even further.165
December wheat futures soared to 94 cents a bushel, 7.5% higher than the previous day’s
166
high. Prices soared in leaps and bounds, half a cent at a time. Previously a half cent increase or
decrease over the course of a trading day would have been considered incredibly volatile. Now the
market ticked these sorts of changes off in minutes. Traders unable to keep pace stood slack-jawed
as their colleagues fought one another over each and every contract.167 Those caught in short
positions stumbled from the pit towards chairs at the edge of the room with despondent, vacant
looks. With no one willing to sell, they had lost the chance to cut their losses and were truly at the
mercy of the market. Arthur Cutten, holding his hard-won long position, was jubilant. His bet had
paid off.
No trader knew for certain how much money they had made, or lost, when the wheat pit
officially closed for trading at 1:15pm. Even those such as Arthur Cutten, who knew that they had
been on the right side of the market, had to wait for all traders to tally the contracts they had traded
and submit them to the board. Then, the board would calculate cash balances and transfer these
through the Chicago Clearing House Association to traders’ or firms’ respective accounts. The
whole process wouldn’t be completed until the following morning, when all necessary transfers
had made their way fully through the clearing house process.168 If, at any point during this
accounting process a trader couldn’t pay, they would be forced to declare bankruptcy and any
trades they had made the previous session were at risk of being cancelled.
When the Board of Trade’s president, C.H. Canby, gave an optimistic statement to the
Chicago Tribune that evening, he couldn’t have known for sure if any firms or traders would fail.
Nevertheless, Canby believed that “Everything is in good shape” based on early accounting.
“Today has been the worst day and the crisis is past. I haven’t the slightest doubt that the powers
of Europe will localize the strife, with the result that wheat prices here will be but little affected.
Things in Chicago ought to settle themselves in a few days.” Other Chicago bankers echoed his
optimism. “I do not believe that any trouble can be anticipated,” said one banker, D. A. Moulton,
“It would appear that any danger which might have been is past.”169
The following morning the board of directors of the Board of Trade held a meeting prior
to opening to discuss whether or not they should follow the lead of many European exchanges and
close the Board to trading. Even if all the Chicago firms had stayed solvent in the aftermath of the
previous day’s turmoil, which was still unknown, the unclear effect of the fast moving political
situation overseas threatened even more mayhem in the days to come. Overnight, Chicago banks
and major commission houses had sent out a “margins call,” demanding that firms and brokerages
deposit additional money in order to guard against bankruptcy. Traders were collectively forced
to deposit an additional $3,000,000 with their lenders in order to continue operating. The directors,
however, were unanimous in their decision to open the exchange, despite pressure from outside
interests to close.170 At 9:30am, with the fate of some smaller firms still hanging in the balance,
the wheat pit again opened for trading.
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The morning news from Europe had been reassuring. Even though a state of war existed
between Austria-Hungary and Serbia, for now the larger European powers seemed determined to
stay out of the conflict. When the bell rang to signal the start of trading, however, it unleashed a
flood of orders to sell, nearly as many as there had been to buy the previous day. Traders with long
positions, who hadn’t sold the previous day, were now eager to lock in their profits. The few
remaining traders with short positions, who had gamely resisted unloading them at a loss the day
before, refused to meet the selling demand, driving prices lower. Prices dropped 4 1/2 cents
quickly, and the market jumped up and down as if nervous to settle on a consensus price. At
11:30am news trickled in that all traders and firms had successfully navigated the clearing house
process. There would be no failures.171 It had taken local banks stepping in to cover the losses of
a few smaller firms, but the market had survived intact.
With no firms declaring bankruptcy, it was now possible for traders to finally tally up the
gains and the losses. Arthur Cutten was the clear winner, pocketing over $100,000—over $2.5
million adjusted for inflation—for his gutsy early switch to a long position. Other traders also
made out well from the chaos, including James A. Patten, from the firm of Bartlett-Frazier.172
Their gains secured, and losses known, trading quickly settled down in the wheat pit. “After
weathering the panic of Tuesday it is not expected there will be any financial trouble among board
of trade houses now,” the Tribune noted. Echoing the sentiments of C. H. Canby, it reported that
traders “believed the worst is over.”173
*
*
*
What insight does the tumultuous trading in the Chicago Board of Trade’s wheat pit in late
July 1914 hold for a broader understanding of business opposition to war? Specifically, do these
events provide evidence supporting my additive theory of business opposition to war or trade
preference theory? Importantly, the American wheat industry prior to World War I was an
internationalist industry that engaged in substantial foreign trade. Even though the majority of
wheat grown in the United States was consumed domestically, the wheat industry was still one of
the country’s largest export trades. In 1913, the year prior to the war, total American wheat
production was 763,380,000 bushels, of which 145,590,000 (19%) were exported. The following
year, production was 891,017,000 bushels, of which 332,465,00 (37%) were exported. 174 In terms
of value, the United States exported $95,098,838 of raw wheat in 1913 while only importing
$670,931 (unadjusted for inflation). In 1914, including the months after war began, the country
exported $187,184,100 of raw wheat – nearly double the value of 1913 exports – while importing
only $1,546,155.175
According to trade preference theory, this means that the wheat industry should have
opposed the outbreak of World War I. The industry would’ve known that a global conflict would
raise the cost of international trade, if not rupture it entirely, making them likely to oppose it. And
yet, this is not what the events depicted above show. Although the costs of international trade –
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measured in terms of foreign exchange risk, insurance and shipping rates – spiraled upwards, the
price of wheat rose at a faster pace.
As a result, wheat traders such as Arthur Cutten made tremendous profits from the war in
the weeks immediately after it began, and this was only the beginning of a booming wheat trade.
Figure 3.1 charts the spot price of red wheat in Chicago, at a daily level, over the course of World
War I. Savvy commodities traders like Cutten, who stayed on the right side of the market, made
out incredibly well over the course of the conflict.176
Instead of voicing opposition to the war, the wheat industry understandably stayed silent
on the subject as they enjoyed increased profits due to the rising price of wheat. Even though not
all traders in the wheat pit were as successful as Arthur Cutten in navigating the early days of the
conflict, and rising prices do not necessarily make traders happy if they are holding short positions,
local traders appear to have come out ahead despite the wild fluctuations in the grain market in
July and locked in even more gains as the war unfolded.177
Figure 3.1: Daily Average Price of Spot Red Wheat in Chicago, 1914-1918
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Moreover, although commodities traders such as Arthur Cutten were some of the first
members of the wheat industry to be affected by World War I, they are far from the most important
members of the industry to consider. The industry members most affected by rising prices, and
positively so, were wheat farmers, who saw an immediate increase in the value of the wheat
growing in their fields. As the Chicago Tribune noted, the stark rise in the price of wheat at the
Board of Trade in late July added approximately $135,000,000 in value to the American wheat
crop.178 Much of this increase in value would eventually find its way to farmers who, as a result,
also did not display public opposition to the war.
My additive theory of business opposition to war therefore does a better job of predicting
the wheat industry’s war preferences than trade preference theory. Unlike the cotton production
industry, which more vehemently opposed the war, the wheat industry as a whole did not. The
majority of the wheat industry, including traders, farmers, and midwestern bankers, readily and
openly acknowledged that the war benefited them economically. While these acknowledgements
may not rise to the level of actually supporting the war, it demonstrates that the industry didn’t
oppose the war in the same way that other American industries did.
My additive theory better explains the wheat industry’s war preferences in this regard
because it, unlike trade preference theory, accurately notes that the wheat industry had profound
conflict relevance. Most armies in the World War I era relied on wheat as the primary staple for
soldiers’ diets. Moreover, the mass mobilization of troops in World War I diminished crop yields,
including wheat, across Europe by removing the manpower necessary to harvest these crops. P. S.
Goodwin, a prominent grain trader, nicely highlighted the importance of wheat during wartime in
a late May 1915 address to the Oklahoma Grain Dealers’ Association. “Not only armies live upon
their stomachs, but the satisfaction of appetite enables the civilian population of a country to bear
the horrors of war, and to sustain hope of victory, which is as important to national success as the
enthusiasm of the soldier in the field.”179
As a result of its conflict relevance, the wheat industry was therefore able to offset any
potential losses from wartime disruptions to international trade by increased sales to belligerent
governments. American wheat exports soared even as the costs of exporting increased due to
unprecedented governmental demand. Figure 3.2 illustrates this offsetting mechanism nicely. The
American wheat industry greatly increased its total foreign exports in the late summer and fall of
1914 relative to the previous year. Importantly, the overall year-over-year export levels were flat
in August 1914, reflecting a temporary disruption in international trade due to spiraling trade costs
immediately after the outset of the war. Once governments realized how much wheat they would
need in order to feed the massive armies they were looking to raise, however, the international
wheat trade soon resumed at a faster pace than ever.
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Figure 3.2: YoY Change in U.S. Wheat Exports (1914), Total

In particular, the American wheat industry profited by selling enormous quantities of
wheat, at rapidly increasing prices, to the allied powers of England and France, as well as neutral
countries. As Figures 3.3 and 3.4 demonstrate, even though the war cut the American wheat
industry off from markets in Germany and Austria-Hungary, they compensated by selling to other
buyers. In particular, sales to neutral countries such as the Netherlands and Italy represented back
door ways for American wheat to eventually make its way to the Central Powers.
Figure 3.3: YoY Change in U.S. Wheat Exports (1914), Allies
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Figure 3.4: YoY Change in U.S. Wheat Exports (1914), Other European Countries

In the remainder of this chapter I bolster my claim that my additive theory of business
opposition to war explains the wheat industry’s lack of opposition war better than trade preference
theory by presenting two types of qualitative evidence: the wheat industry’s generally positive
sentiment regarding how the war would affect them economically, and other sentiment about the
war disconnected from a discussion of profits. Both types of evidence are important since, although
profits are the primary mechanism I posit linking industry types to their war preferences, profits
are not synonymous with preferences. It is especially important to find evidence of business war
preferences that aren’t solely discussions about profit if business opposition to war may be driven
by factors other than profits, for instance normative or other non-material factors.180
Interestingly, though, I find little of this second type of evidence. The American wheat
industry rarely discussed World War I except when talking about how it affected them
economically. This lack of evidence, however, is more in line with the predictions of my additive
theory of business opposition to war than trade preference theory. Although it is tricky to argue
that the absence of evidence is evidence of absence, and indeed there may be evidence supporting
the contention that the American wheat industry opposed World War I in sources that I have not
consulted, the fact that we don’t find evidence of the vehement opposition to war that trade
preference theory would predict casts serious doubt on the theory’s veracity.
Finally, I discuss alternate explanations for this dearth of evidence and the wheat industry’s
lack of opposition to the war. There are other potential reasons besides the wheat industry’s trade
orientation and conflict relevance that may also explain their relative non-opposition to World War
I. Namely, it may be that the wheat industry’s general ambivalence towards geopolitical risk made
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them unable to forsee the consequences of the war, leaving them reactive to wartime events and
unable to oppose the conflict either prior to its start or in the crucial early weeks when business
opposition may have blunted the war’s eventual escalation. Alternatively, there could be
mechanisms whereby the profitability of the American wheat industry – and in turn their lack of
opposition – was driven by war-induced supply shocks rather than governmental demand.
Although I do not find these alternate explanations convincing, they are worth investigating both
theoretically and empirically in future studies of business opposition to war.
3.1 The American Wheat Industry’s Initial Assessment of the Economic Consequences of
the War: July – August 1914
The American wheat industry was certainly thrown into chaos by the outbreak of World
War I, but did they profit from this disruption? The answer, unequivocally, is yes. “Last week will
go down in grain trade history as one of the most memorable ever known,” The Chicago Tribune
reported on August 3rd. The war “was unexpected and for a time panic conditions prevailed with
all other news considerations swept aside as prices advanced to levels undreamed of a few days
ago.”181 The wheat industry particularly enjoyed this rise in prices as other commodities and
securities markets across the country were hit with punishing drops in prices. Over the last week
in July U.S. stocks lost nearly $700,000,000 in value as a result of panic selling.182 The New York
Stock Exchange closed on July 31st, and would stay closed until December. Other commodities
exchanges, such as the cotton exchanges in New York and New Orleans, shuttered as well. The
fact that no Chicago wheat traders went bankrupt as a result of the war, unlike traders in
commodities such as raw cotton, also demonstrates that traders benefitted from the sharp rise in
the market as opposed to a sharp fall.183
Members of the wheat industry across the Midwest, not just in Chicago, also benefitted
from the start of the war. The St. Louis grain market, alongside markets across the country, were
“thrown into a fever of excitement” by the war, reported the local correspondent for the American
Elevator and Grain Trade (AEGT).184 In Wisconsin, “the floor of the Milwaukee exchange shared
the confusion common in all parts of the country when wheat began to soar in response to the news
of the declaration of war by Austria against Servia,” an observer for the regional publication The
Chicago Banker noted.185 The price of wheat had already been rising before the outbreak of war
in Duluth, but did so at a sharper pace after hostilities broke out. Cumulatively, the price of spot
wheat jumped nearly 26% from July 14 to August 8.186
Responding to these market movements, journalists and newspaper editors across the
Midwest reported that the war would be a boon for the wheat industry and the region as a whole.
“It is the opinion of those competent to interpret conditions that the beginning of the War in Europe
finds the United States in a splendid position and probably the most favored country on earth,”
Eugene Hector, the financial editor of the Chicago Tribune wrote. “It has not near or remote
connection with the governments at war, and instead of being injured is expected to profit at the
outset by the demand which will be created for the things raised and manufactured by it.” In
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particular, “With the greatest wheat yield ever harvested, 930,000,000 bushels, worth
$896,000,000…there is present and in sight actual and certain new wealth.”187
It’s unfortunately hard to reconstruct the historical opinions that individual wheat farmers
had regarding the outbreak of World War I. Most trade publications and periodicals spent their
time interviewing bankers and traders rather than farmers. Nevertheless, these publications make
it clear that farmers stood to gain from the higher prices prevailing in commodity markets across
the Midwest. “Naturally the man who raises wheat, corn and oats knows that a general war in
Europe means heavy army demands for grain,” a correspondent for the AEGT noted. “He is a
farmer, but he knows that a long fight must mean depopulation of the farms and short crops in all
producing countries that raise three-fifths of the world's wheat supplies. He would indeed be a poor
farmer or business man who would sell his grain products at a cheap price when by all rules of
trade he should command a high price.”188
Another correspondent observed that “Since war was declared between Austria and Servia
the price of wheat has advanced on an average of about 10 cents a week to the highest mark ever
recorded at a corresponding time for December delivery.” Crucially, these prices didn’t just
represent market speculation: “A fairly steady stream of European purchases of American
breadstuffs has been made in the last month so that the present high price of wheat may be taken
as a fair indication of the relative position of supply and demand.”189 Anticipating that prices might
go even higher as a result of wartime demand, some farmers chose to hold off on selling their crops
in order to earn even higher profits.190 “Milwaukee grain men are convinced that the present war
crisis will prove a strong bullish influence in grain,” the local AEGT correspondent reported.
“When shipping conditions are restored to normal they believe that there will be an enormous
demand for wheat from the millions in the armies and the millions of people left at home who must
be fed. There seems to be some doubt as to just how extensively the farmers will let go of their
grain at the present prices.”191
Midwestern bankers’ opinions about the conflict’s effects on the wheat industry are also
revealing with regards to the wheat industry’s war preferences. As the primary creditors for wheat
farmers and traders, they had an intense vested interest in the value of wheat and subsequent market
activity. Although acknowledging that the war wasn’t an unalloyed economic good, many regional
bankers noted that the wheat industry was one segment of the economy that stood to gain from the
conflict. The president of the Des Moines National Bank, Arthur Reynolds, believed that any shortterm decrease in the country’s gold supply stemming from the war “would be more than offset by
the demand for American grain. The United States will have an enormous crop surplus this year
and the war in Europe will precipitate the demand for it...Unless the troubles assume an
international aspect, there is financially nothing for the United States to lose and everything to gain
from the war abroad.”192
James B. Forgan, president of First National Bank of Chicago and the undisputed leader of
Chicago bankers, didn’t believe that the United States would benefit overall from the war because
of the drop in securities prices. At the same time, though, he also thought the war would “make
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high prices in food stuffs and supplies” and lead to a “Temporary bulge in grain prices.”193
Secretary George D. Bartlett of the Wisconsin Bankers Association believed that any financial
disruption from the war would be temporary, and “As soon as communication is resumed...the
present tension over any warlike activity in Europe should result favorably to the United States.
Our crop outlook is the best in years and by reason of the war should command good prices.”194
Similarly, Walker Hill, the acting president of the St. Louis Clearing House, issued a statement
praising the “magnificent crops in our territory” which meant that “the prospects for good business
are particularly encouraging.”195
There were certainly Midwestern bankers that didn’t view the war as positively. In
particular, they noted that any short term benefits for American farmers needed to be weighed
against the war’s long term negative economic consequences. Simon Cassady of Central State
Bank in Iowa believed that “War will help the United States for a while, but in the end it will be
detrimental.”196 C. T. Cole, Jr. of Valley National Bank in Iowa noted that “People are certain to
be disturbed by war and the influence of this war will be felt for a long time.”197 As The Chicago
Banker reported, “At first thought it might seem that enormous advantages would accrue to the
United States” from the war. “We may expect to have a very large hand in provisioning the
belligerent powers during the continuation of the conflict—and this should mean a good, big slice
in the pockets of our farmers, manufacturers and exporters. On the other hand, no war can ever be
of lasting benefit to any country—and in the present conflict, though Europe be the heavier
sufferer, America must look to share in many of the troubles incident thereto.”198
In a notoriously cyclical industry like the wheat industry, however, and amidst a business
recession that had yet to turn around, it’s hard to say that these long-term consequences were at
the forefront of farmers’ minds given the clear short-term boost they would enjoy as a result of the
war. “Growers are naturally desirous of getting the highest possible returns for their products,” the
Operative Miller reminded readers. “With them the raising of wheat is not an altruistic business.
They see in the present situation”—that is the war—”an opportunity to recoup themselves for
many lean years when profits were small.”199
3.2 The American Wheat Industry’s Continuing Assessment of the Economic
Consequences of the War: 1914 -1916
How did the American wheat industry’s assessment of the economic consequences of the
war change following the initial increase in prices? Importantly, the wheat industry’s assessment
changed as the result of wartime trade disruptions like U-boat (submarine) attacks and wartime
events that affected government demand for grain, namely shifting beliefs about the length of the
war. As the AEGT artfully put it, “The frantic, changing fingers in the wheat and corn pits of
Chicago reflect the advance or retreat of the Allied armies. Each new figure on the black board
may mean a warship sunk, a ruler taken sick, or a new position gained after weeks of fighting. So
close and so intimate is the touch of war on the grain exchanges of the country.”200
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Although U-boat attacks weren’t common in the early months of the war, they tended to
drive up insurance rates on grain shipments when they occurred, and contributed to the shortage
of merchant ships in the United States.201 These losses, by threatening the viability of grain exports
and disrupting international trade, had a profound effect on the American wheat industry, causing
them to reassess the economic benefits they had previously enjoyed during the conflict.
In particular, the sinking of the passenger ship Lusitania in May 1915 had a profound
influence on the wheat industry’s sentiment. “All other factors in the St. Louis market have been
overshadowed by the sinking of the Lusitania,” a local correspondent reported. “Although the trade
through recent developments had been lead (sic) to believe that such a speculative contingency
might arise, it had far from realized the possibilities actually involved until the event took place.”
News of the sinking reached the exchange just before it closed for the day on May 7, meaning the
true market reaction was delayed a day. At that point, “the horror of the enormous loss of life and
its political possibilities became known. With their realization came an avalanche of selling orders
and values fairly melted away.”202 Although the outcry over the Lusitania’s destruction, from both
the U.S. government and average citizens, caused Germany to temporarily impose stricter
guidelines as to which ships its submarines were allowed to target, these restrictions were relaxed
by the second half of 1915 (see Figure 3.5).
Figure 3.5: Daily Count of U-Boat Attacks, 1914-1918
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Grain markets across the United States steadily began to oscillate in tune with daily U-boat
attacks after the Lusitania’s sinking. A series of attacks would drive the price of wheat down over
the fear that it couldn’t be safely shipped overseas. Conversely, temporary reprieves in attacks
made the wheat industry more optimistic.203 In one of the boldest U-boat expeditions of the war,
the German submarine U-53 sailed to the east coast of the United States in October 1916 and
docked briefly in Newport harbor in Rhode Island, before sinking six ships in quick succession in
the waters south of the city.204 Although this behavior was hard to challenge under international
law, the attacks enraged both the U.S. and British governments, as well as shocked the grain trade.
The raid caused the price of grain to fall and the cost of risk insurance to rise.205 Both these effects
stemmed directly from the way in which German U-boat attacks threatened international trade.
“Will there be more submarine troubles on our coast?” The Toledo grain firm C. A. King & Co.
asked in a circular letter. “If serious they would almost stop our exports, restrict our war prosperity”
and leave the industry reliant on domestic sales.206
If U-boat attacks rattled the confidence of the American wheat industry, then events that
signaled the war would continue perversely bolstered their confidence. The longer the war lasted,
the more wheat that belligerent governments would need to buy, increasing the wheat industry’s
profits. The wheat industry was cheered therefore in late Autumn 1914, when it became clear that
the war wouldn’t be concluded quickly by year’s end and belligerent countries began to stockpile
supplies, including wheat, for spring offensives. “Peaceful Americans are feeding the belligerents
of Europe,” The Operative Miller, a trade publication, noted. “The ill wind which blows death
from a hundred battlefields carries good fortune to our American farmers.”207
In contrast to the speculative fluctuations in wheat prices following the start of the war, T.
A. Grier & Co., grain merchants in Peoria, Illinois, reported in a circular letter distributed to clients
that increasing prices in January 1915 were now “being attained by the demand for the cash article.
It is a demand legitimate and unparalleled in its magnitude.”208 The firm of E. W. Wagner & Co.,
based out of Chicago, echoed these sentiments in their own circular letter: “We have taken the
place of Russia as a general world provider. Until Europe ceases to cable us for grain, declines will
be meager and the limit of upturns is in foreign hands.”209 High prices in the grain market weren’t
the result of price manipulation or attempts to corner the market, wrote C. A. King & Co. from
Toledo, Ohio. Rather, “War and Nature are the big manipulators this season...War closed the
Dardanelles and cut off Russian and Danubian exports. War destroyed part of Europe's crops and
decreased their acreage last Fall. Nature donated Canada the shortest crop in years. Nature made
Australia an importer instead of a liberal exporter. War gods are the villains. The public should be
fair and put the blame where it belongs.”210 The St. Louis grain market was experiencing its
“second flurry on war conditions” in January 1915, with export grain houses in particular doing a
brisk business.”211
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Nevertheless, it was clear to the wheat industry that shifting circumstances in the war could
have grave repercussions on the market. “The underlying position of the market is strong,” in St.
Louis, the local AEGT correspondent noted, “provided that no fundamental change takes place in
the foreign war.”212 While rumors that the conflict was likely to be long and costly, thus
necessitating more wheat purchases, would drive the market up, peace rumors, signaling a
potential decrease in government demand, would drive the market down.213 “Uncertainty
surrounding the ending of the European war” in April 1915, for instance, led to decreased trade
volume in wheat in the St. Louis market. “Several of the best-posted traders on the St. Louis
Merchants' Exchange think they see in the buoyant market for stocks in Wall street chances of an
early peace in Europe,” a local correspondent wrote, “and have abandoned the bull side of the
grain on this account. They assert that international bankers would be the first ones to know of any
definite movement for peace, and would naturally start buying stocks in advance of any public
announcement.”214
The editors of the AEGT noted that there was a “cycle which is becoming well recognized
in trade circles” whereby rumors of peace in Europe decreased the industry’s beliefs about foreign
demand, triggering a drop in prices, which would lead foreign governments to place large orders
in order to take advantage of the lower prices. “It is getting so that every foreign dispatch is
scrutinized, not for elements of truth, but for the effect it may have on the grain market and the
purchasing power of the foreign governments which need our cereals. The bulls remain skeptical
of peace talk and will not be convinced until the articles are signed by all the warring nations. But
the market is so sensitive that there is easy picking for the oversea buyers.”215 “Every rumor of
peace shows that the grain elevator has a chute attached to it,” the Operative Miller snarked.216
More seriously, it noted, a “sudden ending of the war, it is thought would cause a big drop” in
prices.217
Wartime developments remained the “prime factor in price making” in American grain
markets as the conflict continued throughout the spring and summer of 1915.218 Given that
continued wartime demand was boosting prices, the industry displayed little opposition to the
conflict continuing. “Should the war continue, prices are bound to be strengthened and the United
States will profit,” the Toledo correspondent for the AEGT noted. “Should the war be brought to a
speedy close, the effect would of course be somewhat different.”219 The St. Louis correspondent
agreed: “Should the war continue for another year prices now are at a very attractive level for
foreign buyers, and this should mean activity and prosperity to export houses.”220
How long would the war continue? The wheat industry was never united in its beliefs about
the potential duration of the conflict. Given this uncertainty, wheat traders highlighted the
consequences of both continued conflict and an imminent peace. Generally, they believed that a
longer war meant prolonged prosperity for the industry while the war’s conclusion would bring
about a decline in prices and fortunes. “World conditions are such as they have never been before,
and it just happens that, to the good fortune of American producers, the upheaval has boosted the
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price of breadstuffs,” The AEGT noted in November 1915.221 And yet this prosperity, it was widely
believed, could quickly change if the war ended. “Of course the ending of the war would send
prices down very sharply,” E. G. Hadden, a Milwaukee trader averred. “But as long as the war is
on there is a feeling that the price of grain will be pretty well maintained.”222 In St. Louis, the
threat of peace in Europe was “being played as a big bear card, especially since the arguments in
its favor have gone so far as to receive official recognition in the House of Lords, and that Berlin
official newspapers hint that Germany would welcome a discontinuance of the strife on terms that
seem to indicate that some compromise might be arrived at should an armistice be arranged before
Christmas.”223
As the new year dawned, the wheat industry predicted that 1916 would be a year of great
prosperity. “There has been no year within the past decade when the future outlook for substantial
prosperity appeared so promising as it does in the beginning of nineteen hundred and sixteen,” the
AEGT reported. “We have plenty of capital to keep the boilers of business enterprises glowing,
and confidence is everywhere around and about us with its promptings to larger expansion of
human energies.” Moreover, “Large harvests are necessary to ‘good times’ and we have been
blessed with a great cornucopia of wealth from the soil. We are providing the other half of the
world with the necessaries of life as well as, regrettably, the materials for death, and our profits
from these sources have been immense.”224 The Operative Miller agreed with this sentiment: “In
a material way the wicked mix-up across the water has undoubtedly worked to our gain. Directly
by the sale of munitions and supplies, and indirectly by the diversion to our shores of trade which
the war forced from its former channels.”225
Throughout the spring of 1916 there was little indication that the war would soon resolve
itself, a fact that the wheat industry was more than comfortable with. It would “seem quite correct
to deduce that a continuation of this conflict through this year could not help but materially enhance
the current values existing for grain,” the Chicago firm of MacKenzie & Day noted in a circular
letter in May.226 These sentiments continued throughout the summer, meaning that by Fall the
AEGT was predicting that “It looks as though the end were at least another crop away.”227 War
risk insurance rates being paid on wheat shipments overseas were now being seen as “somewhat
of an index of the end of the war,” and they remained high, indicating insurers’ belief that the war
would continue.228
The consensus amongst American businessmen that the war was going to be prolonged, in
an awkward twist, “has injected into our commercial situation a degree of confidence which has
stabilized high values to a marked degree,” Lee G. Metcalf, the outgoing president of the National
Grain Dealers’ Association remarked at the organization’s annual convention in late September.
“When peace shall be a nearer prospect, and a return to normal conditions of trade and commerce
shall be recognized, undoubtedly a readjustment of values will be forced upon us.”229 Reflecting
the view of many in the industry, Metcalf highlighted how the European conflict had brought great
prosperity to the wheat industry and many other American businesses. “The result of war
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conditions has given to the Americans living east of the Rocky Mountains most unusual prosperity.
It has permeated every field of activity in a measurable degree. It has brought into the possession
of our people, large wealth, until we are now the richest people on earth.”230
Metcalf’s chief concern therefore wasn’t that the war would be long, but rather that if it
were long “We, naturally, are liable to soon lose sight of the fact that the shower of gold now
falling on us may suddenly cease. Let us be reminded that such is the case, and apply to the present
most unusual and to us, fortunate conditions, that degree of prudence and wisdom which shall
safeguard us against rapid changes liable to be precipitated at any time.”231 At the same time,
however, Metcalf didn’t go so far as to predict a dire drop in prices at the conclusion of the war:
“What the future, after the close of the war, may hold for us is but conjectural. No one may now
accurately forecast problems to be then thrust upon us.”232 In the meantime, the wheat industry
could be content with high prices and corresponding prosperity.
October 1916 also saw the first of many peace rumors fly through the wheat industry,
causing a dip in prices and decrease in industry sentiment.233 In particular, based on a rumor that
the American ambassador to Germany, James Gerard, was carrying a personal proposal for peace
from the Kaiser on a return trip to England and the United States, “the market ran off rather sharply,
then recovered when the report was discredited, although vouched for by one of the foremost
bankers of New York City.”234 A real peace proposal by the German government in mid-December
similarly caused prices to fall. The news “sent the grain market on a toboggan ride, although no
one seemed to take the proposal seriously, and actual cessation of hostilities appears as far away
as ever,” the AEGT noted. “But so skittish is business sentiment, and particularly in the grain trade,
that even the flutter of a withered olive leaf from the branch borne by the gentle dove in her flight
from the war vultures, is enough to create a panic among the wisest and most sober traders.”235
The organization formed to purchase wheat collectively on behalf of Allied governments
was also serving to suppress prices by limiting the inter-governmental competition that had
previously driven prices upwards.236 “Concentrated buying by the Allies is imposing a severe
handicap in export trade in American wheat this season,” according to Julius H. Barnes, a wheat
trader from Duluth, “There is now no competition between British. French and Italian grain buyers.
They are watching the markets closely and buying to the best advantage whenever a weak day
intervenes.”237 Other traders in Duluth, however, were relatively more optimistic because there
was still heavy governmental demand from the Allies due to the war. Horace S. Jackson, a Chicago
trader interviewed while visiting the Duluth Board of Trade believed that “The persistent inquiry
by exporters and their willingness to accept offers in all positions” was an indication of “the extent
of the shortage in Europe and the general recognition that the war will continue for some time
yet.”238
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Outside of general concerns about the length of the war, the American wheat industry
throughout the first three years of the conflict was particularly fixated on one specific front in the
war: the Ottoman Empire’s control of the Dardanelles Straits. The Ottoman Empire entered World
War I somewhat late, only officially joining the conflict in November 1914. The American wheat
industry was particularly interested in the Empire’s entry due to its strategic control of the
Dardanelles Straits, a key narrow passage linking the Mediterranean and Aegean Seas to the Black
Sea. Historically, the Russian Empire had exported a majority of its wheat crop by sea through the
Dardanelles. With the Russian Empire and Ottoman Empires now at war, however, this was
impossible, leaving the Russian crop bottled up and unable to reach international markets. The
American wheat industry had quickly realized the economic significance of Ottoman control over
the Straits, and predicted that Russia would not be willing to “wait on Turkey's leave to send wheat
to the Mediterranean.” Instead, Russia would be willing to pay a “great price” in order to capture
the straits through military force.239
Ultimately, however, it would be the British who attempted to take control of the Straits
through amphibious assaults on the Gallipoli peninsula in early March 1915, an audacious
campaign planned in part by Winston Churchill, then First Lord of the Admiralty.240 There was an
instant reaction in American grain markets, with the price of wheat plunging as a result of the
attack. “The market has been in an excited state during the entire week, being adversely affected
by the Dardanelles operations,” L. W. Forbell & Co., a New York grain exporter, wrote in a midMarch dispatch.241 “Operating in the grain markets has been a heart-breaking proposition of late,”
the AEGT’s Duluth correspondent noted, “With any kind of rumor likely to break loose, traders
have scarcely known where they stood from day to day, and they have been treated to some
startling market moves at times. With the earnest effort of the Allies' fleet to force the passage of
the Dardanelles, meaning with its accomplishment the letting out of an enormous tonnage of
Russian wheat for marketing in Great Britain and France, the trend of prices was steadily
downward for two weeks.”242 The grain market “needed only some development to start a terrific
descent in prices,” the St. Louis correspondent reported, “and that came when the allied fleet turned
its guns on the Dardanelles.”243
Even as the Gallipoli offensive stalled, the American wheat industry remained fixated on
how the opening of the Dardanelles might negatively affect them by diminishing governmental
demand for American wheat. The market faced an “ever-present possibility of complications in
the Dardanelles situation,” according to one observer.244 If the Allies were to “finally succeed in
forcing the Dardanelles,” they would make “available for marketing Russia's big stores of wheat
and other grains, which were eliminated as a factor in supplying the world's demands last year.”245
New York wheat traders agreed that “exceedingly large quantities of grain will be exported through
the Dardanelles as soon as those straits are forced open.”246 Indeed, many traders believed that the
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British assault would soon succeed in opening the straits.247 If it occurred, the “forcing of the
Dardanelles” would “break the back of the market.”248 The opening of the straits would mean that
“the Russian bear will take his place with the other Bears in the international wheat market” to
drive prices down.249
In this instance the wheat traders were wrong. Although British troops would remain
entrenched at Gallipoli into 1916, the threat of them capturing the straits steadily decreased the
longer the campaign lasted.250 Moreover, when Bulgaria entered the war on the side of Central
Powers in mid-October 1915, it further sealed in the Russian wheat crop.251 Rather perversely, of
course, the wheat industry was cheered by this fact, as it ensured higher demand, and therefore
prices and profits, for American wheat.
The American grain trade also experienced a final negative shock related indirectly to the
Dardanelles in the fall of 1916. Romania’s entry into the war on the side of the Allied powers,
opened another potential pathway for Russian wheat to enter the world market. “Immediately there
loomed the possibility of the opening of the Dardanelles and the flooding of the European markets
with Russia's grain reserve,” the AEGT noted, before acknowledging that the Romanian military
was unlikely to decisively tip the balance of forces against the Ottoman Empire.252
3.3 The American Wheat Industry and the United States’ Entry into the War
How did the wheat industry react to the possibility of the United States entering World War
I? The evidence above demonstrates that the wheat industry wasn’t particularly opposed to the
start of the war in Europe, but did they maintain this belief as American involvement became
probable, and then a reality? In line with their initial lack of opposition to war in Europe the
American wheat industry was surprisingly nonchalant about American entry into World War I.
Patriotic incentives surely played a role in this preference, but there was also a clear profit motive:
adding increased U.S. governmental demand for wheat alongside that of European belligerents
would only drive wheat prices, and profits, higher.
In early 1916 Woodrow Wilson embarked on a speaking tour across the Midwest to try and
rally support for government initiatives aimed at improving the country’s military preparedness.
At this point, the wheat industry, flush with profits from European buyers, didn’t see any large
benefits in either military preparedness or entering the conflict. “The extended trip of President
Wilson through the Middle West in the interests of his preparedness program brought him before
the constituency most hostile to his plan,” the AEGT noted. “The agricultural West is generally
opposed to any considerable increase in the standing army or other proposed measures.” In contrast
to wheat farmers, however, wheat traders were more open to preparedness measures. Traders were
“fully aware that America, unprotected, is in a position to defend neither its own borders nor the
Monroe Doctrine.”253
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As calls grew for military preparedness, the wheat industry answered them. Wheat traders
in New York City marched in a large mid-May preparedness parade before taking part in a
“pilgrimage” to Oyster Bay, Long Island to meet with former president Theodore Roosevelt, a
strident preparedness advocate.254 Similarly, 2,800 men from the Chicago Board of Trade joined
a large preparedness parade in Chicago on June 3, 1916, alongside 600 men who worked in the
state’s grain inspection department or in grain elevators.255 The grain trade turned out in force for
a series of coordinated parades on June 24th, with more than 2,000 men from the grain trade
marching in Buffalo, NY, 1,000 in Milwaukee, and 200 in Cincinnati.256
Beyond the war in Europe, the wheat industry was also concerned with the prospect for the
United States to become involved in a military confrontation in Mexico. The Mexican government
had been a perennial foreign policy issue for Woodrow Wilson’s presidential administration from
the very start of his term.257 Given that any serious military intervention in Mexico would require
Wilson to increase the size of the U.S. military, in many respects the wheat industry’s response to
border concerns can be seen as mirroring their opinions about U.S. intervention in Europe. Of chief
concern to the wheat industry here was the question of government demand. Would a larger army
require the U.S. government to purchase more wheat? The answer, the wheat industry believed,
was unequivocally yes. Occurring alongside a “planned increase in our regular army,” as a result
of Wilson’s military preparedness campaign, a Mexican intervention would mean “Uncle Sam
will, on behalf of his military establishment, be a much more liberal patron of the grain trade during
the coming year than at any time in recent years.”258
In early 1917 the prospect of the United States becoming involved in the war seemed more
realistic than ever, which the wheat industry generally thought would provide a further boost to
their profits. J. O. Ballard, the president of the St. Louis Merchants Exchange believed that U.S.
entry into the conflict might ease pressures on the export trade by allowing merchant ships to be
armed and the American navy to guard convoys: “Should hostilities be declared between Germany
and the United States, shipping might be facilitated, as merchant vessels would then probably be
permitted to come and go from our ports fully armed, and American war vessels could be used for
convoying.”259 W.S. Washer, the president of the Atchison Board of Trade, was even more blunt
about the benefits of country joining the war. “The grain trade will prove an important factor in
the mobilization of the nation's industries in the supply of food stuffs,” he noted. “War conditions
should make for higher prices. A standing army of one or two million men will mean a decreased
production and a larger increased consumption. There is a vast wastage in providing food for an
army.”260
Along similar lines, H.D. Yoder, the president of the Topeka Board of Trade believed that
“demand for the grain and foodstuffs of the North American Continent will be stimulated rather
than restricted,” should the United States become fully involved in the conflict. Importantly,
“Should concentrated government buying continue, the effect will be to advance prices still
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further.”261 Of the six prominent members of the wheat industry that the AEGT surveyed in the
lead-up to U.S. entry into the conflict, not a single one expressed outright opposition to the country
becoming fully involved.262
To be fair, some of the wheat industry’s enthusiasm for U.S. involvement in the war was
certainly due to a sense of patriotic duty rather than a desire for profits. The Chicago and
Milwaukee Boards of Trade prepared large American flags to raise once the country entered the
conflict.263 When a group of enlisted Navy sailors gave a demonstration on the floor of the Chicago
Board of Trade to try and boost enlistment, “the men in the grain pits left off everything to cheer
wildly...When the band played the ‘Star Spangled Banner’ the traders sang and cheered and were
still cheering when the company marched from the building.”264 In Toledo, Ohio “Activities on
the local market have slowed up considerably while traders await the results of the political
situation” the local AEGT correspondent reported. “Trading has been a little better than after the
first political upheaval, but at that is quite light. Patriotism on the other hand is at a white heat and
the American flag is everywhere in evidence.”265
There is no reason, however, that patriotism and profits, couldn’t both be behind the wheat
industry’s enthusiasm for the United States’ entry into World War I, and there is more than enough
evidence of a desire for profits to conclude that it was a determinative factor in their support. “One
of the most important and gratifying results of the great European war, has been the great increase
in activity on the floor of the New York Produce Exchange,” a correspondent reported, “practically
all members being unusually busy and prosperous.”266
These traders now saw an opportunity for even more profits if the United States joined the
conflict. “Although prices are remarkably high now, I believe that war between this country and
Germany would cause a further advance,” noted J. Ward Warner, the president of the export firm
of J. G. Hagemeyer & Co.267 Similarly, C. A. Robinson, another grain exporter, believed that “It
seems as though a war would cause still higher prices, largely because the use of our war vessels
to patrol the Atlantic would make shipping safer and increase exports, although he also warned of
potential government price controls.268 These sentiments were reflected across the country. In
Toledo, a correspondent noted in March 1917, on the brink of U.S. entry into the war, that “The
grain situation here is excellent both as to the present and future prospects.”269 With grain
exchanges across the country still seeing record high prices, there was little fear that U.S. entry
into the war would cut into the wheat industry’s prosperity, giving them little reason to oppose the
decision.270
Indeed, the wheat industry even mobilized politically to oppose politicians who they
believed were standing in the way of U.S. involvement. When Congressman W. H. Stafford of
Wisconsin voted against a plan to use the U.S. navy to protect merchant ships carrying American
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exports in early March, nearly 150 members of the grain industry sent him a telegram expressing
their dissatisfaction with his stance.271 Wheat traders in North Dakota had endorsed a resolution
supporting President Wilson’s decision to sever diplomatic relations with Germany the prior
month.272
3.4 Alternate Explanations for the Wheat Industry’s Preferences
Interestingly, I have found little evidence of the wheat industry’s opinions about World
War I that is disconnected from a discussion of the economic consequences of the war. In one
respect, this is to be expected given how closely businesses’ policy preferences are tied to their
economic incentives. Moreover, my additive theory of business opposition also predicts that the
wheat industry would not oppose the war. The absence of evidence regarding opposition is
therefore in line with what my theory would predict.
It is important to consider, however, that this lack of evidence may be due to the fact that
the American wheat industry didn’t actually hold clear preferences about the conflict. It may be
that the wheat industry’s general ambivalence towards geopolitical risk made them unable to forsee
the consequences of the war, leaving them reactive to wartime events and unable to oppose the
conflict. Even if the wheat industry did hold clear preferences, there are also a number of potential
alternate explanations for the wheat industry’s lack of opposition rooted in war-induced supply
shocks rather than governmental demand. I treat each of these issues in turn.
3.4.1 Did the Wheat Industry Actually Have a Preference About the Conflict?
There are two important pre-requisites for businesses to form policy preferences about a
given government policy: first, that they can identify the relevant effects of the policy for their
profits or other factors that they care about, and second, that they see political action as a practical
and appropriate method for managing these shocks. Given the clear consequences that World War
I had for the American wheat industry, they clearly couldn’t afford to be ambivalent about the
conflict. The question then is whether the wheat industry was able to identify these effects ex ante
in order to form preferences about the war.
The assumption that businesses are aware of the relevant effects of interstate conflicts prior
to these conflicts breaking out is a key assumption underpinning my additive theory of business
opposition to conflict. Yet, some contemporary scholars have questioned whether businesses
actually are sufficiently attuned to geopolitical risk in order to proactively identify the effects and
occurrence of geopolitical shocks. For instance, anthropologist Stefan Leins has argued that
financial analysts are only able to construct retroactive narratives about geopolitical events like
political revolutions because they lack expertise and interest in geopolitics.273
I believe it unlikely, however, that the American wheat industry didn’t hold preferences
about World War I because they were unable to understand its effects or identify them prior to the
war breaking out. Certainly the wheat industry focused more on domestic crop and weather reports
over the Summer of 1914 than geopolitical news out of Europe, but they were able to quickly
recognize how the conflict would affect them once it became clear that war was imminent. Had
the conflict remained localized between Austria-Hungary and Serbia then the American wheat
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industry would not have needed to worry about widespread trade disruptions or increased demand.
Given the uncertainty that political leaders and Europe had about whether the conflict would
escalate, it is unfair to criticize the wheat industry for being unable to see what actual decisionmakers also could not see.274 The wheat industry already recognized that war might break out
during the crucial days of July 25 – 28, and that it would likely have a positive effect on the price
of American wheat. This is sufficient evidence, in my opinion for the wheat industry being
sufficiently attuned to geopolitical events to form preferences about them.
It is harder to establish whether the American wheat industry saw political action as either
practical or appropriate for managing the effects that the war would have. If lobbying or otherwise
pressuring governments on their decision for or against conflict would have been impossible for
the wheat industry to even think about then it is hard to argue that they could’ve formed policy
preferences. Scholars have long argued that American business leaders generally adhere to a
“market ideology” whereby they focus primarily on economic factors vs. political factors in their
decision-making.275 Similarly, in moments of economic and political crisis American business
leaders have generally deferred to political leaders to manage and mitigate the effects of these
shocks.276
The American wheat industry, and as I shall demonstrate in the following chapter the
American cotton production industry, certainly granted political leaders wide leeway to shape
foreign security policy in the run up to the start of World War I. Moreover, when they did lobby
politicians and government officials, American business leaders did so in order to have the
government intervene in markets, versus trying to pressure the government about its foreign
security policy. Although the American wheat industry lobbied for the Wilson administration and
Congress to subsidize insurance on overseas wheat shipments, for instance, there is little evidence
that the wheat industry directly tried to intervene politically to either stop or exacerbate the conflict
itself.277
I see this, however, as indicative of a deliberate political strategy that the American wheat
industry adopted rather than calling into question whether the industry had policy preferences
about the conflict. The American wheat industry chose to pressure the American government on
insurance and ship registration because they believed it to be the most effective way to help them
lock in profits based on the soaring price of wheat. The lack of political lobbying on the conduct
of the war itself, does not demonstrate that they were ambivalent or held no preferences about the
conflict.
3.4.2 Alternate Explanations for Preferences
It is also important to consider whether there are alternate explanations besides the
American wheat industry’s trade orientation and conflict relevance for their lack of opposition to
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World War I. In particular, the historical evidence summarized above points to the importance the
industry placed on conflict-induced shocks to the supply of wheat as a cause of higher prices.
Wartime supply shocks may partially determine whether or not businesses oppose interstate
conflicts through at least two mechanisms. First, it may be that a war decreases supply stemming
from a particular region, leading businesses to form preferences about conflicts in that specific
region. This, however, would lead to a region-specific theory of business opposition to war rather
than a general theory. Second, it may be that the international market structure of a given industry
– for instance whether it is concentrated or diffuse – may partially determine business opposition
to war. Since more diffuse market structures are more resilient to localized conflicts, businesses in
diffuse industries may be less likely to oppose wars than businesses in more concentrated
industries.
Both mechanisms appear to be operating in the case of the American wheat industry during
World War I, although neither appears sufficient to displace the importance of either the wheat
industry’s trade orientation or conflict relevance in determining their lack of opposition to the war.
Namely, it is clear from the wheat industry’s fixation on the closing of the Dardanelles that the
involvement of both Russia and the Ottoman Empire in the war made it less likely for the wheat
industry to oppose the conflict. The restricted supply from these key regions meant that prices for
American wheat rose. Conversely, the relatively diffuse structure of the international wheat market
– with wheat grown in multiple regions with no one area dominating – meant that there was little
reason for the American wheat industry to worry about the conflict posing an existential threat to
their business operations.
Nevertheless, there is equal, if not greater, evidence that the wheat industry’s trade
orientation and conflict relevance determined their lack of opposition to the war. Concerns about
increased shipping and insurance rates, for instance, were front of mind for the wheat industry in
the immediate stages of the conflict and continued throughout the war. These are distinct traderelated concerns that are not strongly connected to a supply shock mechanism. Moreover, a supply
shock alone would have had far less of an effect on the wheat industry’s profitability if it was not
coupled with a large increase in governmental demand. Both the role of supply shocks in
determining business opposition to war, as well as the interaction between supply and demand
shocks in determining wartime profitability, are worthy of further investigation but do not
contradict my additive theory of business opposition to war.
3.5 Conclusion
The preceding historical evidence, which shows that the American wheat industry didn’t
oppose either the start of World War I or U.S. entry into World War I, more closely aligns to the
predictions of my additive theory of business opposition to war than trade preference theory.
Wheat farmers and traders were certainly worried that the conflict threatened international trade,
and trade shocks like U-boat attacks caused them to increase their opposition, but this was
counterbalanced by their excitement for the higher prices caused by governmental demand. Trade
preference theory, by ignoring the importance of governmental demand in bolstering the wheat
industry’s profitability, misses a key reason why the wheat industry did not need to oppose the
conflict in order to remain well off.
Still, the lack of clear evidence regarding the wheat industry’s opinions about the conflict
that are disconnected from statements about industry profitability does raise potential concerns
about whether the industry actually held preferences about the war at all. It could be that the wheat
industry did not oppose the war because it was ignorant as to its potential effects on their profits,
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or because they found political opposition incomprehensible due to a market ideology. Although
neither of these issues weakens the logic underpinning my additive theory of business opposition
to war, if true it would limit the usefulness of the theory to a tremendous degree.
Further empirical research is therefore needed both to dig deeper into the perspectives that
the American wheat industry held about World War I but also about other political issues at the
time. If, for instance, the wheat industry was involved in negotiations over tariff policy and other
foreign economic issues, then understanding their rationale for why they became involved
politically in this area may shed light on why they may have not become involved in foreign
security policy. A closer inspection of the mechanisms underpinning the international wheat trade
during both peacetime and wartime may also help clarify how the wheat industry thought about
the relationship between supply and demand shocks and profitability. The evidence I have
presented about the American wheat industry’s reaction to World War I only scratches the surface
of the complexity of wartime economies and the relationship between business and political
leaders during such a chaotic time.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The American Cotton Production Industry
During World War I

July 31, 1914 was a very different sort of day in New York City than in Chicago. While
traders in the Midwest excitedly bought grain futures, promising a hefty pay-day for farmers
raising the underlying crops, there was a somber mood in New York’s financial markets. One by
one the major exchanges in the city closed that morning, silencing normally raucous trading floors.
First, the New York Stock Exchange was shuttered, fifteen minutes before trading was scheduled
to start at 9am. Next was the Consolidated Exchange. Although it had opened at its normal time
of 8:30am, the Consolidated stopped trading a mere hour and a half after it began. Even the
informal “curb exchange,” where brokers traded unlisted securities in the open air on Broad Street,
posted a typewritten notice on a nearby bulletin board advising onlookers that there would be no
trading for the foreseeable future.278
Of all the major New York City exchanges, only the Cotton Exchange seemed determined
to carry on with business as usual. There had been a flurry of overnight selling in its sister market
in Liverpool, across the Atlantic, which meant that the exchange building on Beaver Street was
jammed with brokers and traders as soon as its doors opened.279 Enough traders, whether through
bravery or stupidity, stepped forward at the opening gong to start the trading on the Exchange and
“make” the market, only to find the price of cotton—as in Liverpool overnight—frantically
collapse before their eyes.280 “Values melted like butter in an August sun in Georgia,” one
newspaper noted the following day.281 “Many poor devils,” one broker remarked, “were there
fighting for their very lives.”282 As tensions rose, a bell rang for an announcement from the leaders
of the exchange. F. J. Frederickson & Co., a small brokerage, was unable to honor their contracts
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and was declaring bankruptcy. Soon afterwards, the bell rang again. Homer, Howe & Co., another
small firm based out of Philadelphia, was in similar trouble.
As the minutes ticked on it became a question of when, not if, another firm would
collapse.283 When the bell rang a third time, it was S. H. P. Pell & Co. that was going under. This,
more than the earlier two failures, shocked the onlookers in the exchange. Whereas the previous
failures had been relatively small enterprises, S. H. P. Pell & Co. was a much larger affair. Up until
this, their final day of existence, they had consistently made bullish bets on the market. Nearly all
the traders working the ring had made deals with them, with many holding unfulfilled contracts.
In an instant those contracts became worthless, forcing the unlucky traders with them on their
books to take heavy losses.
S. H. P. Pell & Co.’s failure ultimately forced the cotton exchange’s management to act.
Even as the price of cotton rose slightly from the low point of the session, the board of the exchange
gathered a bare quorum of members and voted to close the exchange until the following Tuesday.
Major cotton exchanges across the country, especially those located in New Orleans and Memphis,
faced a similar plunge in prices and also quickly shuttered.284 To add final insult to injury, however,
news of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s monthly report on the cotton crop arrived right
before the announced closure of the New York Exchange. Largely due to adverse weather, the
USDA was predicting the smallest cotton crop in years. Absent the war, therefore, S. H. P. Pell &
Co. had been right with their bullish bets.285
***
What does the fall in cotton prices in the late summer of 1914, and the closure of the New
York Cotton Exchange, mean for our understanding of business opposition to war? In particular,
how did cotton merchants and farmers react to the start of World War I relative to their counterparts
in the wheat industry? Like the wheat industry, the American cotton production industry on the
eve of World War I was a decidedly internationalist industry. In 1913, the year prior to the war,
the United States exported $575,495,653 of raw cotton while only importing $19,479,571
(unadjusted for inflation).286 Only 38% of the raw cotton produced in the 1912-13 season (that is,
was harvested and sold in the autumn of 1913), was consumed by domestic mills, with the rest
exported.287 Raw cotton was far and away the United States’ largest commodity export, and it is
hard to overstate its importance for the American economy as a whole. In particular, since the vast
majority of American cotton was purchased by foreign buyers, the seasonal sale of cotton was a
vital source of foreign currency that helped the country maintain a positive balance of international
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payments.288 A low price for cotton, then, had profound implications for American monetary and
economic strength.
The closure of Cotton Exchanges across the United States in the late summer of 1914,
therefore, was worrisome not only to cotton merchants and farmers, but reverberated through all
parts of the American economy. In 1914, including the months after war began, the country
exported only $343,904,905 of raw cotton, while importing $23,071,323, a 40% decrease in export
value.289 Although American cotton manufacturers could increase their production in order to use
up some of the surplus cotton previously intended for export, there was no way they could use it
all. Re-routing raw cotton to domestic manufacturers would also further drive the domestic price
of cotton down.290
Trade preference theory therefore predicts that the cotton production industry should have
opposed the outbreak of World War I, and this is exactly what happened. The cotton production
industry universally bemoaned that they would be impoverished by plunging cotton prices, and
lobbied the government for intense financial relief. Figure 4.1 charts the weekly spot price of
cotton in New York over the course of World War I. It would take nearly two years for the price
of raw cotton to recover to pre-war levels, meaning that cotton farmers and merchants had to
absorb two seasons of punishingly low prices that threatened financial ruin and bankruptcy.
Although the price of cotton eventually rose precipitously during the latter half of World War I,
this was unknowable in the summer of 1914.291
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Figure 4.1: Weekly Price of Cotton in New York, 1913-1918

While trade preference theory can explain the cotton production industry’s opposition to
war in 1914, however, it misses a key rationale for why the cotton production industry opposed the
war. Specifically, the cotton production industry opposed the war because, unlike the wheat
industry, it had low conflict relevance. Although raw cotton was needed for some wartime
supplies, such as bandages, and in limited amounts for ammunition production, it was seen as
much less essential for the war effort than wheat. A local Georgia newspaper noted as much soon
after the war broke out: “Food and everything used in warfare will be in such demand that prices
will naturally rise, but there will be no appreciable demand for anything in Europe which people
can live without. Cotton, lumber, etc. will be affected to an appreciable extent by this lack of
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demand.”292 Much of the American cotton crop had historically gone towards the production of
consumer goods, and demand for these products plummeted at the start of the war.293
Although both the cotton production and wheat industries were therefore negatively
affected by disrupted international trade at the outset of the conflict, the cotton production industry
wasn’t able to quickly recover and profit from increased governmental demand from belligerent
governments like the wheat industry was. Figure 4.2 illustrates the precipitous drop in overall
export demand for American raw cotton as a result of the war. American exports of raw cotton
virtually ceased during the month of August. While they had started to slightly recover by the end
of the year, the monthly export value was still nearly half of what it had been the previous year.
Figure 4.2: Year-over-Year Change in U.S. Raw Cotton Exports (1914), Total

Unlike the wheat industry, which was able to offset disruptions in international trade by
selling more to belligerent governments, the American cotton production industry saw demand for
raw cotton decrease across the board in both belligerent and neutral countries. Figures 4.3 and 4.4
demonstrate that, although the value of cotton exported to the allied countries of Belgium, France
and the United Kingdom decreased less than the value of cotton exported to the central powers of
Austria-Hungary and Germany, it was still virtually non-existent from August through October.
Although the value of raw cotton exported to neutral governments, like the Italian government,
increased by over 50%, this pales in comparison to the nearly 6000% increase in the value of wheat
exported to Italy over the same time period.
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Figure 4.3: Year-over-Year Change in U.S. Raw Cotton Exports (1914), Allies

Figure 4.4: Year-over-Year Change in U.S. Raw Cotton Exports (1914), Other European
Countries

In the remainder of this chapter I present additional evidence to support the notion that the
American cotton production industry opposed World War I. Unlike in the preceding chapter, my
additive theory of business opposition to war makes the same prediction about the American cotton
production industry’s war preferences as trade preference theory: both theories predict that the
cotton production industry would oppose the war. The goal of this chapter is therefore not to
correct the historical record on what the cotton production industry thought about the war but
rather to complicate our understanding of why they thought what they thought. I demonstrate that
the cotton production’s low conflict relevance cemented their opposition to war above and beyond
their internationalist trade orientation.
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I present the same two types of qualitative evidence as the preceding chapter: the cotton
production industry’s generally negative sentiment regarding how the war would affect them
economically, and other sentiment about the war disconnected from a discussion of profits.
Importantly, I find slightly more of the latter evidence from the cotton production industry than I
did for the wheat industry, primarily in the cotton production industry’s lobbying for government
assistance as a result of the war. This makes sense, since my additive theory of business opposition
to war predicted that we should see little to no opposition to the war from the wheat industry—
hence the lack of evidence—while my theory predicts we should see evidence of the cotton
production industry’s opposition to war.
Finally, I discuss alternate explanations for this lack of clear evidence and the cotton
production industry’s potential lack of opposition to the war. I note that there are some clear
parallels to the American wheat industry’s lack of opposition to war – namely a general
ambivalence towards geopolitical risk or ideological blinders regarding political opposition to the
war. I also discuss a unique reason for the cotton production industry’s lack of opposition: the
British government’s efforts to prop up the price of raw cotton and direct involvement in the market
through first secret, and then open, purchases of cotton.
4.1 The American Cotton Production Industry’s Initial Assessment of the Economic
Consequences of the War: July – August 1914
Arguably, the American cotton production industry should have seen the pummeling drop
in the price of raw cotton, and the closure of cotton exchanges, coming. Prices had begun to fall
the week before the general conflict began as a result of Austria-Hungary declaring war on Serbia.
According to the American Wool and Cotton Reporter (AWCR), a weekly industry periodical, this
decrease in prices “was entirely due to war, for the crop news was wholly bullish. Cotton men, at
least some of them, threw up their hands at a loss to know what to say as to prospects of the market
before definite word was received from Europe.”294
Importantly, this drop in prices was driven by traders’ beliefs about how the start of the
war would affect international trade, upon which the cotton market depended. Traders reached for
proximate analogies, like the Spanish-American war, recent tensions in the Balkans, or American
Civil War, all of which had disrupted the international cotton trade and subsequently destroyed the
price of raw cotton.295 The cotton production industry feared a similar outcome occurring in this
new conflict. The industry was therefore clearly aware of the ways in which international conflicts
could negatively affect them.
Cotton merchants and traders, though, represent only one part of the broader cotton
production industry. Thousands of cotton farmers across the American south, comprising both
large plantations that had survived the Civil War a generation earlier and smaller family farms,
would also ultimately bear the brunt of any economic disruptions caused by the war. The reactions
from cotton farmers in Georgia, one of the highest producing cotton states, are particularly
informative in this regard.296 On July 30th, for instance, a local newspaper in Americus, Georgia
bemoaned how international conflict always hurt cotton producers. “It has truly been said that a
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dog fight in China would be seized upon by the cotton gamblers to depress the price of cotton in
this country,” the Weekly Times-Recorder noted, “and while the present outlook in Europe is
bigger than the proverbial dog fight, it verifies the assertion. Before the first cap was popped the
price of cotton on the ‘exchanges’ dropped a half cent a pound. This, of course, affects the price
of real cotton article, still growing in the fields of Georgia. If the price can be hammered by the
war scare, it means a material loss to the cotton growers of the South.”297
As both trade preference theory and my additive theory of business opposition to war
predict, the cotton production industry opposed the war because of its effect on international trade.
The start of war in Europe halted the trans-Atlantic cotton trade virtually overnight, leaving cotton
farmers worried that they would be unable to sell their cotton at any price due to a glut of the
commodity in the United States. As a correspondent for the Newnan Herald & Advertiser in
Newnan, Georgia, reported from the key cotton port of Savannah, Georgia, “At present the export
trade is stagnated. Not a vessel has left for a foreign port in days, and the prospect for an early
movement [of the cotton crop] is becoming more doubtful every day.”298
Negative sentiment regarding the prospect of war in Europe reverberated throughout the
American South in the days following the closure of the cotton exchanges. While cotton growers
and merchants were particularly upset by the war, cotton’s essential role in fueling the Southern
economy meant that war was seen as a threat to the region as a whole, not just the cotton production
industry. Cotton growers prayed that the war would be short, enabling a quick return to business
as usual. “There is a chance for the Southern cotton growers to be hit hard should the war be long
drawn out” the Athens Banner, in Athens, Georgia wrote, “Cotton would necessarily bear the brunt
of depression of prices, but if the war should be a short one, the depression would not last and the
prices would go up again. Meanwhile the farmers might succeed in financing the crop so as to hold
the staple off the market for a time.”299
England’s entry into what had to that point been a limited war between Austria-Hungary
and Serbia on August 4th was particularly worrisome to cotton farmers, because it indicated that
a wide-spread war was unavoidable. “The apprehension felt in Americus commercial circles was
emphasized more fully...upon receipt of the news that England had been unwillingly drawn into
the European bulldog massacre,” the Times-Recorder lamented. “England is our largest purchaser
of cotton, and this fact, among others, is an indisputable fact that the titantic (sic) conflict will
redound to the South’s disadvantage.”300
By the end of the first week of the war it was impossible for cotton traders to even quote a
price for raw cotton. “A Boston brokerage firm received a telegram asking for an offer on a certain
amount of cotton,” the AWCR reported on August 6, “but, owing to the uncertain state of business,
due to foreign complications, no bid was forthcoming.”301 The start of the war was all the more
distressing for farmers because they had been anticipating a large, and profitable crop. In the days
before war broke out “the prospect pointed to a good crop locally, and top notch prices,” the TimesRecorder wrote.302
Moreover, cotton producers were well aware that other agricultural industries, like the
wheat industry would benefit from conflict while they would suffer: “Europe gets into a six
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hundred scrap, and the result is that cotton goes to the bottom while the prices of provisions soar,”
the Times-Recorder continued. “Millions of idle men in the fighting ranks must be fed, and the
United States will be the smokehouse and the granary for all of the contending dogs of war. Flour,
potatoes, corn, wheat, meat and like commodities will probably advance rapidly in price under the
war scare. Poor King Cotton—the south’s main dependence—will receive the swift kick, as
usual.”303
Other local newspapers across Georgia took a similar stance opposing the war. “What one
week ago gave every promise of high prices for cotton and a consequent healthy business season
has been turned in a twinkle of the eye into gloom and threatened disaster to our whole commercial
fabric,” The Lyons Progress groused. “In the event that the war in Europe should be prolonged
and the government fail to protect the interests of the cotton producers by emergency measures the
South will no doubt suffer. Other parts of the country that produce food stuffs will profit by the
war.”304 The editors of The Daily Times-Enterprise, a local paper in Thomasville, Georgia, agreed:
“The foodstuffs in this country will have an abnormal rise in price and cotton will take an awful
tumble. Let’s don’t have war.”305 It’s hard to imagine a clearer statement regarding a business’s
opposition to war.
4.2 The American Cotton Production Industry’s Continuing Assessment of the Economic
Consequences of the War: 1914 -1916
How did the cotton production industry’s assessment of the economic consequences of the
war change over the course of the conflict? In line with the expectations of trade preference theory
and my additive theory of business opposition to war, I find that the cotton production industry
becomes more pessimistic about their economic position following wartime shocks that would
inhibit international trade further, such as U-boat attacks. Unlike with the wheat industry, I don’t
find their perception of the war’s effect on their profits brightening following events that might
signal a longer conflict.
After the outbreak of war the British navy had relatively quickly swept German warships
and merchant raiders off the seas. By late August 1914, for instance, the AWCR could confidently
declare that “trans-Atlantic shipping is now without menace from hostile men-of-war,” which
would “probably have a beneficial effect upon the domestic market” for cotton.306 The British navy
was far less successful, however, when it came to combatting the threat from German U-boats.
Although they were mainly a nuisance throughout the first few months of the war, by 1915
the cotton production industry was increasingly worried about cotton shipments being sunk. The
first widely reported sinking of a U.S. merchant ship occurred in late-February 1915, when the
Evelyn struck a mine. This dropped the price of raw cotton in New York. “The political situation
was…a factor in depressing prices,” on February 23, the Wall Street Journal reported.307 “The
sinking of the Evelyn and other boats in European waters only added to the bearish sentiment
which pervaded the ring. Several traders thought that the best that could be said about the situation
was to keep out of the market; and those who took any part, sold freely.”308 Importantly, “If the
Evelyn had been destroyed by a torpedo,” the New York Times wrote, “it would added greatly to
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the seriousness of the incident, because the loss of the vessel through submarine attack could mean
nothing less than a deliberate assault on an American neutral vessel, transporting a non-contraband
cargo of American cotton.”309
Similarly, the far more prominent sinking of the Lusitania on May 7th, which killed nearly
1,200 passengers, had a profound negative effect on the sentiment amongst cotton traders. This
was due both to the perceived threat from submarines as well as its effect on diplomatic and
commercial relations between the United States and Germany. In New Orleans, “At first traders
paid little attention to the reports,” about the sinking, “especially as they could not be confirmed,”
the Atlanta Constitution noted, but “a little later the market was thrown into an uproar by the
insistent report that the Lusitania had been sunk. Cotton was thrown on the market thousands of
bales at a time, resulting in pronounced weakness and one of the worst breaks of the season.”310
There was widespread panic at the exchange and “All manner of rumors added to the nervousness
of traders. Fear of fresh international complications and that ocean insurance would rise to
prohibitive cost were given as the chief reason for the decline, although probably the sentimental
effect of the attempt to torpedoing the Lusitania was the chief factor in the decline.”311
There was a similar reaction in New York City, where “News of the Lusitania disaster
precipitated a sensational break in the cotton market” according to the New York Tribune.312
“Sentiment of the late trading was extremely nervous and unsettled” towards the end of the trading
day, “with the trade anxiously awaiting full details of the attack upon the Lusitania and its
consequence,” the Atlanta Constitution reported.313 The AWCR believed that “The destruction of
the ‘Lusitania,’ with its depressing effect on the stock market, has influenced largely the decline
in prices for raw cotton,” as well increased freight rates.314 “On account of the fact that the
Lusitania incident has developed renewed bitterness, the cotton trade is prepared for almost
anything,” the New York Times noted in mid-May.315
There was a brief lull in attacks in June, and “As far as can be learned exports have been
going out to England and Italy without any interference from the German submarines,” according
to the AWCR.316 The following month, however, the sinking of the Leelanaw, an American freight
steamer, on July 26th “produced something of a sensation in the cotton market,” in New York, in
the words of the Atlanta Constitution, although prices “later recovered when it became known that
the vessel carried contraband”317 The recovery in prices occurred after traders “regained some of
their confidence when assured that the Leelanaw accident was not likely to result in further
complicating the international situation. Its chief significance lay in disclosing the exceedingly
nervous temper of the market towards matters of this nature and supporting orders appeared to
become less aggressive on advances while bears were correspondingly active on all hard spots.”318
The fact that the cotton market reacted negatively to all submarine sinkings, regardless of whether
the ship carried cotton or not, is a clear indicator of how seriously they worried about wartime
shipping risks.
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The same situation repeated itself following the sinking of the tanker Arabic in late August.
The Atlanta Constitution reported that in New York City “The cotton market has been extremely
nervous and irregular during the past week with sentiment disturbed by uncertainty as to the effects
of the severe storm in the southwest, and, more recently, by apprehensions that the sinking of the
Arabic might further complicate international relations.”319 The Wall Street Journal noted that
“After a nervous opening with futures’ prices from 10 to 13 points below Thursday’s close,” the
market on August 20th “steadied on various reports in regard to the sinking of the Arabic, which
included the rumor that she was convoyed and that she received some form of warning before the
submarine’s missile was launched.”320
Submarine attacks continued to negatively affect sentiment and prices in the cotton
production industry throughout the second half of 1915 and into 1916. “Owing to the fact that two
liners have been sunk, the market has been selling off,” the AWCR noted in the first week of
January.”321 Freight rates for shipping cotton surged steadily upward as a result of these attacks,
and a limited supply of shipping, despite the British government’s best efforts to put a cap on
them.322
In terms of the cotton production industry’s feelings about the length of the war, in contrast
to the wheat industry—whose sentiment was generally bolstered by events that augured a longer
conflict—the cotton production industry saw their economic fortunes tied to a quick peace. For
example, as the war entered its fourth calendar year in 1917, the cotton production industry saw
hope in a rumored German peace proposal. “No one knows just how far the hope of peace inspired
by the opening of German negotiations during the middle of last month [(December)], went toward
preventing liquidation of spot cotton in the South,” the Textile World Journal (TWJ) reported, and
“There is the same uncertainty as to whether an actual breaking off of negotiations would bring
out cotton previously held.”323 Moreover, cotton traders were becoming accustomed to these sorts
of rumors not panning out, and as a result the market “appears to be growing less sensitive to
rumors of international complications,” the NYT believed, “doubtless owing to the fact that
sentiment has become accustomed to bracing itself against such shocks.”324
By mid-January, then, the raw cotton industry was becoming more pessimistic about the
prospect of peace. “Extreme nervousness and irregularity characterized yesterday’s cotton
market,” the NYT noted on January 12th. “Advices from London created the impression that the
note of the Entente Allies, to be published this morning, would be unfavorable to the hope of
immediate peace, and this idea inspired some rather aggressive selling from Wall Street and local
sources, while there was also a renewal of scattering liquidation.”325 Due in part to concerns over
the war continuing there were sequential collapses in cotton prices on January 13th and 15th.326
“The shipping and political situations are still exerting disturbing influences,” on the industry, the
NYT believed, “and the action of the market for several days past has clearly indicated a feeling in
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speculative circles that the bull side of all commodities has suffered from the universal feeling
against high prices on the part of the public.”327
The cotton-production industry also was concerned by an up-tick in German naval attacks
on ships, including neutral American vessels. “Reports of the activities of a German commerce
‘raider’ in the South Atlantic and the loss of considerable tonnage was responsible for another
sharp break” on January 17th, the NYT advised. “One report had it that more than 30,000 bales of
cotton had been destroyed with the steamers sunk during the last fortnight. Confirmation of this,
of course, could not be obtained, and the mere statement encourages the bulls, who same the
elimination of 30,000 bales from the visible supply, and at the same time was the cause of
nervousness and anxiety lest German submarines or ‘raiders’ continue the destruction of ships and
merchandise.”328 Cotton prices declined again on January 20th based on fears over further wartime
disruptions to the cross-Atlantic cotton trade. “Reports of the hazards of ocean shipping are of
great concern to cotton traders, and are regarded as important market factors,” the NYT noted. It
was “suggested that something of speculative short interest had accumulated on the advances
during the earlier part of the month. It is quite possible that part of the buying had been based upon
optimistic views of peace prospects, and that disappointment over the situation was responsible
for part of the liquidation.”329
On January 22nd President Woodrow Wilson addressed the Senate about the prospects for
peace in Europe, and his views about American involvement in mediating an end to the war. 330
The cotton market was jumpy in the lead-up to the address. “Fluctuations were erratic and traders
appeared to be very nervous over the ocean freight situation,” according to the NYT, “a feeling
which was accentuated by the announcement that the President would address the Senate on an
important matter relative to foreign relations. This news brought extensive selling orders.”331
Cotton traders initially struggled to parse the speech, but “As soon as it was learned that this
address would be on the subject of a league to enforce peace,” however, the market steadied, the
TWJ reported.332 Brokers had “crowded around the tickers, anxious to learn the nature of the
President’s remarks,” the NYT explained after the fact, “some thinking that they were likely to be
of momentous importance. It was not long, however, until it was discovered that the address was
not in the least disturbing, and prices promptly rallied.”333
It would prove to be a short reprieve. There was a small decline in prices on January 29th
which the NYT “attributed to disappointment on the part of buyers” over a speech by Kaiser
Wilhem which, “contrary to expectations, contained nothing that could be construed as a further
step toward peace.”334 Cotton traders also had to contend with “reports that the State Department
was considering the question of armed merchantmen, combined with the reported extension of
mine fields in the North Sea, [which] seemed to emphasize the uncertainty of shipping conditions
and doubtless contributed to the decline.”335
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This dip in prices, however, was only a precursor to the chaos to come. On January 31st the
German government notified the United States that they would be escalating their submarine
campaign, to include indiscriminate targeting of ships around the British Isles, the French coast,
and the Mediterranean.336 The note arrived after the close of the cotton market, meaning the
industry was only able to digest the news overnight. The result, the following morning, was a
historic decline in the price of raw cotton that exceeded even that at the outbreak of the war in the
summer of 1914. “The most violent break in prices in the history of the New York Cotton
Exchange occurred yesterday upon the opening of the market,” the NYT reported. “Germany’s
announcement concerning submarine warfare and reports from Washington came as a surprise,
and shocked the trade. There was a stampede around the ring at the sounding of the gong, and
brokers rushed to sell.”337 “The German blockade announcement came as a complete surprise to
the trade,” the TWJ advised, and “The various apprehensions it inspired can be as well imagined
as described. Its effect on the market was the severest break in the history of futures trading.”338
Initially, a repeat of the turmoil of 1914 seemed inevitable, with the industry thrown into
uncertainty and many traders demanding that cotton exchanges close in order to limit losses.
“Before the opening brokers were deluged with selling orders from the South,” according to the
NYT, “and so serious was the outlook regarded that several Southern exchanges, notably Augusta,
Ga., sent urgent telegrams requesting the New York Cotton Exchange to suspend business.”339
This time around, however, the exchange leadership didn’t think it necessary to close. Indeed, they
didn’t even think it was necessary to convene a full meeting of the exchange leadership to discuss
a potential closure.340
Institutional innovations, including the establishment of a Clearing Association through
which all trades needed to be routed, and that held capital to guard against losses, made industry
members confident that they could ride out this new difficulty. “It was the general opinion among
cotton brokers that the Clearing Association had averted a perilous condition,” the NYT noted, with
W. L. Johnson, the President of the Clearing Association, Inc., telling the newspaper that the
Exchange “would undoubtedly have closed were it not for the Clearing Association.”341 Across
the American south, however, other members of the raw cotton industry were far less sanguine.
The cotton exchange in Augusta, Georgia closed soon after opening on February 1st, while the
exchange in Memphis temporarily stopped quoting spot, that is immediate, prices. The New
Orleans Exchange, however, maintained normal trading procedures.342
The executive board of the New York Cotton Exchange met on the morning of February
nd
2 and decided to open the exchange that day despite further pleas from smaller exchanges in
Augusta and Charleston, South Carolina to close. Following the big drop the previous day,
“Sentiment was extremely nervous and unsettled,” and the volume of trading was low as traders
tried to parse the varying rumors and news updates flowing in. “Friction with Japan, the sinking
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of an American steamer, calling of loans by Southern banks, and war with Germany,” the industry
heard it all that day, the NYT reported.343
4.3 The American Cotton Production Industry and the United States’ Entry into the War
The shocks that the American cotton production industry endured in the first few days of
February 1917, coupled with having survived the massive shock in late summer of 1914, may have
steeled them for the United States’ eventual entry into the war. On February 3rd, for instance,
President Woodrow Wilson delivered news that the United States would be breaking diplomatic
ties with Germany as a result of their submarine escalation.344 This, however, served to steady the
cotton production industry and led to an increase in prices. “There was an excited advance in cotton
yesterday upon the announcement of the break in diplomatic relations with Germany,” the NYT
observed. “The announcement from Washington came as a relief from uncertainty, extreme
nervousness, and drastic liquidation from which the market had been suffering during the past two
days. The trade seemed to be prepared for it, and expressed its enthusiasm over the President’s
action by a quick upward turn in prices.”345
Why did the break in diplomatic relations, which seemingly brought the United States
closer to full involvement in the war, cheer the raw cotton industry? Some traders saw the increase
in prices as a “patriotic demonstration.”346 Others, however, were closely watching the effect of
the announcement on other industries, particularly those with conflict relevance. “Talk of war,
with consequent activity among the munition makers, had influence in advancing the so-called war
stocks under speculative purchases,” the NYT reported, which could provide an indirect boost to
the American economy and the cotton production industry.347 The industry’s ability to weather the
shocks of the previous two years, and learn from them, also meant that some traders were more
confident in their ability to deal with future uncertainty. “Considering the action of future markets
in connection with the southern spot situation, it would seem safe to assume that it has reflected
confidence in ultimate values, war or no war, combined with uncertainty as to the immediate effect
on values of a war declaration should it come, or of continued success in the destruction of ocean
tonnage through the submarine campaign.”348
Indeed, some cotton traders believed that American involvement in the war might hasten
its end. “The advance in prices” on February 5th following the diplomatic break “was attributed
to better feeling [amongst cotton traders] in respect to international affairs and the belief that the
latest developments would hasten the end of the war,” the NYT believed.349 “Many expected that
our country would not be able to avoid taking part in the war,” the NYT thought, traders’ “reasoning
was that if we should be drawn into it shipments to Europe would be guarded by our navy, and our
government would buy large quantities of cotton for army clothing and ammunition.”350 In sum,
“While very nervous and unsettled, the action of the cotton market during the past week has
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suggested that the immediate effect of almost any political contingency had been discounted,” the
TWJ noted.351
Cotton prices had recovered two weeks after the announcement of unrestricted submarine
warfare.352 Despite rumors that Great Britain might embargo cotton shipments in order to prioritize
ammunition imports,353 cotton prices held fairly steady over the following weeks, as traders “found
little or nothing in the news to cause any change of sentiment as to the political situation,”
according to the TWJ. The industry “realized that almost any day may bring news of the ‘overt
act,’ which may plunge this country into the war,” and yet “At the same time every day that passes
without such a development tends to dull the keen edge of apprehension and to encourage hope
that, after all, Germany may not take such steps as would force us into actual hostilities. The
gradual falling off in the number of vessels actually sunk in the German submarine danger zone
has also tended to encourage this hope on the ground that Germany will be less likely to force the
addition of this country’s resources to those already opposed to her, if the submarine campaign
does not promise to be ultimately successful.”354 The volume of cotton trading slipped, though, by
the end of February as the industry awaited concrete developments. “The uncertainties of the
political and shipping situation have caused nervousness,” the TWJ noted. Still, “the trade is either
becoming accustomed to business under such conditions, or feels that almost any contingency has
been discounted owing to the elimination of speculative interest.”355
Two events in late February and early March—the death of two Americans in the sinking
of the Laconia, a passenger ship, on February 27th, and the March 3rd admission that the
“Zimmerman telegram” detailing negotiations between Germany and Mexico for the latter’s entry
into the war was genuine—further moved the United States towards war and negatively affected
raw cotton markets.356 The Wilson administration’s responses also raised the risk of American
involvement in the war, namely authorizing American merchant ships to arm themselves to fight
off submarine and surface raider attacks.357
Still, the industry felt well hedged against the possibility of war or other calamity. Indeed,
some participants believed that the market was over-hedged and ignoring some potential upsides
of American involvement. “If the recent reduced volume of offerings has reflected a market well
liquidated to withstand the shock, it is equally probable that fresh selling on the bearish view of
shipping conditions, has been held in check by a belief in some quarters that war between this
country and Germany would be ultimately bullish on cotton,” the TWJ believed, “and that armed
protection of American shipping would improve the ocean freight situation.”358 The raw cotton
industry “appeared convinced that war with Germany was now inevitable and that it was only a
question of days or weeks,” the NYT thought, but “This belief did not furnish a clear idea as to
how the cotton market would respond to a condition of war, and under the circumstances there
appeared to be a general disposition to be very cautious.”359
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By mid-March the raw cotton industry also faced a new geopolitical challenge: a revolution
in Russia. On March 15th, “Reports of political disturbances in Russia caused sharp reactions after
an early advance in the cotton market,” the NYT reported, although “the losses were partly
recovered and the close was steady, at a net advance of 5 to 16 points.”360 By the following day,
news of the Tsar’s abdication and establishment of a new government had fully reached the cotton
industry, which caused more “Nervousness and irregularity” in the cotton market.361 Still, it was
somewhat difficult for cotton traders to interpret what the effect of the revolution would be on the
continuation of war, as well its economic effects for them. According to the NYT, “Some traders
found it difficult to believe that any such drastic change in the Government of Russia could occur
without disorganizing affairs generally with an unfavorable effect upon military operations.” Still,
“Press advices, however, read very encouragingly, and on the whole local operators were inclined
to regulate their view of European affairs by the action of the English market. Private cables
indicated that there had been some liquidation by nervous longs in Liverpool during the early
trading, but the close was steady.”362
There were also rumors of a similar revolution in Germany, which drove up cotton prices
before being refuted.363 In contrast, the sinking of three American merchant ships, “called forth
little comment,” the NYT noted.364 All in all, therefore, although “continued nervousness over
political and shipping conditions has caused irregularity, the Cotton market has shown a generally
steady tone during the past week,” the TWJ reported on March 17.365 Some cotton traders were
going so far as to purchase more of the material based on the belief that peace was just around the
corner. The Federal War Risk Bureau’s decision to insure cross-Atlantic cargo shipments—
including raw cotton—at a flat rate also boosted the price of cotton as “it was considered probable
that this action would facilitate exports,” according to the NYT.366 There was “a growing hope of
peace before the end of another year, based partly upon the persistent rumors of disturbances in
the interior of Germany” in the cotton production industry according to the TWJ.367
Inside of two weeks, however, these pacific hopes were receding amongst newfound fears
over American entry into the war. Still, even “With the country on the brink of war, with all which
that implies, the surprising thing recently has been the slightness of the influence exerted by that
fact on commercial activity,” the NYT informed readers on March 25th.368 Drawing a contrast with
the “hysteria” of the business community around the start of the Spanish-American War, “There
is just as much determination as there was then, but there is no excitement. The probability of the
country’s being involved in hostilities has been considered so long that the plunge itself would
even be hailed with a certain kind of relief from the condition of uncertainty.”369
By the end of the month the cotton production industry was expectantly waiting for more
governmental moves. On March 27th “The cotton market…was again nervous and unsettled, with
prices lower under further scattering liquidation which seemed to come chiefly from Wall Street
sources,” the NYT reported. “The tendency to even up commitments was most generally attributed
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to nervousness over international affairs, particularly with reference to the situation in Russia, and
the probable action of Congress when it meets Monday.”370 Congress, however, initially delayed
on making any decision on whether or not to further involve the United States in the war. Perhaps
surprisingly, this didn’t unsettle the cotton production industry that much. Instead, the industry
appeared relatively prepared for a decision for war. “Business will face a readjustment the moment
the declaration of war is made,” the TWJ wrote in an editorial on March 31, implying that the
cotton production and industry should start planning for it already.371 “There appeared to be no
change of sentiment around the ring as to the probable action of Congress next week,” the NYT
wrote on April 1st. “Nervousness over political affairs, however, was thought to have been quite
fully reflected in recent trading, with the impression prevailing that any action likely to be taken
by Congress had been discounted. Political uncertainties consequently figured less in the trading
than heretofore, leaving the trade at greater liberty to discuss more ordinary factors.”372
On Monday, April 2nd, 1917, Woodrow Wilson addressed a joint session of Congress to
ask them to declare war on Germany.373 It took the cotton production industry a day to fully digest
the speech, but when they did so it was a relatively positive reaction. “President Wilson’s address
to Congress created a very good impression on the New York Cotton Exchange yesterday,” the
NYT reported on April 4th, “and it was a signal for an upward movement in prices” to the highest
value since Germany declared unrestricted submarine warfare.374 There were multiple motivations
behind this enthusiasm. The industry’s “chief interest [was] in the effect that America’s entrance
into the war would have on the price of cotton,” but “Comment was [also] heard as to the effect of
America’s naval activity on the export situation, the inflation of prices that would follow vast
expenditures of money by the Government, the increased consumption of cotton for war purposes,
and the possibility that recruiting would be done at the expense of farm labor.”375
The upward price movement continued over the coming days, after a slight pause for the
Easter holiday.376 “The President's war message proved the signal for an excited general buying
movement in the cotton market,” the TWJ jubilantly declared, “and there has been a very sharp
advance in prices. The nervousness and hesitation which had characterized the contract markets
toward the end of March, entirely disappeared the momenta definite decision as to international
affairs had been reached, and the bullish view of our participation in the war became the
dominating factor.”377 As it explained further, “The bullish view of this country’s participation in
the war is based upon several expectations as to conditions it will create. In the first place, there is
the hope that the Navy will be able to aid in safeguarding trans-Atlantic business, and that through
this there will be an improvement in the ocean freight situation. In the second place, speculative
sentiment in all quarters can hardly overlook the probability that enormous Government
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expenditures will stimulate general business, while the outfitting of armies is expected to find one
of its reflections in the cotton goods market.”378
4.4 Wartime Lobbying by the American Cotton Production Industry
Compared to the American wheat industry, I find slightly more indicators of the cotton
production industry’s opposition to World War I that is not explicitly construed in terms of a
discussion of the war’s economic effects. This evidence primarily comprises the cotton production
industry’s fierce government lobbying for financial support due to the economic consequences of
the war. In contrast, the wheat industry did not feel compelled to organize to lobby the government
on issues related to the war, indicating their relative comfort with how the conflict was proceeding.
The initial shock at the start of World War I set a clear tone for the cotton production
industry’s opposition to war, as evidenced primarily by the industry’s scramble to organize locally
and nationally to lobby politicians for aid. Nationally, the industry turned towards powerful
Southern legislators in Congress such as Senator Hoke Smith (D-GA), a former governor and
informal leader of Southern legislators in Washington, D.C. Smith was so concerned by the start
of the war that gathered his colleagues on the evening of August 3rd to begin strategizing on how
both the federal and local governments could assist the cotton production industry in financing the
annual cotton harvest.379
Acknowledging that any federal action would inevitably take time, cotton producers across
the American south began banding together in order to also try and mitigate the consequences of
the war at a local level. The Georgia Commissioner of Agriculture, James D. Price, began planning
a meeting of the Association of Commissioners of Agriculture for the Southern States to discuss
the effect of the war on growers after communicating with his counterparts in other states.380
Concurrently, another industry organization, the Southern Cotton Congress led by E. J. Watson,
was planning a national meeting on the war in Washington, D.C.381 Finally, prominent citizens,
such as local banker John D. Walker, also chipped in, working to rally local Georgia Chambers of
Commerce to pool resources and ideas for dealing with the crisis.382
In Congress, Hoke Smith led a an early August delegation of Southern members, including
Senator Lee Slater Overman (D-NC) and Representatives Oscar Underwood (D-AL), Gordon Lee
(D-GA) and John Nance Garner (D-TX) to a meeting with President Wilson, while an additional
delegation led by Representative Frank Lever (D-SC) went to see Treasury Secretary McAdoo.
With the war barely a week old, “Already a vast amount of harm has been done,” the Atlanta
Constitution’s Washington correspondent wrote, “but when cotton begins to pour on the market
and there are no purchases the situation of the farmers and the cotton merchants will be
desperate.”383
Understandably, the cotton production industry’s main “ask” for their national
representatives was to help them economically, through a number of mechanisms. First, the
government could “valorize” the crop by setting a standard price at which harvested cotton could
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be stored in a bonded—that is government inspected, and insured— warehouse, where it could
serve as high quality collateral for a short-term loan.384
Second, given an ongoing liquidity crisis in New York City, the Federal government might
also issue special emergency currency for banks to use for cotton loans, even if they didn’t
officially valorize the crop.385 Sens. Smith, Robert Latham Owen (D-OK), and Joseph Ransdell
(D-LA), for instance, proposed amendments to the Aldrich-Vreeland Law that regulated the
Government’s ability to issue emergency currency during a financial crisis. By allowing banks
chartered by individual states access to this currency, as opposed to just nationally chartered banks,
it would be easier to provide loans using warehoused cotton as collateral rather than more
traditional bonds and securities.386 Hoke Smith further sponsored a separate, joint resolution to
give Secretary McAdoo the authority to allow for half of all emergency currency disbursed in the
South to go directly to holders of cotton warehouse receipts.387 To reinforce Southern legislators’
efforts, members of the cotton production industry spoke before the House Committee on
Agriculture about how they were negatively affected by the war.388 The wheat industry sent no
similar delegations to Congress.
Local cotton organizations were also now mobilizing alongside the federal response.
Harvie Jordan, the president of the Southern Cotton Association, called for an open conference on
the effects of the war to be held in New Orleans on August 27-28. A growing sense that industry
solidarity would be key in weathering the crisis was clearly reflected in Jordan’s invitation to the
conference, which noted that “If there was ever a time when the united efforts of all the people
was imperatively demanded in a common cause to safeguard the great staple crop of the south
from impending disaster, that time now confronts us…Prompt and effective action must be taken
to avert impending disaster.”389
Concurrently, the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce held a special meeting of their board of
directors to discuss the effects of the war.390 They had written to Hoke Smith asking whether they
might send a delegation to Washington to bolster the efforts of Southern members of Congress.
Smith demurred, leaving the Chamber to pass a formal resolution “providing that the Atlanta
Chamber of Commerce call upon their senators and congressmen to do everything in their power
to pass the necessary legislation as speedily as possible” to blunt the effects of the war and that
“members of the chamber of commerce be requested to write to their members in congress giving
their views on the subject.”391
In response to this pressure, Southern members of Congress were steadily moving to
advance the desired federal legislation. Inside of two weeks after the cotton exchanges closed, the
first bills were introduced in Congress, by Hoke Smith in the Senate and Frank Lever in the House
of Representatives, to allow for government licensing of cotton warehouses.392 Representative Otis
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Wingo (D-AR) introduced a related bill, authorizing the government to issue federal reserve notes
based on cotton.393 Concurrently, the Wilson administration was working on legislative solutions
that would help more than just the cotton production industry, such as insuring U.S. ships and
overseas cargoes to support all export industries.394
As a result, when a conference of cotton farmers, business leaders, and warehouse owners
filled the Georgia capitol building on August 18th they were “more cheerful...than for many
weeks,” the Athens Daily Herald declared, on legislative developments in Congress and news that
a number of ships carrying raw cotton would soon leave for Europe. Conference attendees were
“outspoken in their commendation of Senator Hoke Smith as the leader” of legislative assistance
for the industry. “They stated frankly that had it not been for Hoke Smith's energy, Hoke Smith’s
brains and Hoke Smith's standing in Washington, the work would have been delayed, poorly done
or perhaps not done at all.”395
Other grassroots efforts to save the cotton production industry flourished across the South.
Under the leadership of C. W. Hodson, the president of the Dallas Chamber of Commerce, the
Texas cotton production industry began to make firm plans for warehousing cotton. Texas bankers
and cotton factors also began thinking seriously about how to refinance loans made to the cotton
production industry, or delay payments, in order to mitigate the effects of the war. These business
leaders “realize that they have much more than a sentimental interest in the farmer whose cotton
will pay the bulk of this indebtedness,” the Atlanta Constitution noted. “They realize that they are
in business for all time and that they must now co-operate with the small merchant and farmer in
tiding them over the difficulties brought about through the situation In Europe and they have
determined not to press him for payment to the point where the goose that lays the golden egg is
to be either injured or ruined.”396
At a meeting of the Southern Cotton Conference in New Orleans, 200 members of the
cotton production industry agreed with their colleagues meeting in Macon: the effects of the war
could be lessened through providing loans to farmers on the basis of warehoused cotton and
curtailing the 1915 crop.397 Even more informally, “buy-a-bale” movements calling for average
citizens to purchase raw cotton to help buoy prices and help cotton farmers were gaining
strength.398 Women’s organizations across the South urged their members to buy only cotton
clothing and house goods.399 Returning from a conference in Washington D.C. with Hoke Smith
and William West, C. J. Haden, the president of the Georgia Chamber of Commerce, noted his
hopes that informal organizing might lead to more formal structures, and stronger political
presence for the cotton production industry.400
By the end of August the major cotton exchanges had been closed for nearly a month, and
the resulting economic pain was quickly spreading throughout the cotton production industry.
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Faith in government assistance was also wavering. “The question of government assistance in the
acute situation now prevalent is regarded by many to be rather a remote contingency,” the AWCR
cautioned.401 “All eyes were turned yesterday upon the national capital,” the Americus TimesRecorder reported on August 27th, “where was assembled the convention of Southern
representative farmers and merchants asking aid from congress In the harvesting and sale of the
present crop.”402
As the milestone of a month-long closure of the cotton exchanges neared, Hoke Smith
followed through on his promise to travel back from Washington, D.C. to Georgia to attend the
Democratic party’s nominating convention for the midterm elections in November, and also meet
with some scores of industry representatives who remained in Macon under the auspices of the
newly formed Georgia Cotton Congress. Leaving the capital by train late on the evening of August
29th, Smith arrived in Atlanta just before 5pm the following day to find a throng of enthusiastic
supporters and reporters waiting for him at the train station. As soon as Smith stepped down onto
the platform he was “besieged by reporters, plying various pertinent questions of the moment, but
he waved them aside smiling and without a word of information.” He curtly brushed aside
questions about the fast approaching elections: “I have nothing to say now.” And about the plight
of the cotton production industry? “That will come later.”403
A month into the war, most American industries had steeled themselves for adapting to the
changed economic conditions they now faced. “Business is day by day adjusting itself to a war
basis of values, risk and demand. The process of readjustment to extraordinary conditions,
however, is necessarily slow, and merchants are obliged to exercise patience in dealing with new
and difficult problems that arise. The result is extreme caution, coupled, however, with a
courageous view of the future,” the Atlanta Constitution reported.404
While many industries were able to successfully adapt, however, the cotton production
industry still struggled to do so. The industry therefore stood out to analysts as a key problem area
for both the regional economy of the South and national economy as a whole. The Tifton Gazette
complained that “Four weeks have passed since the outbreak of the war in Europe and the closing
of the exchanges in this country, yet nothing practical has been done towards solving the cotton
problem. There has been much talk and discussion, but results have not materialized.”405 The major
economic publication Bradstreet’s noted at the end of the month that “Southern reports are very
poor owing to uncertainty about methods for financing the cotton crop…But if a feasible plan for
marketing cotton is developed prompt resumption of business activity is anticipated.”406 Hoke
Smith’s trip South was a key opportunity to hammer out the details of just such a plan.
When Smith took the stage in Macon on September 1st to accept the Democratic party’s
nomination he was greeted with “thunderous applause.” After thanking the party and people of
Georgia for their endorsement, he then turned towards a perhaps more important topic: the war.
Noting the various legislative efforts for mitigating the economic effects of the war, he reinforced
the Georgia Cotton Congress’s call for a reduced cotton crop the following year. “We cannot meet
this situation by simply furnishing money to handle distressed cotton If another crop next year is
raised similar in size to the present crop,” Smith told the crowd, “nothing will prevent the lowest
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price of cotton next fall that has been known in twenty years.” In the meantime the cotton
production industry needed to support its members through collective action. “We must meet the
problem that confronts us for the next six months by mutual forbearance; by sympathetic cooperation. No honest man who seeks to pay must be crowded for his debts. We must economize.
We must realize the situation. We must bear ourselves with courage and with manhood.”407
While Smith’s speech received steady applause from the audience, it marked a clear change
in tone for one of the cotton production industry’s staunchest champions. Smith was no longer
hoping for a short conflict. He made it clear that the war and its economic consequences would
last for many months. Moreover, although his re-election was never in serious doubt in a solidly
Democratic state, the fact that Smith’s greatest legislative and policy triumphs in confronting the
economic crisis caused by the war were as yet unsigned into law meant these were partial victories
at best. Despite his best efforts to drive a cotton warehousing bill through the Senate, the House of
Representatives was already working to weaken the bill by making warehousing voluntary, rather
than compulsory, as well as setting up a complicated web of federal, state, and local certification.408
State and local government efforts to mitigate the crisis were also stalling. Governor Craig
cancelled his planned conference of Southern governors in Atlanta on short notice, and with little
explanation.409 Although nearly 100 members of the cotton production industry still gathered in
Atlanta despite the conference’s cancellation, their only recourse was to call on Georgia Governor
John Slaton to assume leadership for a future conference.410 Similarly, although the Georgia Cotton
Congress under John D. Walker continued to try and organize at the local level, it was increasingly
clear that these efforts would only pay off over the long term, and promised little immediate relief
for the cotton production industry.411
As per usual, the cotton production industry’s dissatisfaction with the slow movement of
aid gained a voice through the editorial board of the Atlanta Constitution, which reminded readers
that “The crisis in Europe, which has lost its novelty, demands emergency measures. These
measures have long been speciously promised by the politicians at Washington. It is time to stop
wind-jamming and get busy!”412 This, like other warnings, however, seemed likely to ultimately
fall on deaf ears at the state and federal level. The war in Europe may very well be “ the greatest
problem facing the southern farmer since reconstruction,” but there seemed to be little in the way
of real assistance forthcoming for the cotton production industry.
William Hurd Hillyer, writing at the beginning of September for the Athens Banner nicely
summarized the situation: “The immediate effect of the great struggle has already been felt. For
the first time since cotton became a staple commodity it is unsaleable at any price. The few
scattering sales under pressure afford no basis on which to estimate a true market value. There has
been a great deal of hurrying to and fro between the cotton growing states and the national capital,
and a vast amount of talk in the newspapers and elsewhere, a few frantic proposals for the
government to buy our cotton.” And yet, despite all this effort, “at this writing—beyond a treasury
ruling which will permit of warehouse cotton certificates to be used as a basis of emergency
currency through the national banks—nothing definite has been accomplished. The cotton is being
hauled to market, and finding no buyers, is being stored in the village warehouse, under the hungry
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gaze of the sheriff, or hauled back again to rot at the farmer’s front door. From being normally
hard up, the southern cotton planter is now facing the stark specter of bankruptcy.” For Hillyer,
“These are facts and it would be the height of folly to close our eyes to actual conditions.”413
Despite the cotton production industry’s fierce lobbying for government aid in the immediate
aftermath of the war, and the concessions they were able to extract, they remained unsatisfied.
The industry was relatively more successful in keeping raw cotton off of wartime
contraband lists. Drawing on the support of national legislators from cotton-producing states, in
particular Georgia Senator Hoke Smith, the industry pressured both the American and British
governments to ensure the free movement of raw cotton. Persistent rumors that the British
government was on the verge of declaring raw cotton contraband consistently depressed the price
of cotton in American markets and caused American cotton producers to strengthen their
opposition to war. Conversely, public reiteration of raw cotton’s status as a free good could calm
markets and producers. Even though the British government would ultimately add raw cotton to
its contraband list in August 1915, under intense domestic pressure from Lancashire-based cotton
manufacturers, the lobbying campaign by American cotton producers remains an incredibly
important, and understudied, element underpinning their opposition to World War I.414
4.5 Alternate Explanations for the Cotton Production Industry’s Preferences
The above analysis of the American cotton production industry’s opposition to World War
I unfortunately runs into the same problem as that of the preceding chapter regarding the American
wheat industry: there is relatively little evidence of the cotton production industry’s opposition to
the war that is not directly linked to a discussion of profits. Even the above discussion of the cotton
production industry’s lobbying efforts centered on them recovering lost profits, rather than ending
the war as a means to mitigate losses.
As a result, it is worth considering potential alternate explanations for the cotton production
industry’s stance on the war. Similar to the wheat industry, it may be that the cotton production
industry could not identify the potential effects of the conflict on their business, leaving them
unable to form preferences prior to the war beginning when they would have had the greatest odds
of stopping it. Given the industry’s fluency with the economic consequences of previous conflicts,
however, I think this is unlikely.415
Like the wheat industry, it may also be the case that the cotton production industry couldn’t
conceive of political lobbying on foreign security policy issues for ideological reasons.416 Given
the industry’s eagerness to lobby for financial assistance, however, these ideological blinders – if
they exist – must have been incredibly strong and exceedingly narrow. If the industry felt no
qualms about affecting domestic policy – to say nothing of foreign economic policy through longstanding involvement in tariff setting, then why would they shy away from lobbying on foreign
security policy reasons?417
The American, and British, governments’ ability to insulate the American cotton
production industry from the worst economic consequences of the war, though, provide a key
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alternate explanation for why I find little evidence of industry opposition. As discussed above, the
American government provided key resources to help finance and harvest the 1914 cotton crop. In
turn, the British government – aware of potential opposition by American cotton growers to British
contraband policy, if not the war itself – sought to bolster the price of raw cotton through strategic
interventions in the international cotton market.418 For example, writing to the Foreign Secretary,
Sir Edward Grey, on July 21st, 1915, the British ambassador to the United States, Sir Cecil SpringRice, noted that British contraband policy was “wise as long as we do not give up any vital point
to do all we can to conciliate the various interests which are arrayed against us.”419 Crucially, “The
most important of these [interests] is cotton.”420 Similarly, in an August 6th letter the same year to
Grey, Walter Runciman, the head of the Board of Trade, recommended adopting a course of action
regarding raw cotton that would ensure both “Lancashire cooperation and effect the material
benefits for the Cotton States which is now essential.”421
As a result, it may be difficult to find evidence of the American cotton production
industry’s opposition to World War I because governments strategically manipulated the reasons
behind potential opposition, namely the economic consequences of war. As long as the cotton
production industry can reasonably expect this compensation to occur then they need not voice
their opposition that loudly. They still hold a preference opposing the war, but the traces of those
opinions are lost. If the American wheat industry didn’t oppose World War I because they had no
economic reason to do so, it may be that the American cotton production industry didn’t need to
demonstrate its opposition because governments pre-emptively moved to mitigate its reasons for
doing so. Although we find limited evidence for this mechanism operating from the side of the
British government, though, strengthening the validity of this account would require additional
evidence from both the American government and industry perspectives.422
4.6 Conclusion
All told, it is relatively unsurprising that the American cotton production industry would
vehemently oppose the start of World War I and turn to the federal government for assistance in
weathering the economic turmoil caused by the conflict. World War I caused the largest disruption
to the international cotton trade since the American Civil War, halting the annual shipment of
cotton from the United States to European buyers and causing the price of raw cotton to plummet.
Both trade preference theory and my additive theory of business opposition to war predict that the
cotton production industry would oppose the war based on their belief that it would severely
disrupt international trade, and this belief was born out.
My additive theory, however, provides an alternate explanation for the cotton production
industry’s opposition to the war above and beyond disrupted international trade. Namely, raw
cotton’s lack of conflict relevance meant that, unlike the wheat industry, the cotton production
industry couldn’t compensate for any trade related losses in private sales by selling more to
belligerent governments.
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Nevertheless, there is unfortunately a lack of clear evidence relating to the American cotton
production industry’s opposition to the war that is distinct from general statements about the
economic consequences of the conflict, or lobbying behavior to mitigate those consequences.
Although this lack of evidence may be partially explained by strategic governmental behavior to
limit the negative economic effects of the war for American cotton producers, the evidence for this
alternate view is incomplete. This points not only to the importance of additional research on the
American cotton production industry, particularly in U.S. government archives, but also why it is
important to use alternate sources of evidence for American businesses’ opinions about World War
I. In the following chapter I therefore analyze a difference type of evidence: quantitative data on
American business leaders’ opinions about World War I from a rare, historical survey.
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CHAPTER FIVE

American Business Leaders’ Opposition to
World War I
SURVEY EVIDENCE

How did other American businesses respond to the threat of World War I? The two
industries discussed in the preceding chapters—the wheat and cotton production industries—
represent only a small slice of American economic life during the World War I era. It is important,
therefore, to assess whether my additive theory of business opposition to war does a better job of
predicting business preferences than existing explanations across an array of other industry cases.
In this chapter I therefore aim to establish the external validity or “causal generalizability” of both
my additive theory and empirical findings across a wider range of World War I-era American
businesses.423 I save the question of whether my theory and findings hold outside of the World
War I era for a subsequent chapter.
I also present a slightly different type of evidence in this chapter relative to the previous
chapters. Specifically, I argue that my additive theory has external validity outside of the World
War I-era wheat and cotton production industries using qualitative survey response data from a
rare 1916 survey of American business leaders. Although not without its shortcomings, this survey
represents an important source of data for establishing the external validity of my theory for a
number of reasons. First, it offers a unique cross-industry view of business opposition to war in an
important historical case. Representative cross-industry survey samples of business leaders,
particularly when assessing policy preferences, are incredibly difficult to assemble.424 Indeed, I
am unaware of any other existing surveys that explicitly measure cross-industry variation in
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business opposition to war with the level of detail necessary to accurately code both a respondent’s
trade orientation and conflict relevance.425
Second, because the survey aimed to capture a representative sample of American business
leaders it includes a far wider array of industries than my previous case studies. Namely, although
in the preceding chapters I only compared relative opposition to war between internationalist
industries that varied in terms of their conflict relevance, the survey contains industries that vary
in terms of both their trade orientation and conflict relevance. All four of the ideal type industries
in my additive theory of business opposition to war – conflict relevant internationalist, low conflict
relevant internationalist, conflict relevant domestic oriented, and low conflict relevant domestic
oriented – are represented in the survey.
Third, and relatedly, the survey contains representative industry cases, as opposed to the
extreme cases I analyzed in the previous chapters. As noted in chapter 2, I chose to analyze the
wheat and cotton production industries in depth because they were uniquely likely to be positively
or negatively affected by World War I, and therefore most likely to express opposition to the war.
Since the survey targeted all businesses regardless of the war’s effects on them, I can see whether
my theory holds across businesses that are not as uniquely affected by the war.
Crucially, however, the United States during World War I is not just a convenient case for
analyzing business opposition to war, but an analytically justified one. First, the case fits all the
scope conditions outlined in chapter 2. Second, it provides evidence for variation in business
opposition to war in a case where scholars have long argued that business pressure affected
wartime decision-making, namely the United States’ decision to enter the war.426 Third, measuring
business opposition to war in a neutral country avoids potential bias stemming from censorship
laws and tests the theory in a least-likely case for businesses to oppose war.427 I note how the
empirical evidence from this case could be productively augmented by evidence from other, more
contemporary cases in the conclusion of the chapter.
In the remainder of this chapter I first describe the hypotheses that I am testing and the
expectations I have for which will be supported. Second, I summarize the structure of the survey
data. Third, I motivate a simple research design to test my competing hypotheses using difference
of proportions tests and regression analysis. Fourth, I describe how I pre-processed the raw
qualitative survey data, and operationalized and measured my key variables of interest. Fifth, I
report my empirical results, leaving a full discussion of additional robustness checks to Appendix
B. I conclude with the implications of my findings and discuss additional ways to probe the
external validity of my additive theory of business opposition to war and empirical findings outside
of the World War I-era.
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5.1 Hypotheses and Expectations
Given that the survey data I am using contains respondents from all of the ideal-type
industries in my additive theory of business opposition to war, I am able to test a more complete
set of hypotheses in this chapter than in the preceding chapters. Specifically, I am able to test the
core hypothesis of trade preference theory against a series of hypotheses derived from my
additive theory of business war preferences. As a reminder, trade preference theory simply
predicts:
H1: Internationalist businesses will be more likely to oppose war than domestic-oriented
businesses.
In contrast, a broader and more specific set of hypotheses flow from my additive theory
of business opposition to war. Namely, my additive theory predicts that:
H2: Internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance will be the most likely
businesses to oppose wars
H3: Domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance will be the least likely
businesses to oppose wars
H4: Internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance will be less likely to oppose
wars than internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance
H5: Domestic oriented businesses with low conflict relevance will be more likely to
oppose wars than domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance
Finally, it is worth considering whether, in contrast to my additive theory of business
opposition to war, conflict relevance might be a sufficient explanation for business opposition to
war. I therefore test:
H6: Businesses with high conflict relevance will be less likely to oppose wars than
businesses with low conflict relevance
If, after analyzing the survey responses of World War I-era American business leaders I
only find that internationalist businesses will be more likely to oppose war than domesticoriented businesses (support for H1 only) then I will be forced to concede that there is little
empirical support for my additive theory of business opposition to war above and beyond and
trade preference theory. The core supposition of my additive theory of business opposition to
war is that considering a business’s trade orientation and conflict relevance simultaneously will
more accurately predict a business’s opposition to war – or lack thereof – than considering either
factor in isolation. Therefore if I only find that World War I-era American businesses with high
conflict relevance are less likely to oppose the war than their contemporaries with low conflict
relevance (support for H6 only) it will also mean that there is little empirical support for either
trade preference theory or my additive theory of business opposition to war.
If my theory is correct, however, we should see a distinct pattern of business opposition
to war among World War I-era American businesses whereby internationalist businesses with
low conflict relevance are the most likely businesses to oppose the war (measured as a
percentage of these businesses), and more likely to oppose the war than internationalist
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businesses with high conflict relevance. Conversely, domestic oriented businesses with high
conflict relevance will be the least likely businesses to oppose the war, and less likely to oppose
the war than domestic oriented businesses with low conflict relevance.
5.2 Outline of Data
In the spring of 1916, Harris, Winthrop & Co., a New York-based investment firm, decided
to survey American business leaders on a variety of political and economic topics. They had fielded
a similar survey the previous year, at a time when “many were in doubt whether this country could
prosper while Europe was involved in a war which had then been in progress only five months.”428
The 1915 survey, however, had not explicitly asked respondents about the economic effects of the
conflict. The firm aimed to rectify this shortcoming with the 1916 survey. As a result, Harris,
Winthrop & Co. mailed a seventeen question survey to approximately 4,500 business leaders and
other notables across the country. Aiming to reach a representative sample of American business
leaders, they sent surveys to each state in proportion to that state’s population. In all, the firm
received 1,710 responses, for a response rate of ~38%.
The survey results contain a variety of quantitative information—that is numerical
responses—on political and economic topics, including unemployment, inflation, military
preparedness, and tariffs. Unfortunately, however, this quantitative data is not very helpful in
testing theories of business opposition to war. First, the individual response data has been lost, and
the firm only publicly reported aggregate response data at the regional, as opposed to industry,
level. In order to test my additive theory of business opposition to war I need to be able to link a
business’ expressed preference about a war to their industry’s trade orientation and conflict
relevance. Second, the survey question about the economic effects of war was phrased poorly,
asking respondents simply whether “your business will be directly affected by peace in Europe,”
without separating out whether that effect would be positive or negative. Numerical responses to
this question, therefore, are a poor measure of a business’ war preferences.
Luckily, however, 185 respondents (~10% of the total sample) enclosed open-ended text
responses alongside their numerical responses. Although varying in length and detail, these
respondents wrote rich, descriptive qualitative responses that elaborated on the numerical
responses they provided to various questions.429 Since this qualitative survey data is measured at
the individual respondent level, and the majority of respondents can be matched to the industry in
which they work, I can use this qualitative survey data to test my additive theory of business
opposition to war against alternative explanations. Moreover, as column 3 in Figure 5.1
demonstrates, this sub-sample is very similar to the overall survey sample. There is therefore little
reason to suspect a selection bias regarding which respondents provided qualitative responses.
Column 4 in Figure 5.1 reports the p-values for a two-sided difference of proportions test between
the two samples. Only one of these p-values is statistically significant (p < .05), increasing our
confidence that there isn’t selection bias.
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Figure 5.1: Survey Sample Composition
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5.3 Design
In the interests of transparency and simplicity, I chose to rely on simple difference of
proportions tests as the primary way of testing my additive theory of business opposition to war
against alternative explanations, supplemented by non-linear and linear regression models. As the
name implies, in difference of proportions tests a researcher compares the proportional responses
of two groups to see whether the difference between them is statistically significant.430 The
researcher calculates a sample proportion (!̂ ) as the ratio of “successes” in a sample (#) divided
by the sample size ($). A confidence interval for the population proportion can then be calculated
using the following formula, where % is the z value for the desired confidence level:
!̂ ∗ (1 − !̂ )
!̂ ± % ∗ )
$
We can then test whether the difference between two population proportions is statistically
significant using a simple z test as follows:
!̂! − !̂"
%=
/0
In this test !̂! and !̂ " are two sample proportions and /0 is the standard error of the sampling
distribution. We estimate /0 using a pooled sample proportion (12) calculated as follows:
(#! + #" )
12 =
$! + $"
And the following formula:
/0 = )12 ∗ 41 − 125 ∗ (

1
1
+ )
$! $"

This method is admittedly—and intentionally—quite simple. It fits the empirical aim of
this chapter, however, in so far as it can credibly demonstrate the importance of accounting for
conflict relevance alongside trade orientation in empirical models of business opposition to war. I
note in the conclusion of this chapter how further empirical research might mitigate some of the
inferential shortcomings associated with this approach.
Testing H1 from trade preference theory—that internationalist businesses will be more
likely to oppose wars than domestic oriented businesses—simply requires testing the proportional
opposition to war between internationalist and domestic oriented businesses. Testing hypotheses
H2 – H5 from my additive theory requires testing proportional opposition to war across four
business types. Testing H6, that conflict relevance is a sufficient cause of business opposition to
war, requires testing proportional opposition to war between businesses with high conflict
relevance versus businesses with low conflict relevance. Because these hypotheses all posit a
directional relationship in relative opposition between different types of businesses, I use onesided difference of proportions test and a standard alpha level of .05 for assessing the statistical
significance of all difference of proportions.
I can then validate the findings of my difference of proportions tests by predicting a
business's war preferences based on their trade orientation and conflict relevance using regression
analysis. I test my competing hypotheses using a simple model specification (1) that predicts
430
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business i’s opposition to war (Yi) as a function of whether they have an internationalist trade
orientation (Xinternationalist(i)) and their conflict relevance (Xrelevance(i)), and assessing the direction and
statistical significance of the coefficients on the trade orientation (β1) and conflict relevance (β2)
variables. The specification also includes intercept (β0), and stochastic error (6# ) terms.
(1)

7# = 8$ + 8! 9#%&'(%)&#*%)+#,&(#) + 8" 9('+'/)%0'(#) + 6#

Trade preference theory (H1) predicts that β1 > 0 and will be statistically significant. Trade
preference theory also predicts that a business’s conflict relevance would add little to an empirical
model of business opposition to war since a business’ trade policy preferences are a sufficient
cause of their opposition to war. As such, trade preference theory predicts that β2 would be close
to zero and statistically insignificant.431 Conversely, H6 holds that a business’s conflict relevance
is a sufficient cause of business opposition to war, predicting that β2 < 0 and will be statistically
significant while β1 will be close to zero and statistically insignificant. My additive theory (H2 H5) predicts that β1 > 0, β2 < 0, and both will be statistically significant. To probe whether the
findings from the difference of means tests and regression models are robust to alternate tests, I
report the results of a number of robustness checks in Appendix B.
5.4 Pre-Processing of Data and Measurement
I pre-processed the raw data by downloading a digital copy of the original survey report
and pulling the qualitative survey responses into a usable format using simple optical character
recognition (OCR) tools.432 I then manually verified the accuracy of the OCR output against the
original report. I measured a survey respondent’s trade orientation, conflict relevance, and
opposition to war using a mix of quantitative and qualitative coding rules.
First, following trade preference theory, I dichotomously categorized a respondent as being
in a domestic oriented versus internationalist industry based on their industry’s export/import ratio,
export value, and import value prior to World War I using data from the U.S. Department of
Commerce.433 I coded a respondent as being in a domestic oriented industry if their industry’s
export-import ratio was in the bottom half, and import value in the top half, of all industries in
1913. I coded a respondent as being in an internationalist industry if their industry’s export-import
ratio was in the top half, and export value in top half, of all industries during 1913. Although an
imperfect measure, since it ignores an industry’s domestic consumption, ceteris paribus industries
that export more than they import should favor free trade while industries that face a high flow of
import competition should favor trade protectionism.
I supplemented these quantitative coding rules with qualitative industry information from
a variety of historical sources to account for respondents that didn’t fall easily into one of the
Department of Commerce’s industry groupings. I excluded respondents such as lawyers,
academics, and bankers, who couldn’t be coded as belonging to an internationalist or domestic
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oriented industry even with this supplemental research (n = 46).434 As I demonstrate in Appendix
B, my findings are robust to alternate tests that include these respondents. More qualitative
evidence justifying individual trade orientation coding decisions can also be found in Appendix B.
I then categorized industries based on whether they have high conflict relevance or not.
Conceptually, an industry has conflict relevance if it contributes to a military’s effectiveness, their
ability to successfully fight and win on the battlefield. Measuring conflict relevance therefore
becomes a somewhat subjective exercise, since all industries contribute to military effectiveness
to some degree in a total war such as World War I. Here I am interested in separating industries
with a high level of conflict relevance from those with a low level of conflict relevance.
I categorize an industry as having high conflict relevance based on whether its products
were considered conditional and absolute contraband in the 1909 Declaration of London and, more
generally, if the industry largely contributed to the feeding, clothing, or equipping of World War
I era armies. I relied on historical sources from the World War I era to inductively determine how
observers at the time thought about an industry’s conflict relevance when confronted with
borderline cases, where it was hard to determine an industry’s conflict relevance deductively.
Qualitative evidence underpinning each conflict relevance coding decision can be found in
Appendix B. Figure 5.2 reports where all the industries represented in the final sample (n = 139)
fall in my typology.
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Figure 5.2: Industries Present in Sample
Internationalist

Domestic Oriented

High Conflict
Relevance

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Automobile (2)
Breadstuffs (5)
Chemicals (1)
Coal (3)
Iron Founder (2)
Iron Manufacturing (4)
Leather Manufacturing (1)
Meat (1)
Metalworking (1)
Mining (1)
Oil Production (2)
Packaged Food (3)
Precision Tool Manufacturing (1)
Rubber (1)
Steel Manufacturing (4)
Steel Production (3)

●
●
●
●
●
●

Brass Manufacturing (2)
Railroad Equipment (2)
Railway (12)
Wholesale Hardware (1)
Wholesale Produce (1)
Wool Manufacturing (2)

Low Conflict
Relevance

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cotton Buying and Shipping (3)
Dry Goods (2)
Importers (1)
Lumber (20)
Manufacturing (General) (3)
Ocean Freight Broker (1)
Paint/Ink Manufacturing (1)
Pharmaceuticals (5)
Sugar Production (3)
Wood Manufacturing (1)

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Agricultural Tools (5)
Brewing (2)
Brick Manufacturing (1)
Cement (1)
Clocks (1)
Cold Storage (1)
Construction (4)
Cotton Manufacturing (2)
Department Stores (3)
Distilling (3)
Furniture (3)
Glass Manufacturing (1)
Linseed Oil (1)
Musical Instruments (1)
Paper (1)
Pottery (1)
Publishing (2)
Ribbons and Silks (1)
Shoes (1)
Stone Quarry (1)
Textile Manufacturing (4)
Wholesale Grocery (3)
Wine Growers (1)

Number of respondents from each industry is in parentheses

In terms of a survey respondent’s opposition to war, I coded the respondent as opposing
the war if they clearly note that the war has had a negative economic effect, or peace would have
a positive effect, on their business. I coded a respondent as not opposing the war if they noted
either that the war had a positive economic effect, peace would have a negative effect, or peace
would have no effect on their business. This is an imperfect measure of opposition to war since it
centers opposition to war on profitability, but given the wording of the survey question – which
asks about profitability – it is the best possible measure that can be constructed from this sample.
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Finally, I coded survey respondents who didn’t mention the war in their qualitative
response (n = 17) as having “no response” (NA). These respondents could either be unaffected by
the war—and therefore hold no preference—or hold a preference but not have expressed it. This
means that my effective sample size for my difference of proportions tests is 122 respondents. I
note in Appendix B, however, that my findings are robust to coding these respondents as not
opposing the war. Given the subjective nature of my measurement approach and coding I provide
illustrative examples of each coding decision below (Figure 5.3) and make the entire set of survey
responses available in the supplementary materials to aid in validation and replication.
Figure 5.3: Coding Examples of Business Opposition to War
Opposition to War
“Our business is very much affected by the war and, therefore, it would be a great benefit to have the war
cease. For instance, the material which enters into the construction of our goods is two and a half times
higher than it was last year, which, at the present price, almost prohibits our doing business. Labor is very
scarce caused by a good many of the foreign laborers going abroad and further caused by the eastern
factories who are making war appliances.”
Not Opposition to War
“Our business consists largely of the growing of grain and other farm products. Values of these products
have ranged above the normal during the war, and this section has been correspondingly prosperous.
There is likely to be a sharp break in values when the war closes but it seems probable that higher prices
will prevail later and cover a considerable time after the war.”
No Response
“We feel that with our country and Canada taking practically the capacity of our shops that foreign trade
is not a necessity at present, though we are making some endeavors to secure good connections in foreign
countries where that trade is desirable. As to the general situation, we feel as if we could have a more
stable government, one in which the policies are not altered every four years and in which nine-tenths of
the action results from political feelings and not from what is best for the country at large”

5.5 Results
Do the survey results better support trade preference theory or my additive theory? Figure
5.4 presents the results of my first difference of proportions test, assessing trade preference
theory.435 We can see that internationalist businesses are proportionally more likely to oppose the
war (48%) than domestic oriented businesses (24%), and the difference is statistically significant
(p = 0.01). This supports H1, which predicts that internationalist businesses will be more likely to
oppose wars than domestic oriented businesses.

435
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significance of all difference of proportions.
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Figure 5.4: Proportion of Respondents Opposing War, By Trade Preference

These results nevertheless leave an important question unanswered: why do so few
internationalist businesses oppose the war? To be fair, trade preference theory doesn’t take a clear
position on the absolute level of opposition to war that internationalist or domestic oriented
industries will hold. It is somewhat puzzling, however, that only a minority of internationalist
business leaders (48%) in the sample oppose the war given its disruption to international trade.
Trade preference theory cannot explain why this is the case, but my additive theory of opposition
to war can.
Figure 5.5 reports the results of my second set of difference of proportions tests, which test
my additive theory of business opposition to war. This set of tests provides support for my additive
theory of business opposition to war above and beyond trade preference theory. Figure 5.5
provides full support for H4, which predicts internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance
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will be more likely to oppose wars than internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance. A
higher proportion of respondents from internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance
(68%) oppose the war than respondents from internationalist businesses with high conflict
relevance (24%), and the difference is statistically significant (p = .0007). Importantly, trade
preference theory cannot explain this key split in opposition to war between different types of
internationalist businesses, and we would miss this divide entirely if we only looked at Figure 5.4
above.
The results of this second set of difference of proportions tests also provide full support for
H2, which predicts that internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance will be the most
likely businesses to oppose the war. The highest proportion of respondents opposing the war are
from internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance (68%) and there are statistically
significant differences between this high proportion of opposition and the proportion of opposition
in other business types.
Figure 5.5: Proportion of Respondents Opposing War, By Industry Grouping
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The other hypotheses from my additive theory, though, aren’t supported. H5 predicts that
respondents from domestic oriented businesses with low conflict relevance will be more likely to
oppose the war than respondents from domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance.
Only 10% of respondents from domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance oppose
the war compared with 30% respondents from domestic oriented businesses with low conflict
relevance, but the difference is not statistically significant (p = .094). Finally, H3 predicts that
domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance will be the least likely businesses to
oppose war in the international system. Although only 10% of respondents from domestic oriented
businesses with high conflict relevance oppose the war, this is statistically indistinguishable from
internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance (24%, p = .789).
Can conflict relevance alone accurately predict business opposition to war? H6 predicts that
businesses with high conflict relevance will be less likely to oppose wars in than businesses with
low conflict relevance, and this is exactly what Figure 5.6 shows. A lower proportion of
respondents from businesses with high conflict relevance (19%) oppose the war than businesses
with low conflict relevance (47%), a difference that is statistically significant (p < .001). These
results point to the importance of including conflict relevance as an explanatory variable when
trying to predict business opposition to war, but don’t indicate that conflict relevance alone
explains a business's war preferences. Namely, this figure obscures the clear difference in
opposition to war between domestic oriented businesses with low conflict relevance and
internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance. As we can see in Figure 5.5, there is a large
and statistically significant difference in these businesses’ opposition to war, which isn’t captured
in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Proportion of Respondents Opposing War, By Conflict Relevance

I present the results of my regression analysis in Table 5.1. Since I have a binary dependent
variable, with respondents either opposing (1) or not opposing (0) the war, I first estimate these
regressions using a logistic link function and then using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) using a
linear probability model.436 To validate the results presented above in Figures 5.4 and 5.6, Columns
1 and 2 of Table 5.1 report the results of simple monocausal model specifications predicting a
respondent’s war preferences based solely on their trade orientation and conflict relevance,
respectively.
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Column 3 of Table 5.1 presents the results from my preferred model specification, which
predicts a respondent’s war preferences based on both their trade orientation and conflict relevance
and replicates Figure 5.5. These model results support the hypotheses from my additive theory of
business opposition to war (H2 - H6) above and beyond monocausal theories. These hypotheses
predict that that the coefficient for increasing internationalist trade orientation will be positive, the
coefficient for increasing conflict relevance should be negative, and both coefficients should be
statistically significant, which they both are.
Table 5.1: Logistic Regression Results

Examining the predictive accuracy of the empirical models in Table 5.1 is another way of
assessing the relative veracity of my additive theory of business opposition to war against
monocausal theories. Figure 5.7 therefore reports the in-sample predictive accuracy of my
preferred, additive model specification alongside that of the monocausal model specifications from
Table 5.1. I conceptualize predictive accuracy as the percentage of respondents that a model
correctly predicts oppose the war, and calculate this value across a range of decision thresholds.
Figure 5.7 demonstrates that the additive model specification is always more accurate than the
monocausal models, except at very high decision thresholds, where it is equally accurate.
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Figure 5.7: Predictive Accuracy of Logistic Regressions

The following table (Table 5.2) replicates the results of Table 5.1 using Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) as a link function rather than a logistic link function. The results are consistent with
those presented in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.2 OLS Regression Results

The following figure (Figure 5.8) replicates the results of Figure 5.7. As with Figure 5.7, it
demonstrates that the in-sample predictive accuracy of an additive specification is higher than
monocausal specifications, except at very high thresholds, where it is equally accurate.
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Figure 5.8: Predictive Accuracy of OLS Models

I report the results of a number of robustness and sensitivity checks in Appendix B. First,
I test the sensitivity of my results to differing sample composition and individual coding decisions
for my independent variables by conducting 306 additional difference of proportions tests while
sequentially dropping each individual industry one at a time. Second, I test the sensitivity of my
results to differing sample composition and individual coding decisions for my dependent variable
by re-coding respondents who didn’t mention the war as "not opposing" the war. I replicate my
initial difference of proportions tests, and conduct 330 additional difference of proportions tests
while sequentially dropping individual industries. Third, I re-estimate my logistic and OLS models
using an industry’s export value as a continuous measure of trade orientation. Fourth, I re-estimate
my regressions using all businesses that take an opinion on the war (n = 157) to investigate whether
my results hinge on removing businesses that don’t align to my four-part typology. Fifth, I include
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regional fixed effects in all model specifications to guard against the possibility that sociotropic
economic factors or other regional confounders are biasing my results. The results of all these tests
are either identical to or consistent with the results of my difference of proportions tests and
regression analysis.
5.6 Discussion
Combined, then, the results from my difference of proportions tests and regression analysis
support my additive theory of business opposition to war above and beyond trade preference
theory. A business's trade orientation is clearly an important determinant of their war preferences,
but it isn’t the only determinant of these preferences. The evidence reported above demonstrate
that a business's conflict relevance plays an essential, and to this point under examined, role in
determining a business's opposition to conflict.
In particular, the difference of proportions tests reveal a large and statistically significant
gap in the relative opposition to war between internationalist businesses with low conflict
relevance and internationalist businesses with conflict relevance that trade preference theory
cannot explain. Trade preference theory would predict that internationalist businesses with conflict
relevance and internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance would both oppose war.
Empirically, I find that internationalist businesses with conflict relevance are among the least
likely businesses to oppose war (24%) and far less likely to oppose the war than internationalist
businesses without conflict relevance (68%).
At the same time, however, conflict relevance alone isn’t a sufficient explanation for
business opposition to war. The difference of proportion tests reveal a statistically significant
difference in the relative opposition to war between internationalist businesses with low conflict
relevance (68%) and domestic oriented businesses with low conflict relevance (30%, p = .001). A
monocausal explanation for business opposition to war based solely on their conflict relevance
would predict that these types of businesses would have similar levels of opposition to war, and
they don’t.
There are at least three important caveats regarding the empirical results of this article.
First, although the difference of proportions tests don’t provide support for all the hypotheses from
my additive theory, this may simply be due to a lack of statistical power given the small number
of survey respondents. For example, H5 predicts that respondents from domestic oriented
businesses with low conflict relevance will be more likely to oppose wars than respondents from
domestic oriented businesses with conflict relevance. The p-value for the difference of proportions
test (p = .094) is not statistically significant at the p <.05 level but is significant at the p < .1 level.
Given that there are only 59 total survey respondents in these two sub-groups, a larger sample size
could easily increase the precision of this and the other difference of proportions tests.
Second, I am not arguing that trade orientation and conflict relevance are the only important
determinants of business opposition to war, or that I have causally identified the effects of trade
orientation and conflict relevance. There may be additional, potentially confounding, causes of
business opposition to war that may be biasing my quantitative results. Importantly, however,
existing theories of business opposition to war provide little guidance regarding what those
confounders might be. As a result, my quantitative results still improve on our current
understanding of business opposition to war by highlighting other important factors, like a
business's conflict relevance, that matter for determining their opposition.
Third, whether these results are generalizable to other countries and wars requires further
investigation. Although the evidence from the comparative case studies possess high internal
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validity, it necessarily lacks external validity across a wide range of representative cases. The
results of my difference of proportions tests can mitigate these concerns but not completely resolve
them. In particular they can’t demonstrate the external validity of my additive theory outside of
the case of American businesses during World War I. The results very well could be generalizable
given that my additive theory of business opposition to war consists of general variables and
mechanisms that aren’t context specific.437 Nevertheless, the financialization of international
commerce, whereby capital flows far outpace trade in either goods and services, or the changing
nature of interstate warfare, may render my additive theory of primarily historical rather than
contemporary interest. Both explicit claims for and against the external validity of my results,
however, would need to rest on firm theoretical and empirical grounds that are beyond the scope
of this article.
5.7 Conclusion
Assessing the relative empirical validity of trade preference theory versus my additive
theory of business opposition to war is difficult given that it is impossible to manipulate these two
variables in an experimental research design. Although the comparative case studies presented in
the previous two chapters can tell a detailed, rich story about the war preferences of selected
American industries during World War I, it is only natural to question whether the findings from
those carefully chosen cases hold across more representative cases. The evidence presented in this
chapter aims to mitigate these concerns by assessing the opinions of a broader set of American
businesses using rare, historical survey data.
The results of this chapter are consistent with those of the comparative case studies,
demonstrating—in line with the expectations of my additive theory of business opposition to
war—that a business’s conflict relevance is an important determinant of their opposition to war
above and beyond their trade orientation alone. I find evidence that reflects a distinct pattern of
business opposition to war among World War I-era American businesses that corresponds to the
predictions of my additive theory of business opposition to war. Internationalist American
businesses with low conflict relevance were the most likely to oppose World War I, and more
likely to oppose the war than peer internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance.
Conversely, domestic oriented American businesses with high conflict relevance were the least
likely businesses to oppose the war, and less likely (albeit not at statistically significant levels) to
oppose the war than domestic oriented businesses with low conflict relevance.
Although it is unlikely that additional survey evidence of American business leaders’
opinions about World War I exists, it may be possible to investigate these results further through
either an expanded set of comparative case studies or text analysis. The latter approach, by
gathering and coding the statements of individual business leaders about the war across a variety
of news and other textual sources, may help bolster the validity of, or call into question, these
findings. Gathering a representative set of textual evidence from news sources may, however,
prove to be prohibitive absent advances in automated coding techniques.
Even as the evidence in this chapter bolsters the external validity of my additive theory of
business opposition to war across the universe of American businesses during the World War I, up
to this point I have presented only anecdotal evidence to support its validity outside of the World
War I era. Does my additive theory of business opposition to war better predict business opposition
than trade preference theory in more contemporary conflicts? I provide a preliminary answer to
437
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this question in the following chapter by analyzing American business leaders’ opposition during
the Vietnam War.
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CHAPTER SIX

American Business Leaders’ Opposition to the
Vietnam War
SURVEY EVIDENCE

Why did businesses oppose war in more recent conflicts? Are the economic effects of
conflict the only important factors in determining business opposition to war? Or are there other
important causes? Most of the evidence presented in this dissertation has focused on historically
distant conflicts, namely World War I. Although there are good reasons for investigating
historically distant wars, in particular to set a historical baseline which more recent conflicts can
be compared against, it is also important to consider whether the underlying factors determining
business opposition to war have changed over time.438 As well, it is important to consider whether
additional factors besides the economic effects of conflict might also help determine opposition to
war.
In this chapter I therefore re-examine survey data from a 1973 poll of American business
leaders to see whether the economic effects of conflict that I identified as driving business
opposition to war in World War I were still relevant during the Vietnam War. This survey data is
important in so far as it measures the war preferences of business leaders in a more modern context.
It also captures business leaders’ opinions about a range of other domestic policy issues, which the
earlier survey data I analyzed did not. This allows me to test whether or not domestic political
ideology also matters for determining business opposition to war above and beyond the potential
economic effects of conflict.
I find that a business’s trade orientation remains a statistically significant predictor of
business leaders’ opposition to war even after controlling for their domestic policy preferences.
These results point to the enduring importance of economic factors like a business’ trade
orientation in determining business opposition to war in modern interstate conflicts. Unfortunately,
438
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this survey does not capture whether business leaders work at a conflict relevant firm or not. I
therefore cannot assess the validity of my additive theory of business opposition to war using this
survey data. I also find that a business leader’s domestic policy preferences are a statistically
significant predictor of their opposition to war, although the theoretical basis for this relationship
requires further investigation.
Before further describing the data, research design, and my findings, though, I first provide
a motivation for why it is important to consider domestic policy preferences as an alternate
explanation for business opposition to war above and beyond economic explanations such as trade
orientation or conflict relevance. I also motivate looking at a more recent case of interstate conflict
by discussing the potential for the causes of business opposition to war to vary over time
6.1 Business Leaders’ Domestic Policy Preferences: An Alternate Explanation
It would be foolish to argue that a business’ trade orientation and conflict relevance are the
only factors that might determine their opposition to war. The assumptions and assertions
underpinning my additive theory of business opposition to war are admittedly and intentionally
quite simple. They therefore inevitably downplay or leave out entirely a number of other
theoretically plausible alternate explanations for business opposition to war. It’s important to note,
however, that my additive theory isn’t alone in this regard. All social science theories rely on
simplified assumptions and assertions in order to help scholars make sense of the world. As Seva
Gunitsky argues, this “instrumental approach” to parsimonious theory building “highlights certain
features of the world in order to make sense of it.”439
One clear alternate explanation for business opposition to war that my additive theory of
excludes is a business leader’s domestic policy preferences. Two of my four assumptions about
businesses as political actors rule these out as being a theoretically relevant factor in my additive
theory. First, my assumption that businesses are unitary actors implies that war preferences adhere
to a business as a whole, and are therefore not driven by characteristics of an individual business
leader like an owner or chief executive officer. Although I measured business opposition to war in
part based on business leaders’ opinions, most explicitly in the previous chapter using a survey of
American business leaders during World War I, these measurements were assumed to reflect the
views of the business as a unitary actor, not the views of the individual leader themselves. Second,
my assumption that businesses are primarily motivated by profit focused my additive theory of
business opposition to war on economic or material causes of business opposition to war rather
than normative or ideational causes like domestic policy preferences.
There are a number of clear theoretical reasons, however, for thinking that a business
leader’s domestic policy preferences might partially determine their opposition to war. Namely,
scholars studying foreign policy public opinion in the United States politics have long argued that
individuals’ foreign policy opinions are correlated with their domestic policy opinions.440 Why
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this correlation occurs is still contested, namely over whether an individual’s domestic policy
opinions directly lead to their foreign policy opinions, or whether both opinions are driven by the
same underlying moral values, personal values, or other common cause.441 Nevertheless, this
research strongly suggests that it is important to consider individuals’ domestic and foreign policy
opinions simultaneously rather than in isolation.
This public opinion research also parallels two other important scholarly literatures
regarding the beliefs and characteristics of leaders. First, an impressive literature in international
relations argues that the characteristics of political leaders and elites matter for explaining variation
in political outcomes.442 Importantly, this literature argues that political leaders’ policy ideas and
other beliefs can play an important causal role in determining political outcomes in addition to
their personal experiences and other biographical facts.443 Second, there is a parallel literature in
the strategic management literature which explains business and organizational behavior based on
the beliefs and characteristics of individual business leaders.444 Both of these literatures imply that
it is important to differentiate between leaders and the organizations that they are in charge of,
whether businesses or governments, when assessing the determinants of organizational behavior.
In this chapter I don’t aim to advance a particular theory of why, how, or which domestic
policy preferences might affect a business leaders’ war preferences. Instead, I test a simple
hypothesis that a business leader’s domestic policy preferences “matter” for understanding—that
is they are a statistically significant predictor of—a leader’s war preferences.
H7: A business leader’s domestic policy preferences will be a statistically significant
predictor of their war preferences.
I note in the conclusion of this chapter, however, how the results of testing this hypothesis might
lead towards new theories about the relationship between domestic policy preferences and foreign
security policy preferences.
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6.2 The Vietnam War and Temporal Validity
Why, though, might it be important to analyze American business leaders’ opposition to
the Vietnam War? In the first place, the Vietnam War had underappreciated yet crucial economic
effects on both American businesses, the long-term trajectory of American economic growth, and
the structure of the international monetary system. In particular, financial historians and political
economy scholars generally acknowledge that heightened American defense spending due to the
Vietnam War was a key factor that caused the United States to suspend the convertibility of U.S.
dollars into gold in 1971, which destroyed the international monetary system based on the “goldexchange standard” that had existed since the Bretton Woods conference in 1944.445 This currency
crisis in turn laid the foundation for the “stagflation” era of high unemployment, high inflation,
and low economic growth in the United States throughout the 1970s.446
Beyond its historical importance, analyzing business opposition to war during the Vietnam
War can also help demonstrate the temporal validity, or lack thereof, of the empirical findings
from my comparative case studies and survey analysis of American businesses during World War
I. Even if those empirical findings are internally valid—that is they accurately identify which
American businesses, and why, opposed World War I—they might not matter much for our
understanding of contemporary conflicts if we believe that modern shifts in the conduct of war, or
domestic and international economies, mean that business opposition to war are determined by
factors other than a business’ trade orientation and conflict relevance in contemporary
circumstances. Although a lack of temporal validity cannot falsify either trade preference theory
or my additive theory of business opposition to war, their usefulness decreases if the theories are
only operative in a narrow set of historical circumstances.
We can assess the potential temporal validity of the empirical findings from my
comparative case studies and survey analysis of American businesses during World War I two
ways. First, we can think theoretically about temporal changes since World War I that might have
diminished or eliminated the role of trade orientation and conflict relevance in determining
business opposition to war. Second, we can empirically test trade preference theory and my
additive theory of business opposition to war in more contemporary conflicts and see whether we
observe a similar pattern of business opposition to war as we did in the United States during World
War I.
Stephen Brooks has adopted the first line of attack, criticizing trade preference theory’s
temporal validity in contemporary interstate conflicts due to the changing nature of war and
international trade. Specifically, Brooks argues that “At least among the advanced states… there
are no longer any economic actors who will be favorable toward war and who will lobby the
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government with this preference.”447 Directly challenging the logic of trade preference theory,
which holds that domestic oriented businesses will not oppose wars because wars protect them
from foreign imports, Brooks notes that “war may not slow imports, especially for large states
and/or states that fight limited wars.” Moreover, “there are also many other mechanisms for
limiting imports that are less costly, more likely to be effective, and face fewer political barriers
to enact” than interstate wars.448
We can also imagine a number of other temporal shifts that might have altered the
relationship that trade preference theory and my additive theory of business opposition to war posit
between trade orientation, conflict relevance, and business opposition to war. In terms of economic
shifts, the financialization of both the international and domestic economies, whereby businesses
are more attuned to the availability of credit and financial flows than shocks to international
shipping, may diminish the importance of trade orientation.449 Similarly, the rise of the
international services trade as opposed to the trade in goods has rearranged contemporary patterns
of businesses’ trade policy preferences, which in turn may impact patterns of business opposition
to war.450 Contemporary globalized supply chains, particularly those utilized by “superstar
exporters,” have also caused intra-industry splits in trade policy preferences, calling into question
whether it is appropriate to assume that all businesses in an industry share the same war
preferences.451
The dynamics of contemporary interstate wars have furthermore changed in a number of
important ways from “total wars” like World War I that might also limit the temporal validity of
empirical findings from that particular conflict. First, there has arguably been a decrease in the
number of interstate wars in recent decades, and those wars that do occur may not be large enough
to sufficiently disrupt international trade, raise governmental demand, or decrease consumer
demand so that businesses form preferences about them.452 Lower-level interstate wars are
explicitly outside of the scope of both trade preference theory and my additive theory of business
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opposition to war, so if large-scale great power conflicts are unlikely to occur in the future then
these theories will be only of historical interest.453 Second, the way wars are conducted has
changed, due in large part to the rise of precision strike and surveillance capabilities that allow for
the accurate targeting and destruction of large unit formations.454 Importantly, however, although
these changes might mean different businesses have conflict relevance in a modern context versus
those in the World War I-era they don’t imply that the link between conflict relevance and business
opposition to war has diminished or shifted.
Although the preceding theoretical assertions about potential temporal shifts may
profitably yield alternative theories of business opposition to war, and testable hypotheses, they
unfortunately remain under theorized. As such, empirical tests remain a better initial assessment
of the temporal validity of trade preference theory and my additive theory of business opposition
to war. The following sections therefore lay out an approach for replicating the empirical findings
of my World War I-era comparative case studies and survey analysis using survey data from the
Vietnam War and a series of non-linear and linear regressions.
6.3 Data
As American involvement in the Vietnam War was winding down in the spring of 1973,
Bruce Russett and Elizabeth Hanson of Yale University decided to survey American business
leaders’ policy opinions.455 This survey comprised a series of questions about business leaders’
foreign and domestic policy views, and was mailed to a random sample of vice presidents at
Fortune 500 corporations and leading firms in the financial industry (n = 1059). Russett and
Hanson received 567 completed survey responses, for a response rate of 54%. Although they went
to great lengths to anonymize the survey respondents, Russett and Hanson did include questions
asking whether the respondent’s business currently conducted or planned on conducting
substantial international business. This helps with distinguishing respondents based on the trade
orientation of their businesses even though they cannot be linked to individual firms or industries.
Regrettably, although Russett and Hanson captured additional information on the firm that
respondents belonged to, including whether the firm did substantial business with the U.S.
Department of Defense, this documentation has been lost.456 This means that I am unfortunately
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limited to only testing H1 from trade preference theory and H7 and cannot test the hypotheses from
my additive theory of business opposition to war (H2 – H5). This is less of an issue, however, than
it might seem given that most of the challenges to the temporal validity of existing theories of
business opposition to war center on trade orientation versus conflict relevance.457 Should trade
preference theory remain temporally valid in the Vietnam War-era, therefore, it raises the
probability that my additive theory of business war preference is also temporally valid. As a
reminder, H1 from trade preference theory predicts that:
H1: Internationalist businesses will be more likely to oppose war than domestic-oriented
businesses.
Importantly, although Russett and Hanson analyzed the foreign policy views of the
business leaders in their sample, they didn’t test specific hypotheses on the relationship between
business leaders’ domestic policy preferences, trade orientation, and war preferences. The closest
that they come is analyzing the bivariate correlation between respondents’ views on individual
domestic policies and various foreign policy opinions. Here, however, they average together the
correlation coefficients between an individual domestic policy and three separate foreign policy
opinions: on the level of U.S defense spending, the effect of cut in defense spending on U.S.
security, and the Vietnam War.458 This approach not only makes it impossible to analyze a
respondent’s war preferences separately from their military spending preferences, but it also
doesn’t control for other demographic factors or domestic policy preferences that might partially
determine a respondent’s war preferences.
Russett and Hanson also conducted a number of regression analyses that predict
respondents’ foreign policy views based on a mixture of domestic policy opinions and measures
of political ideology.459 There are issues with this approach, however, that also make it
inappropriate for testing the hypotheses I propose. First, it is unclear what model specifications
Russett and Hanson estimated. They note that they introduced variables “into the regression
equations with foreign policy preference as the dependent variables in each instance, using the
technique of stepwise multiple regression,” but do not provide a list of which independent variables
were introduced and in what order. Second, they only report the regression coefficients and
standard errors for independent variables that “made a statistically significant contribution to
explaining a particular dependent variable.”460 It is impossible to conduct credible hypotheses tests
without an understanding of what other variables are in these empirical models.
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6.4 Design
There are two main requirements for empirically testing these competing hypotheses. First,
we need a method to assess potential differences in opposition to war between various business
leaders. Second, we need to measure a business leader’s domestic policy preferences/political
ideology in a comprehensive manner. I utilize regression analysis and item response theory (IRT)
scaling to fulfil these two requirements.
Specifically, I utilize a simple model specification to test the preceding hypotheses
regarding the source of business opposition to war. Namely, I predict business leader i’s opposition
to war (Yi) as a function of whether they lead an internationalist business (Xinternationalist(i)), their
domestic policy preferences/ideology (Xdomesticpolicy(i)), and their racial policy preferences/ideology
(Xracialpolicy(i)), and I assess the direction and statistical significance of the coefficients for
international trade (β1), political ideology (β2), and racial ideology (β3). The specification also
includes a vector of additional control variables and their associated coefficients (γ(i)), and intercept
(β0) and stochastic error (6# ) terms. The preceding hypotheses align to this model specification in
the following way. H1 implies that β1 should be positive and statistically significant while H7
implies simply that β2 and β3 should be statistically significant.
(2)

7# = 8$ + 8! 9#%&'(%)&#*%)+#,&(#) + 8" 91*2',&#03*+#04(#) +
85 9()0#)+3*+#04(#) + :(#) +6#

I include two separate variables to measure respondents’ political ideology along two key
dimensions: specific views on racial politics and more general views on domestic rights and
liberties. Since the work of Keith T. Poole and Howard Rosenthal, many scholars of American
politics have argued that racial politics, civil rights, and social welfare issues occupy a separate
dimension from other ideological concerns.461 Generally speaking, however, the relevant
dimensions of business leaders’ political ideology will be context specific, and may depend on
both geographical and temporal factors.462 Scholars should therefore think critically about how
many variables they will need to include in a model specification to test the economic
consequences and leader ideology perspectives on business opposition to war given the relevant,
case-specific dimensions of business leaders’ political ideology in the context they are studying.
How, then, should we comprehensively measure a business leader’s domestic and racial
policy preferences? One approach would be to measure business leaders’ preferences regarding a
number of individual policies and including these as a vector of individual responses. Although
certainly justifiable, this measurement approach aligns somewhat poorly to the predictions of H7,
461
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which focuses on a business leader’s holistic, rather than individual, policy preferences. Viewed
in this light a business leader’s domestic and racial policy preferences or ideology are latent
continuous variables that can be more accurately measured based on the correlated responses to
multiple individual policies rather than considering these policy responses individually.
Political scientists increasingly use IRT scaling to measure these sorts of latent concepts
across a number of issue areas, including the political orientation of states,463 the strength of peace
agreements,464 and populism,465 amongst many other areas. I discuss in the following section how
I use a graded response IRT model to holistically measure both a business leader’s domestic and
racial policy preferences with the survey data I use to estimate my model specifications.
6.5 Measurement of Key Variables and Results from IRT Model
Using the Russett and Hanson data, I measure a respondent’s opposition to the war based
on their answer to the question of whether they “personally think it was correct for the United
States to send ground combat troops to Vietnam.” I code a respondent as opposing the war (coded
as 1) if they answer “no” and as not opposing the war (coded as 0) if they answer “yes.” For my
initial models I drop all respondents that answer “don’t know,” but as I demonstrate in Appendix
C my findings are robust to coding these individuals as either opposing or not opposing the war.
As a measure of trade orientation I code a respondent as being in an internationalist industry
(coded as 1) if foreign business, excluding Canada, accounted for more than 25% of the
respondent’s firm’s sales (or assets, if more appropriate). Otherwise I coded them as being in a
domestic oriented business (coded as 0). In Appendix C, I note that my results are robust to an
ordinal measure of trade orientation that differentiates between firms where foreign business
accounts for more than 25%, between 10% and 25%, and less than 10% of sales or assets. I include
all possible control variables captured in the survey, including a respondent’s age (a categorical
variable with five categories), whether the respondent served in the armed forces (coded as 1) or
not (coded as 0), and whether the respondent saw wartime service (coded as 1) or not (coded as
0). Table 6.1 reports descriptive statistics on these variables.
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Table 6.1: Descriptive Statistics on Russett and Hanson Survey Sample
Variable
Description
Type
Mean Minimum Maximum
Opposition
War Preference Binary .587
0
1
(Opposition)
Internationalist Trade
Binary .175
0
1
Orientation
(Internationalist)
Trade
Trade
Ordinal 1.56
1
3
Orientation
Orientation
(Ordinal)
Age
Age
Ordinal 3.72
1
5
Veteran
Veteran
Binary .735
0
1
Wartime
Wartime Service Binary .846
0
1
Service
To test H7 I first constructed scaled measures of a respondent’s domestic and racial policy
preferences using IRT models. I constructed these scales using responses from eight survey
questions that asked respondents about their domestic policy preferences regarding civil rights and
liberties, for instance their views on the legalization of marijuana, beliefs about communism, and
support for police. An IRT model is an appropriate method for scaling these survey responses
because it allows me to construct composite measures of domestic and racial policy preferences
that accounts for the varying proportions of respondents that agree/disagree with various policy
positions.466 I used exploratory factor analysis to confirm that the responses to these survey
questions load onto two distinct dimensions and present the results of this analysis in appendix C.
I utilize an IRT model as opposed to a simple summated rating scale because summated
rating scales implicitly assume that responses to scale items are independent from each other and
should be weighted equally.467 Neither of these assumptions seems justified when measuring
political ideology. Not only will some scale items better correspond to a respondent’s political
ideology than others, implying different weights, but also responses will likely correlate across
different types of items. An IRT model, in contrast to a summated rating scale, calculates a
business leader’s ideology as a weighted average that accounts for variation between respondents
and between individual questions. The question wordings and potential responses are reported in
table 6.2, alongside whether the questions were used to construct a generic domestic policy or
racial policy scale.
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Table 6.2: Domestic Policy Preferences Scale Items
Question

Question Wording

Response Coding

7b

Do you think the internal
threat of communism to
US security have
increased, decreased, or
remained the same over
the last decade?

● Decreased (1)
● Remain the
same (2)
● Increased (3)

1.73

Domestic
Policy

15

Do you think poverty in
the United States is now
mainly due to cultural
and psychological
problems of the poor?

● Disagree
strongly (1)
● Disagree with
qualifications
(2)
● Agree with
qualifications
(3)
● Agree
strongly (4)

3.08

Domestic
Policy

16

Do you think differences
in income between
people in this country
should be reduced?

● Disagree
strongly (4)
● Disagree with
qualifications
(3)
● Agree with
qualifications
(2)
● Agree
strongly (1)

2.83

Domestic
Policy
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Mean Scale

17

Do you think marijuana
should be legalized?

● Disagree
strongly (4)
● Disagree with
qualifications
(3)
● Agree with
qualifications
(2)
● Agree
strongly (1)

3.12

Domestic
Policy

18

Do you think Supreme
Court decisions of the
1960s have imposed
excessive restrictions on
the police?

● Disagree
strongly (1)
● Disagree with
qualifications
(2)
● Agree with
qualifications
(3)
● Agree
strongly (4)

3.32

Domestic
Policy

19

Do you think the
practices of the FBI and
military intelligence in
recent years pose a
threat to civil liberties?

● Disagree
strongly (4)
● Disagree with
qualifications
(3)
● Agree with
qualifications
(2)
● Agree
strongly (1)

2.89

Domestic
Policy
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20

Do you think the main
cause of Negro riots in
the cities is White
racism?

● Disagree
strongly (4)
● Disagree with
qualifications
(3)
● Agree with
qualifications
(2)
● Agree
strongly (1)

3.16

Racial
Policy

21

Do you think racial
integration in the schools
is proceeding too
rapidly?

● Disagree
strongly (1)
● Disagree with
qualifications
(2)
● Agree with
qualifications
(3)
● Agree
strongly (4)

2.45

Racial
Policy

I constructed my scaled measure of domestic policy preferences by fitting a graded
response model (GRM) to these survey responses. I used a GRM as opposed to other types of IRT
models because these survey questions are ordinal responses rather than dichotomous responses.468
I then used the fitted model to generate factor scores that align to each unique pattern of responses
for the six questions in my domestic policy scale and two questions in my racial policy scale. These
factor scores represent the domestic policy preferences of an ideal type of respondent with a
particular pattern of responses. I then included survey respondents’ factor scores as an additional
predictor in my regression analysis. Figure 6.1 depicts the distribution of factor scores from the
IRT models. The results of Kendall and Spearman tests indicate that the IRT models fits the
underlying survey response data well. I present the results of these tests, as well as individual Item
Response Category Characteristic Curves (IRCCCs), in appendix C.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of Domestic Policy and Racial Policy Scores
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6.6 Results
I present the results from my regression analysis in table 6.3. I estimated my model
specifications using both Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), which implies a linear probability model,
and logistic regression.469 I interpret the substantive results of the models using the OLS model
and present the marginal effects of the logistic regression model in appendix C. The positive and
statistically significant coefficient (p < .05) for trade orientation (8! ) provides strong evidence for
H1. Respondents with an internationalist trade orientation are 14.7% more likely to oppose the war
than respondents in a domestic-oriented industry. The coefficient on my scaled measure of
domestic political ideology (8" ) is negative and statistically significant, indicating that respondents
who scored higher on the scale—that is had a more restrictive view of civil liberties—are less
likely to oppose the war than respondents that had a less restrictive view of civil liberties. These
results therefore also provide strong evidence for H2. Business leaders with a one standard
deviation more restrictive view of domestic civil rights and liberties were 10.7% less likely to
oppose the Vietnam War. The theoretical basis of this association, however, requires further
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research. The coefficient on my scaled measure of domestic racial ideology (85 ) is not statistically
significant.
Table 6.3: Results

I report the results of a number of robustness checks in appendix C. First, there may be
potential concerns that some of the questions used to construct my domestic policy scale,
particularly those that ask about domestic communism and the domestic activities of the FBI and
military intelligence, primarily capture respondents’ foreign policy attitudes. If true, this would
obscure the potential relationship between business leaders’ domestic policy views and
support/opposition to war. I therefore construct a new domestic policy scale with those questions
remove and substitute it into my regression analysis. I find substantively similar results to those
reported in table 6.3.
Second, there may be potential concerns about the endogeneity of a business leader’s
political ideology to a business’ economic circumstances if, for instance, internationalist
businesses select different types of leaders than domestic-oriented businesses. I therefore
reestimate the model results in table 6.3 without including a business leader’s domestic political
ideology. I find substantively similar results to those reported in table 6.3.
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Finally, I conduct additional robustness checks by estimating models without control
variables, alternate coding of the dependent variable that includes participants who respond “don’t
know” as opposing and not opposing the war, dropping respondents with outlier domestic policy
preferences, and alternate coding of my independent variables including a three part ordinalmeasure of trade orientation, a summated rating scale of domestic policy preferences, and the
survey responses from individual scale items. The results of these robustness checks are either
substantively similar or consistent with the results presented in table 6.3.
6.7 Discussion
The empirical results of this chapter provide both important contextual evidence about
American business leaders’ support and opposition to the Vietnam War and also have broader
significance for understanding business opposition to war. First, they indicate that a business’s
economic circumstances, namely their trade orientation, likely remains an important factor for
determining their opposition to war in modern interstate conflicts. Second, they demonstrate that
business leaders’ war preferences are not wholly separate from the preferences of the business
itself. There may be circumstances where business leaders’ preferences differ from the business’s
profit motives – for instance when a business leader’s moral beliefs make them unwilling to
operate in ethical grey areas to boost profits – but in the case of the Vietnam War it seems like
business leaders’ war preferences were aligned with their business’s economic interests.
Still, it is important not to overinterpret the findings given the lack of evidence from either
the survey or historiography of the Vietnam War that the key mechanism underpinning the
economic consequences perspective—disrupted wartime trade—was operative during the Vietnam
War. This raises the possibility that the association observed in this chapter between American
business leaders’ trade orientation and opposition to the Vietnam War is being driven by an
alternate mechanism than that specified by the economic consequences perspective.
6.7.1 Relevance of Results for Understanding Business Opposition to War
The most important aspect of these findings for our understanding of business opposition
to war is the fact that a business’s trade orientation still appears to be an important determinant of
a business leader’s war preferences in modern conflicts. The positive, statistically coefficient for
increasing trade orientation across the regression results cuts against existing theoretical critiques
of the economic consequences perspective that hold few businesses will not oppose modern
conflicts based on their trade orientation.470 At the same time, however, it is important not to
overclaim on the basis of these results. Not only do these model specifications lack a credible
causal identification strategy but these results also provide no evidence for the hypothesized
mechanism linking trade orientation and opposition to war: the prospect of disrupted international
trade.471
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These results also demonstrate that, although the characteristics of individual business
leaders certainly matter for predicting their war preferences, the economic situation of their
business also remains important. Ever since the early-twentieth-century research of Adolf Berle
and Gardiner Means on the differing preferences of owners and managers, management scholars
have pushed back against the notion that businesses can be treated as unitary actors.472 As a result,
however, boards of directors and owners have worked incredibly hard to minimize the gap between
business leaders’ preferences and that of the organization, primarily through the structure of leader
compensation.473 Based on the evidence presented, as well as these theoretical insights, it would
seem that treating businesses as unitary actors will yield an acceptable, if necessarily imperfect,
understanding of business opposition to war. The theoretical and empirical divergence between a
business’s war preferences and business leader’s war preferences, though, nevertheless seems like
a potentially important area for future research. In the conclusion of this dissertation I demonstrate
how conceptualizing a business as a unitary or disaggregated actor can serve as a key starting point
for a structured, forward-looking research agenda on business opposition to war.
6.7.2 Relevance of the Results for Understanding Opposition to the Vietnam War
The findings in this chapter also provide contextual evidence about American business
leaders’ support and opposition to the Vietnam War, although it is important to not overinterpret
the findings. Namely, given that Vietnam wasn’t a large trading partner with the United States
prior to the war breaking out, it isn’t clear that the association between business leaders’ trade
orientation and opposition to war observed in the Russett and Hanson data is being driven by the
mechanism of disrupted war time trade that the economic consequences perspective posits.
That is not to say that the observed association between business leaders’ trade orientation
and war preferences is spurious, but rather that it may be operating through a different mechanism.
It could be, for instance, that the fighting in Vietnam disrupted trade between the United States
and third-party countries due to the ripple effects of the Vietnam War throughout Southeast Asian
economies.474 Alternatively it could be that the growing, widespread international disapproval of
American activities in Vietnam led internationalist American firms to pay a reputational penalty
when dealing with international suppliers.
Most likely, however, the internationalist firms in the Russett and Hanson data disapproved
of the Vietnam War because of the inflationary disruptions caused by the conflict. President
Lyndon Johnson’s refusal to finance the war through taxes versus issuing debt meant that inflation
during the Vietnam War was far greater than in previous Cold War conflicts, such as in Korea.475
Inflation was also a proximate effect of domestic supply chains bottlenecked by government
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demand for conflict relevant goods. For internationalist firms, inflation meant that American
manufactured goods for export were now less competitive than those produced by foreign firms.476
Unfortunately, the Russett and Hanson data does not contain enough detail to distinguish between
these various competing mechanisms whereby internationalist firms in the United States might be
motivated to oppose the war. Future research, however, can both productively examine these
inflationary dynamics in the case of American business leaders during the Vietnam War and also,
as the following chapter proposes, form part of a general research agenda on the economic and
noneconomic determinants of business opposition to war.
6.8 Conclusion
A common criticism of trade preference theory is that the theory lacks validity in modern
conflicts due to changes in the structure of the international economy. Although a business’s trade
policy preferences may have been a historical determinant of their war preferences, this linkage
may no longer hold in the modern era.477 This chapter tempers this criticism through empirically
evaluating a rare historical survey of American business leaders’ opposition to war during the
Vietnam War. A business’s trade orientation does appear to partially determine business leaders’
war preferences in this conflict, implying that trade preference theory can help explain business
opposition to war during the Vietnam War and similar conflicts.
This chapter has also investigated a separate criticism: that other factors, like a business
leader’s domestic policy preferences may also partially determine their war preferences, either
alongside of or in place of their trade policy preferences.478 It has demonstrated that a business
leader’s domestic policy preferences are also an important determinant of their war preferences,
although this doesn’t supplant the importance of a business’s trade orientation. Both of these
factors, however—the temporal validity of trade preference theory and alternate determinants of
business opposition to war—are worthy of further investigation, which I discuss in the subsequent,
concluding chapter of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Conclusion
FUTURE RESEARCH ON BUSINESS OPPOSITION TO WAR

This dissertation has advanced and tested a novel theory of business opposition to war
centered on a business’s trade orientation and conflict relevance. The preceding chapter, however,
introduced the idea that other factors, such as a business leader’s political ideology or domestic
policy preferences, may also partially determine their opposition to war. It may be that individual
business leaders’ war preferences may differ from those of the organization that they work for,
considered as a unitary actor. As a result, in this concluding chapter I propose a structured,
forward-looking research agenda on business opposition to war based on different
conceptualizations of businesses, their motivations, and the consequences of interstate conflicts.
I also address the consequences of this dissertation’s findings for a broader understanding
of the effects of business pressure on international politics. Specifically, I counter the notion that
the results of this dissertation imply a necessary pessimism about the effect of business pressure
on the prospect of international peace. Although this dissertation complicates our understanding
of which businesses will oppose interstate wars, and why they might do so, it doesn’t in and of
itself imply that fewer businesses will oppose war than previously believed. The overall level of
business opposition to war will be a function of the composition of the business community at a
given time. Although my theory implies that some businesses existing arguments predict should
oppose interstate wars are unlikely to oppose conflicts, it doesn’t imply that fewer businesses
overall will oppose interstate wars.
7.1 A Research Agenda on Business Opposition to War
How can future research productively investigate alternate causes of business opposition
to war? I propose that future research on business opposition to war should start from the two key
conceptual differences between the economic consequences and leader ideology perspectives
identified in the previous chapter: first, whether businesses are conceptualized as a unitary versus
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disaggregated actor, and second whether businesses are seen as primarily motivated by material or
non-material factors.
These sorts of ontological assumptions about how to conceptualize actors and their
motivations are an important step in parsimonious theory creation.479 Importantly, however, they
are neither “true” nor “false.” Rather, different ontological assumptions will simply lead to
different theories of business opposition to war by highlighting different consequences or relevant
effects of interstate conflicts, and different sources, or independent variables, that might determine
business opposition to war. The research agenda that I propose, as visualized in Figure 7.1,
represents just one potential way to think about further research on the causes of business war
preferences. Like all such meta-theoretical taxonomies, it also inevitably minimizes or ignores
potentially fruitful areas of research on business opposition to war because of its own inherent
ontological assumptions. By clarifying these assumptions, and their theoretical implications,
however, this research agenda can serve as an important touch-point for future research on business
opposition to war through either its implementation or criticism.
The first key ontological question facing further theoretical research on business opposition
to war, as visualized by the leftmost column of Figure 7.1, is whether businesses should be
conceptualized as unitary actors, as in the economic consequences perspective and my additive
theory of business opposition to war, or disaggregated into multiple sets of actors. The leader
ideology perspective highlights how one type of disaggregated actors, business leaders, might hold
different war preferences than the business as a whole. There are a number of other types of
disaggregated actors, however, such as business owners, managers, and employees, whose war
preferences might vary in important ways vis-à-vis each other and the business as a whole.480
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Figure 7.1: A Research Agenda on Business opposition to war
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Second, as represented in the second column of Figure 7.1, there is the question of what
motivates businesses. Specifically, are businesses and disaggregated actors motivated by material
concerns like profits, market access, market share, or compensation? Or are they motivated by
non-material concerns like norms, ideologies, status, or nationalism? Third, as the third column of
Figure 7.1 demonstrates, these ontological microfoundations point towards different relevant
consequences/effects of interstate conflicts. Economic consequences of conflict such as disrupted
international trade, disrupted supply or value chains, inflation, taxes, and so on will be relevant to
businesses motivated by material concerns. Businesses or disaggregated actors motivated by nonmaterial concerns, though, will be more interested in how wars might violate norms or increase
the salience of certain ideologies.
Finally, the right-most column of Figure 7.1 links these different consequences/effects of
wars to specific sources of business opposition to war. In turn, these sources can be seen as key
independent variables that theoretically cause variation in business opposition to war. Since the
consequences of wars will inevitably fall heterogeneously across different types of businesses, we
can deduce testable hypotheses about which business will oppose war based on different types of
businesses and actors and how they are affected by interstate conflicts.
For instance, the empirical finding presented in chapter six—that there is a statistically
significant relationship between a business leader’s domestic policy preferences and war
preferences—begs for a stronger theoretical explanation than the leader ideology perspective
currently provides. In addition to theorizing the relationship between a business leader’s
preferences about the restriction of civil liberties and their war preferences, however, there may
be other domestic policy preferences that may theoretically related to war preferences such as a
business leader’s preferences regarding government spending in general, or role in regulatory
policy. These latter domestic policy preferences will likely only be important for a business
leader’s war preferences if we conceptualize business leaders as motivated by both material and
non-material concerns.
There may also be other demographic or ideational determinants of business leaders’
opposition to war besides domestic policy. Any number of factors, including a business leader’s
strategic rationality,481 overconfidence,482 past life experiences,483 family situation,484 and thrillseeking behavior,485 amongst others, might credibly be related to a business leader’s war
preferences. Alternatively, looking beyond a single leader and to the advisors around them, it might
be that the collective experiences and beliefs of business leaders matter for a business’s war
preferences above and beyond any individual characteristics.486
The proposed research agenda in Figure 7.1 may also be expanded on in three distinct
areas. First, basing this research agenda on agent-centered ontological assumptions invariably
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minimizes the role environmental factors might play in determining business opposition to war.
Structural factors, such as the normative environment, economic system, or domestic regime type
in which businesses operate might also be distinct causes of business opposition to war, or mediate
the relationship between a businesses’ individual characteristics and their war preferences.487
Second, a growing literature on the “political economy of security” highlights how the
economic consequences of wars are endogenous, political outcomes rather than being
exogenous.488 A better understanding of the strategic interaction between businesses and
governments in setting wartime tax, regulatory and trade policy will further sharpen an
understanding of both the sources of business opposition to war and how businesses acting based
on those preferences affect wartime economic policy. Third, although this article has focused
exclusively on businesses’ preferences regarding interstate wars, future theoretical research should
also investigate businesses’ preferences regarding intrastate and civil wars. Despite a growing
literature on “businesses and peace,” this research has yet to seriously investigate businesses’ civil
war or civil conflict preferences.489
Finally, additional empirical research on business opposition to war should further test both
the economic consequences and leader ideology perspectives on business opposition to war, as
well as additional and potentially more rigorous hypotheses, across a range of spatial and temporal
contexts using a variety of research methods. Particularly if business opposition to war may be
affected by structural variables such as differing economic systems or domestic regime types, it is
important to test theories of business opposition to war in a number of differing regional and
country contexts. Moreover, given existing theoretical critiques regarding potential temporal scope
conditions on theories of business opposition to war, alongside the shifting nature of warfare and
the international economy, it is important to test theories of business opposition to war across a
variety of temporal contexts.490 If the enduring and expanding scholarly literature on businesses’
foreign economic policy preferences are any guide, there will be fruitful avenues for both empirical
and theoretical research on business opposition to war for years, if not decades, to come.
7.2 Relevance of the Dissertation for Contemporary International Relations
What relevance does this dissertation’s argument and findings have for contemporary
international relations? A better understanding of which businesses, and why, will oppose
interstate wars is incredibly important for understanding contemporary international relations in
so far as interstate conflicts unfortunately remain a fairly regular occurrence in world politics.
Although interstate wars perhaps occur with less frequency than they once did, the destructiveness
of recent conflicts such as the 2003 Invasion of Iraq and Russian invasions of Georgia in 2008 and
Ukraine in 2022—as well as the possibility of future conflicts initiated by or in response to a more
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revisionist Russia or China—mean that understanding the role that businesses might play in
mitigating or exacerbating these conflicts remains incredibly important.491
While this dissertation has challenged the conventional wisdom on business opposition to
war, and argued that many businesses that might have previously been thought likely to oppose
wars are far less likely to do so, these findings don’t mean that fewer businesses overall are likely
to oppose wars in an absolute sense. The overall level of business opposition to war in a given set
of circumstances will depend on a number of contextual factors. In particular, the distribution of
business types, for instance in terms of their trade orientation and conflict relevance, distribution
of political ideology among business leaders, and the contextual economic consequences of
conflict, will all play an important role in determining the overall level of business opposition to
at a given time or place.
My argument in this dissertation implies that the more businesses in a given set of
circumstances that are domestic oriented, or have a high level of conflict relevance, the less likely
we should be to see businesses oppose interstate conflicts. Luckily, given high levels of economic
and financial interconnectedness between countries today, these are not the circumstances that we
currently find ourselves in. Stephen Brooks has argued that few contemporary businesses will
actively support interstate conflicts because large businesses are increasingly internationalist, and
I see no reason to disagree with this assessment.492 If there is a reason for pessimism, however, it
is that many large contemporary businesses are also becoming increasingly conflict relevant. This
is particularly true in the technology sector, where there is widespread competition for large
military contracts.493 As technological prowess becomes ever more important for military
effectiveness, the technology sector will become increasingly conflict relevant, and therefore less
likely to oppose interstate wars.
Even these predictions, however, may prove inaccurate without a better understanding not
just of business opposition to war, but also the conditions under which preferences are translated
into political behavior, and when business’ political behavior does and does not affect foreign
security policy. The absolute level of business opposition to war, in terms of businesses’
preferences only, will matter little if there are few conditions under which businesses act on those
preferences. The question of when—and whether—those conditions exist, however, must be left
to a subsequent project.
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